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PREFACE 
Although the Western Kentucky University Student Honors Research Bulletin 
has been publ ished for several years , thi s is the firs t issue in wh ich t he 
winning papers were chosen by the var ious academic co ll eges themselves. In 
t he past , the editor alone was char ged with the r esponsibility of j udging the 
papers--even if they dealt wi th topics outside his own academic ken . HavinR 
screening commi ttees in each of the colleges has made the j udging more equitable 
and more competitive, for now each co llege se lects t he best freshman, sophomore , 
junior, senior, and graduate paper from t hat col l ege. If no worthy paper is 
available for a given student c lassification , however, the college i s under 
no obligation to fulfill that c lassification. The upshot of the new se le ction 
process is that thi s i ssue of the Bulletin is sure l y the best one ever . I wish 
to congratulate the students whose work is represented in this i ssue and t o 
thank the members of the various scr eening commi ttees for their contri butions. 
A special note of appreciation is due ~~. Judy French and Ms. Janet Watwood, 
who he lped prepare the manuscr ipts . 
Walker Rutledge, Editor 
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USE OF GOVERNMENT DOCU~lENTS IN SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED LIBRARIES 
AND FUTURE UTILIZATION PROSPECTS 
by l'iilliam F. Bolte 
Preface 
This study was initiated under the auspices of the Department of Library 
Science of Western Kentucky University and Dr. Jefferson Caskey. Utilization 
of the survey reSll 1 ts wi 11 be by the Kentucky Depart ment of Library and Archives, 
State Library Division. 
Overview 
Government documents are produced in ever-increasing numbers and serve as 
a valuable information source on the national and local level . The primary 
producer of documents is the Government Printing Office with the Superintendent 
of Documents serving as sal es agent for federal publications. 
The number of depository libraries is de termined by law. The public access 
to documents on the local level is through these depository l ibraries or through 
the local public li brary's acquisition of documents on a very limi ted basis . 
Those institutions with libraries serving as selective depositories in 
Kentucky are the Hopkinsville Community College, Murray State University, Western 
Kentucky University, Kentucky Wesleyan College , Loui sville Free Public Library, 
University of Louisville, University of Louisville Law School, Thomas Moore College, 
Union College, Eastern Kentucky University, Centre College, Kentucky Department 
of Library & Archives, Kentucky State University , State Law Library , University 
of Kentucky, Ashland Public Library, Northern Kentucky University, University of 
Kentucky Law Library, and Morehead State University . The University of Kentucky 
is designated as a regional library (one which receives all federal publications 
classed as depository items), 
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The selection of documents is complicated by the large number produced, 
the librarians' access to review sources and full bibliographic information, and 
their knowledge of ordering procedures for the acquisition of documents from either 
the source or the Superintendent of Documents. On the local level many public 
librarians have not had the exposure necessary to utilize government documents as 
an information base and do very little ordering of government documents. 
The Survey 
The need to determine public library use of documents and the librarians' own 
knowledge of access to government documents was viewed as the first stage in pre-
paration of a one-day workshop to provide instruction in government documents. The 
workshop would be ' structured to provide learning opportunities for public librarians 
to better understand what documents are available, how the documents function in 
information systems, and how the documents may be acquired and used in a library 
collection, vertical file, or bibliography. 
A survey was the research tool used to gain the necessary information. The 
sections of the survey were these : 1) Program data, 2) General knowledge of pub-
lications, guides, etc., 3) Present-use status, 4) Exposure to government documents, 
5) Utilization of government documents, 6) Impressions, 7) Financial considerations, 
and 8) Recommendations. 
A secondary purpose of the survey was to call attention to government documents 
and to provide awareness of the State Library Division as a resource base and as a 
continuing education faCilItator . Knowledge of documents would increase requests 
for documents from the Government Documents Section of the State Library Division. 
Review of the Responses 
1 . 0 Program data 
Survey response was poor. The author believes that this indicates that a much 
larger percentage of public librarians knew little of government documents 
2 
and failed to uti li ze them . Surveys were sent to 108 participating l ibraries in 
t he State system and 46 were returned (43%). 
An effort to determine the needs of the community was made by noting the c lass 
of town in which the library was situated. Since mos t of the counties in Kentucky 
are rura l, the towns are usually smal l . However. in some cases the county seat is 
one of several medium-sized towns with i n the coun ty with a combined population 
equa l ing a county with a higher class city. 
Towns are classed on the basis of population. ·Ine most recent edition of 
The State Directory of Kentucky was used to confirm the class. The results of the 
survey showed the fol l owing: 
Class Town Reporting Percentage of Return 
2nd 7 15 
3rd 10 22 
4th 19 41 
5th 9 20 
6th 1 
Fifty percent of the population of the State was represented by the returned 
surveys . Over 400,000 persons within the counties represented were not served by 
libraries with government documents. 
The 61% of returns for 4th and 5th class cities reflectS the rural nature of 
Kentucky ' s l ibraries. It is assumed that rural area s have le ss need fo r information 
than urban; consequently, they have less need for government documents than an 
urban area. The divers ity of government documents , however , covers every aspect 
of human life. and the publications of certa in department s such as the Department 
of Agriculture coul d be use ful in a rura l community . Statistical informat i on and 
sociocultural studies have basic educational va lue to any community. 
Lou isvill e is the only officia l first-class ci ty in Kentucky. Since the 
Louisville Free Public Library is a selective depository and is a large urban 
• 3 
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library, it was not included in the survey. Ashland Public Library, the only 
other public library in the State which is a depository library, was included 
because the library serves a much smaller population than Louisville . 
2. 0 General knowledge of publications, guides , etc . 
Nine items were se l ected to test the general knowledge of librarians of cer-
tain publications and terms relating to government documents. Those terms 
se l ected were ones which would likely be known by l ibrarians and were ones to be 
included in the workshop design if lack of familiarity was evidenced. Results 
showed that a large percentage were not fami l iar with government publ ications and 
document sources of bibliographic'information. A majority of respondents did not 
know what depository libraries were. 
Librarians understand 
76\ 
67% 
17\ 
59% 
65\ 
48\ 
39\ 
54% 
41\ 
Item 
GPO (Government Printing Office) 
SUDOCS (Superintendent of Documents) 
NITS (National Technical Information 
Service) 
Monthly Catalog 
Selected List 
Index to U.S. Government Periodicals 
ERIC's Resources in Education 
Regional DepOSitories 
Selective Depositories 
The variation between those who said they understood the term "regional 
depositories" and "selective depositories" indicates that this percentage is 
i naccurate. Since only one library in Kentucky is a regional depository, it can 
be assumed that librarians misunderstand the term "regional" as it applies to 
aepository libraries . If 54\ knew that terminology, then the same percentage shou l d 
4 
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know the meaning of " selective!! depository. 
The fact that over one-fourth of the respondent s did not know wh a t the 
Government Printing Office and the Superin tendent of Documents were indicates a 
strong need for a Io.'orkshop on document s . 
3.0 Present use status 
A section on present- use measures those libraries whose librarians actual l y 
order documents and the librarians' understanding of the order procedure. 
Sixty-five percent of the librarian s had ordered do cum en ts from the Superin-
tendent of Documents for their present or past libraries. Six t een librarians (35\) 
indicated they had never ordered documents. so projections are that one-third of 
Kentucky I s libraries have never provided government documents i n their acquisitions 
program . 
Half of the librarians admi t.ted to having troub l e finding out what materials 
are available--indicating that they need to be made aware of review sources. Si xty-
one percent said "yes" to knowing the sources from which gove rnment publications 
may be obta ined, and 57% under s tood the order procedure f or government docwnents. 
Only 22% said t hey didn't understand the order procedure. Ten persons (22%) fa iled 
to respond to th e question "00 you unders tand the order procedures?" Those who 
failed to respond may be assum ed to have offered negati ve r esponses, giving an 
aggregate of 44 % wh o di d not understand the order procedure . 
Librarian s gave the following source of information for available document s of 
other government materi als : 
Se lected List 13 
Booklist 4 
Consumer InfoT1llation Cata l og 2 
Monthly Cata log 10 
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Sources receiving only one response were Distribution Center, Regional 
Depositories, SUDOCS, Index to U. S. Government Periodicals, ERIC, and Vertical 
File Index. 
4.0 Exposure to government documents 
Exposure to documents from college experiences or library visitation was felt 
to be an indicator of the awareness of librarians to and acquisition of government 
documents. A simple majority (54%) was found to have never visited or browsed 
through a government documents library at a depository library. 
Librarians were asked if free government documents were ever received from a 
government agency, congressman, etc., since materials are available in this manner 
if requested. Seventy-eight percent said "yes.1! The other 22% are missing a good 
opportunity for complimentary copies from government sources. 
5.0 Uti li zation of government documents 
Utilization of government documents provides information on the actual attitudes 
of librarians toward documents within the library and the actual use of documents 
on hand. 
Sixty- seven percent of the librarians had examined or used government documents 
for personal use. Seventy-eight percent said their library had documents on hand 
either in the cataloged collect.ion or in the vertical file. The terminology 
"personal" mayor may not include the librarian' s use in searching reference 
requests for patrons. 
The question "Does your library have any government documents on hand either 
as cataloged items or a s items available i n your vertical (information) fil e?" 
recei ved t hese replies: 
Yes - 78% No 22\ 
I f t he response was "yes" to the previous question, the respondent was asked, 
"Do you or the library staff make use of those government documents on hand in your 
library?" Thirty persons of the thirty-six who responded with "yes" said "occaSionally," 
6 
and six persons said "often . " One person answered "never. II 
If the response was "no" to the question given, the respondent was asked, 
1100 you fee l government documents could prove useful as resource (information) 
material in your library if made available?" Seven persons of the ten "no" responses 
said "l imited use," seven said "moderate use," and one said "heavy" use. 
There \o,'as an inconsistency in answering the previous questions, for many 
librarians answered both regardless of their "yes" or "no" answers. The total 
responses \o,'ere given to indicate attitudes, however. 
Each person answering "yes" to having documents on hand was also asked, liDo you 
consider government documents for 'reference only' material or 'che ck-out' material?tI 
Reference only--22% Check-out--50% 
Seventeen percent answered both to reference and check-out, and 11 % left the question 
blank. 
Whether librarians consider documents reference or circulating materials suggests 
a possible reason for acquiring them. The decision to catalog and shelve a docu-
ment as opposed to placing it in a vertical file fOlder determines how much the 
document may be used, the importance placed upon it, and staff processing time. 
Those librari ans considering documents as check-out think of them in the more 
popular vein of general information, narrative, and reading material. Those regard-
ing documents as reference only will likely think of them as stati st ical, highly-
specia li zed documentary , and of less use than drculating material. 
6. 0 Impressions 
Impressions of librarians were necessary to see how willing they might be to 
learn more about documents and utilize them to serve the public needs. The following 
questions were asked: 
"What is your first impression of the cost of government documents?" 
35% Cheap 52% Reasonable 4% Too high 
7 
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The r esponses prove that the cost fac t or is not a reason against buying 
documents , as a minimum of people regarded t hem as being highly priced. 
The question "Do you consider yourself and your support s taff as knowl edgeable 
of government documents as much as you need to be for your library service?" prompted 
t hese responses: 
13% Yes 83% No 
The 83% response of librarians who didn't consider themse l ves as know l edgeable 
as they needed to be led to a high response of persons who said they would order 
documents i f they had an opportunity to learn more about the types of government 
documents available and how to locate useful government publications. Sixty-three 
percent sai d "yes ," 17\ said "no," and 20% fai l ed to respond to the quest i on about 
having the opportunity to l earn more about the availabi l ity of documents and how to 
l ocate documents. 
Eighty percent would recommend government documents on a se l ected basis for 
libraries not using them. The same percentage of librarians wanted the Department of 
Library & Archives to supply regularly se lected "useful" government documents. When 
aske~ if they wou ld like for the Depar t ment of Libraries and Archives to mail out 
regu lar l y a suggested l ist of documents with practica l need in a smal l or medium-
sized public library , 98% said "yes. " Ninety-three percent s t ated they woul d attend 
or send a staff member to a regional l ibr ary workshop on selecting documents. 
7. 0 Financia l considerations 
• Each librarian was asked t o comment on t he acquisit ions budget to determine the 
moni es whi ch could be allocated for document purchase as part of co llect ion develop-
ment . A rather large per centage of libraries had acqui sition budgets under $10,000. 
Sixty-seven percent had budgets under $10,000, and 22% had budgets between $10 , 000 
and $25,000 . Sixty- t hree percent , nevertheless , sai d a smal l amount could be made 
:rvrt :1 able from the present budget for ordering documents without hurting t he acqui-
si tions program. Only 17% said no money could be allocated for government documents . 
8 
Conclusions 
The survey documented the need to provide for continuing education programs 
about government documents for public librarians in Kentucky. This was evident 
by the number of librarians who were not familiar with standard terms relating to 
government documents. by the fact that 35% had never ordered documents. and by the 
many librarians (50%) who admitted to having t rouble finding out what materials 
are availble . ' 
The librarians were honest in admitting that most did not know as much about 
government documents as they needed to know for providing library service; the 
majority indicated they would order documents if they had an opportunity to learn 
more about them. 
The Department of Library & Archives received good support from the librarians 
who indicated they would ' like the Department to supply regularly selected "useful" 
government documents and would also like to receive a suggested list of documents 
for practical needs . The Department of Library & Archives, State Library Division, 
has already begun to refer documents to the book selection committee and started 
plans for the workshop to be presented on a regional basis among the fifteen 
library regions in Kentucky . 
9 
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STATUS PRESERVATION IN lliREE CHARACTERISTIC RADICAL RIGHT GROUPS 
by Tom Irwin 
Richard Hofstadter has written that "it has become increasingly clear that 
people not only seek their &conomi~interests but also express and even in a 
measure define themselves in politics; that political life acts as a sounding 
board for identities, values, fears and aspirations . III The preservation of 
social status is one of the strongest of the psychological, nonmaterial determi-
nants of political behavior. When a well-defined, cohes i ve status group senses 
that its prestige and social standing are declining, it often turns to politics 
as a means of protesting this situation. Status preservation often manifests 
itself in politics as a form of right-wing extremism. 
William l'-lcPherson, after having examined several thousand statements on 
civil rights and the Vietnam War in various rightist and leftist publications, 
defined extremism as "value-oriented movements which refuse to participate fully 
in democratic politics or make cynical use of politics as a means to other goal s. ,,2 
Richard Hofstadter has referred. to right-wing extremism as "pseudo-conservatism" 
in order to differentiate it from the more moderate, responsib l e mainstream of 
conservative thought. 3 He contends that "its exponents, although they believe 
• 
themselves to be conservatives and usually employ the rhetoric of conservatism, 
show signs of a serious. and restless dissatisfaction with American life, traditions, 
and institutions ."4 The three organizations to be treated in this paper, the John 
Birch Society, Liberty Lobby, and the National States Rights Party, are all 
excellent examples of right-wing extremism . Their common psychological motivation 
is status preservation. The dominant extremist the~j of the last two groups is racism. 
10 
All right-wing extremist political organizations have three essential 
characteristics: nativism. political moralism. and conspiracy theory. Ralph 
Linton has written that in nativism "certain currents or remembered elements 
of culture are selected for emphasis or given symbolic value. The more distinc -
tive such elements are with respect to other cultures with which the society is 
5 in contrast. the greater their value as symbols of the society's unique character." 
Political Moralism portrays political competition in absolute terms . The 
social group that is declining in status sees itself and its "remembered elements 
of culture" as the repository of all that is good and noble within a given society . 
Whatever elements in society are threatening its status are viewed as innately 
corrupt and evil. One or the other must triumph. Conspiracy theory is the means 
by which a declining status group disqualifies its competition from access to the 
"open marketplace of ideas." The rival elements causing its decline in status 
are not merely deluded. They are deliberately conspiring to perpetrate evil in 
the political arena. They must be denied access to the democratic process. 
"Backlash" is the process by which a declining status group's generalized hos-
tility towards change is transferred to a specific group identified with that 
change. 
The John Birch Society is a good example of an extremist group which expresses 
its nativism in cultural rather than racial terms. A recent article in American 
Opinion. the Society's monthly magazine. contains a characteristic expression of 
culturally oriented political moralism . The writer asserts that Communism and 
liberalism have " threatened poetry--and all the beauty. truth. and goodness in 
the world as well."6 The Society has the most detailed and well-developed con-
spiracy theory of any right-wing extremist group. Robert Welch speaks of a 
"long-range conspiratorial intent to destroy completely the old order of civili -
zation. in order to build on the resulting ruin. misery . and despair their totally 
tyrannical new world order . ,,7 
11 
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The "they" of the above quote a r e the "Insider s ," whom We l ch postulates as 
the motivating for ce behind such diverse phenomena as the French Revolution, the 
r ise of Naz j sm i n Germany , and the emergence of wor l d Communism . He is never 
very speci fi c about exactly wh o they are , except that they are highly i ntel li -
gent , tota lly evil, and possessed of an exceptional ability to deceive and mani-
pulate . When the Society i s in need of a less esoteric backlas h t arget it 
refers s impl y to Conununis t s and a "Communist conspira cy ." 
I f the John Birch Society is not a raci s t organi za tion and if it opposes 
Communism, i s it then the defender of American va lue s it cl aims t o be? \~e l ch 
ans\"l'e r s this question himse l f and reveals the essentially pseudo- conser vative 
, 
nature of his group. He states , "The John Birch Society i s to be a monolithic 
body. A republi can fo rm of government or of organization has many attractions 
and advantages, under certain favorable circumstances . But under l ess happy 
circumstanes including those in t he United States today it lends itself too readi l y 
to infiltration , distortion, and disruption . And democracy, of cour se , i s 
merely a deceptive phrase, a weapon of demagoguery, and a perennial fraud."S 
The John Birch Society has a hi ghly developed conspiracy theory, but it does 
not sing l e out any racial or ethnic group as the source of evi l i n society . For 
this reason, a sizable portion of its membership seems to feel the need to "fles h 
out" the conspiracy t heory by identifying a more speci fic group of conspirator s . 
Revilo Oliver, one of the f ounding members of the Soc iety in 1958, a member of 
its Executive Council and &11 associate editor o f American Opinion, \"I'3S expel l ed 
in August 1966 for his anti - Semiti c ac t ivities . Other prominent members such as 
Robert DePugh, head of 'the Hinutemen and the Conunit t ee of Ten ~Iillion, and t he 
la te Westbrook Pegler, a f r equent contributor to radical right publ i cations, have 
had their member ship revoked for anti-Semitism . 
The t wo organi zations of primar y in t erest to t hi s paper, the Liber y Lobby 
and the Nat ional States Rjghts Par ty, have no such problem with an ill-defined 
12 
backlash target. Both use race as their major cultural symbol. Race is per-
ceived to be the basis of Western cul ture, and whites are portrayed as the most 
advanced of the world's races. Just as the John Birch Society sees history and 
the current political s ituation as a strugg l e between virtuous patriots and a 
cabal of grasping, amora l "Insiders," Liberty Lobby and the NSRP view them as 
basica l ly a strugg l e between races. The white man is pitted against the other 
peoples of the world in an epic struggle for surviva l. Jews are viewed with 
great hostility . sometimes on religious and sometimes on racial grounds . They 
are often identified as the principal force behind the conspiracy against "white 
civilization." 
Liberty Lobby and the NSRP have a l ess systematic and developed conspiracy 
t heory than does the John Birch Society, and they do not share the Society's 
reluctance to make direct attacks on minority groups that are perceived as status 
threats . The key backlash targets are Negroes and Jews, though there is occa-
sioRal hosti l e mention of ot her minority groups, particu l arly Latin Americans . 
Libeny Lobby is "not so much a political organization as a mass media 
organization , with a wi de l y dis tributed newspaper and programs on about a hundre~ 
radio stations . ,,9 Liberty Lobby is apparently well aware that its best strategy 
at present is to avoid a direct confrontation with the two-party system it never 
tires of denouncing . Ins tead, i t is concentrating on radica l izing the wh i te 
majority of Americans through an intens ive propaganda effort, with an eye to 
bui lding up a base of SUppOTt for future po l itica l campaigns. 
Li ber ty Lobby publishes a weekly tabloid, The Spotlight. The Spotlight does 
not attack minority groups outri ght, but follows a subt l er strategy . Organizations 
created to advance minority interests, such as the Anti-Defamation League, t he 
American Jewish Commi ttee, the Nationa l Association for the Advancement of Co l ored 
Peop l e, and the Urban League, are portrayed as actively and ma l icious ly seeking 
to undermine the interests of the "American majority," which i n The SpOtlight can 
13 
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he read as a code I>'ord for non-Jewish Americans of Eu ropean descent. 
A r ecen t article d"'el I s on the hostili ty of Jew i sh organizations to Christian 
religious obscrvsnces;lO another details ho,,' the ADL undermines U.S . po l icy in 
the in t erests of I s rael . II Liberty Lobby is currently b r i nging suit agains t t he 
ADL for the sum of s ix mill i on dolbrs ; and pa r t of its petition stat es that they 
"have mL s used economic po\\'er and influence for the purpose of s tifling all 
criticism and de bate concern ing the ADL, the government of Israel, Zionism , a nd 
any other Zi onist or Jc",ish interes t ,,1 2 This mor e sophisticated form of 
anti -Semit i sm prefers to ca ll itself anti-Zionism and attacks any man ife stat i ons 
of Jewish power and influence in the U. S . , wh i le avoiding any references t o the 
Je",ish people, pe r se . Nonet heless , the reade r is given the c l ear i mpression that 
Jews are a hos t i l e and tightly organi zed e l ement in Ameri c.ln society . 
I~ace i s dealt with in a similar fashion . The reader will f ind no ou t spoken 
denunciations of bla cks or "inferior races . " The Spotlight prefers to sti ck to 
the 1ssues, part.icularly those that revea l b lac ks or other minority groups i n a 
bad light. An arti cle on Rhodesia as ks : "In the sense that culture ha s been 
known in the West for a thousand ycars--what has Afr i ca to offer?,,13 It concl udes , 
" If there is a chance . of wh i te rule conUnuing , then, in the interes t s of 
h · 11 bl k " ",,14 1>' "J tes as we as ac os , 1t must cont111ue . 
An editori a l i n The Spotlight attributes the Jonestown tragedy to i n ter -
rac iali sm and pu t s the blame for this incident a t the door of Ameri can' s l i beral 
establishment . 15 Additjon ~l art i cles emphasize the primitiveness 16 of other races, 
17 describe the peril to national sovereignty posed by wealthy al ien entrepreneurs, 
and portray ,,'ell-meaning "'hites as persecuted and bes e i ged by unass imi lab l e !lon-
I " . ." 18 w nte m1110n t~es . 
The Spotl i gh t is cautious not t o evoke s ympathy for minori ty groups by 
engaging i n shrill, vitrioli...: white sup remacist d iatribes. It asser t s that wh i tes 
are the truly persecuted ones ; and in its pages whites are always we ll - intentioJ. ~d 
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towards minorities but always betrayed in their trust , always confronted with 
new evidence that different racial and religious groups are implacably opposed. 
White liberals are treated with the utmost contempt. They have allegedly sold 
out to "un-American" minority interests, preferring status and I<.'ealth to integ-
ri ty. 
Liberty Lobby is one of the foremost purveyors of conspiracy theories in 
the U.S. today. The Spotlight traffics in a wide variety of often contradic-
tory conspiracy theories from issue to issue, all I<.'ith the intent of undermining 
its readership ' s faith in the fairness and honesty of the American political 
system . The Rockefellers, the Trilateral Commission, the Council on Foreign 
Relations, Communists, liberals, Jewish groups , and Negro organizations are all 
somehow in league to tyrannize and crush the "American majority . ,,19 
The Liberty Lobby, hOI<.'ever extreme in its rhetoric, fails to reach the 
outer limits of right-wing extremism in the United States . The National States 
Rights Party comes much closer to the ultimate mark. Probably the most successful 
white supremaci st political organization in America today, its monthly newspaper, 
The Thunderbolt, is described by the Anti-Defamation League as "a major hate 
publication. ,,20 The NSRP has a membership that is organized nationl<.'ide, and its 
nel<.'spaper "is read regularly by many Klansmen as well as many in the neo-Nazi 
movement.,,2l The NSRP is quite single-minded in its propaganda . White supremacist 
topics are the only ones dea l t with at any length. 
The Thunderbo lt is vi ol ently anti-Semitic . It does not l imit itself, like 
The Spotlight, to attacks on Jewish special interest groups . It attacks Jews 
as such on racial and religious grounds . The Thunderbolt asserts that the Jew 
wants to destroy "the white race he so passionately hates.,,22 Communism is 
re ferre~l to as "Jewish Marxism, ,,23 and "Communists and Jews are defending black 
killers in order to further their goals of bringing about chaos and social 
disorder. They want a revolution in this country which will result in the 
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establishment of a Marx i st slave state run by minorities with the Jews in 
control. ,,24 Jews are the force behind miscegenation . "The Jew is using the 
negro in an effort to destroy the White Race ,,, 25 and "in the captivity of Jew 
propaganda and of the Jew ne""s media and Jewish control of education, innocent 
",'hi te people are duped into mating wi th negroes even though it is unnatural. ,,26 
According to The Thunderbolt, Jews are responsible for most of America ' s and 
the world's problems: "It was Jew money, power and political influence which 
brought the White Race to the crisis we face today.,,27 And finally, Jews are 
attracted to sexual perversions, as illustrated by the subtitle "Jew Dentist 
Convicted 10 Sex Assault.,,28 
The NSRP uses all the mainstays of anti - Semitic religious bi gotry . Attorney 
J . B. Stoner, National Chairnan of the NSRP, has written, "For two thousand years, 
the Jews have been carrying on a terror campaign agains t our Lord Jesus Christ 
and His followers . ,,29 Central to this accusation is t he traditional anti -Semitic 
charge that "The Jews crucified the Son of God and the Christ-hating Jews of 
today are as guilty as those of two thousand years ago.,,30 Stoner asserts that 
"According to the Holy Bible , we Christians are God's chosen people, not the 
Je",'s.1!31 
Besides trying to divorce the Christian and Jewish religious traditions and 
portray Jews as vengeful "Chris-t-killers," the NSRP presents Judiasm as a dark, 
Satanic cult, a conglomerate of lewd and sinful practices held together by an 
undying hatred of Gentiles .• It adduces alleged quotes from the Talmud to support 
this view . Some, such as "if the goyim knew what we teach about them they would 
kill us openly,,,32 emphasize the conspiratorial nature of Jewry. Others evoke 
the timeworn sterotype of the cunning, greedy Jew, as, for examp l e , "All property 
of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, which, consequent ly , is entitled 
to seize upon it ",'ithout any scruples .,, 33 
The NSRP's propaganda against black people is almost unbelievably crude. 
All blacks are disqualified abSOlutely from the American political system on 
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the basis of genet i cs. and any black achievements are attributed to "white 
blood." The NSRP believes t hat "the Negro is much closer to the ape than 
any other race physically and consequentially men t ally . .. 34 It is contended 
that "The Negro carr i es stench glands as does the dog and in hi s natura l state 
these may serve as a means of identification in pl ace of a name.,,35 Because 
t he Negro is mentally backwards. "No amount of i mitati on and aping will instill 
a cr eat ive or inventive instinct i nto the Negro.,, 36 
The NSRP ' s pamphlets at times outdo The Thunderbol t in crude assertions 
of the black man ' s subhuman nature . One c l aims that Negroes have mated with 
apes and presents what is supposed to be a phot ograph of the of f spring of such 
a union . 37 A bri ef ar ticle circul ated by the NS RP r eports the di scovery of 
the "bones of an African negroidal tribe who had tails and existed onl y a few 
hundred years ago.,,38 The same piece asserts that "Negroes should be reclassified 
as a zoolog ica lly dist inct species of the animal world. ,,39 It conc ludes on a 
religious note. sayi ng. "Negroes are a form of animal and it is agains t the 
will of God and nature to mate with such creatures . ,.40 
While the NSRP does not reveal its specific plans for American Jewry . i t 
presents a detailed program for solving the "negro problem" in the United States . 
Drew Smith . a New Orleans l awyer who wri tes for the NS RP. concludes that "From 
t he standpoint of t he white American the r esettl ement of the nation ' s Negroes in 
Africa would offer the only permanent solution of t he Negr o prob lem that has 
plagued him from the begi nni ng . It presents the on l y chance for the perpetuation 
of white civili zation i n the United Sta tes ., ,41 The NS RP supports a " Back t o 
Africa Law" by wh ich Negr oes "shall be stripped of t hei r ci tizenship,,42 and 
"those that r es ist sha l l be f orcibly deported .,,4 3 
The fanatical. unqualified racism of the NSRP could hardly be more thorough-
going . nor could its pl ans to impl ement that raci sm be mo r e extreme . short of 
genocide. No other contemporar y U. S. white supremacis t political organization 
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has offer ed a racial program as comprehensive as that of the NS RP, and no 
other organization has as effectively exploited democratic rhetoric in the 
service of the racial supremacy . The NSRP is as fanatical as any of the Klan 
or Nazi groups , but because it is an independent organization without a 
notor ious past , it has been able to attract more suppor t. However, one should 
bear i n mind that its ideo l ogy lends itself to vi o l ence as much as that of t he 
smal ler , but better-known Klan and Nazi groups. 
The t wo white supremacis t gr oups discussed in t his paper r eveal a s i gni-
ficant contrast in styles of r acist propaganda . These differences are no t 
accidental. Liberty Lobby members tend to pr efer a less rabid form of r acism 
because they are deeply disturbed, but not absO l utely desperate, about their 
loss of status in contemporary American society. The Liber ty Lobby emp loys a 
corporate , or concrete, form of racism, which is closely akin to that of t he 
second Ku Kl ux Kl an during the 1920 ' s and the e l ements associated wi t h t he 
Wa 11 ace movemen t of the 1960 ' s . The peop Ie who ar e drawn to the Lobby ' s 
pr opaganda tend to be those who can sti l l see themselves as part of a cohesive 
social group in American society. Their group st i ll has status, but that status 
is perceived to be under attack by various minority groups. The corporate form 
of racism is primarily inte r ested i n maintaining t he pOSition of a par t i cular 
group. This can be achieved by' t he extremist solution of permanent subordination 
of targeted minority groups. Corporate racism , however , stops short of a sol u-
tion which would attempt t ~ permanently eliminate such groups from American 
society. 
The National States Rights Party represents a second form of r acism wh ich 
does not shirk from a so l ut i on involving the elimination of blacks (by forced 
deportat i on) and of Jews and other groups (by means undisc l osed) from American 
l ife. The Thunderbolt not only strips these groups of their status as Ame r icans , 
but even of their humanity. Negr oes are portrayed as subhuman brutes, and J ews 
are t r eated as the malicious emissaries of Satan on earth. The inescapab l e 
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conclus i on is that they are disqualified from American life in a way that no 
amount of good works could rectify. 
The NSRP manifests an anomie form of racism. The term "anomie" is used 
to describe a state of society in which there is a lack of faith in traditional 
r oles and standards of behavior . These roles and standards are pe r ceived to 
be in a state of decline , and the individual who experiences anomie often 
experiences disorientation and al i enat i on. Unlike the corporate racism of the 
Liberty Lobby , the NSRP' S anomie racism is not employed to maintain the status 
of an ex i st ing social group . Instead, it is utilized by those who believe that 
the status of their social group has fallen so 101<.' that they can no longer 
identify with it . Anomie racists have lost that sense of identity which comes 
from seeing oneself as pa r t of an existing social grouD . 44 To retrieve what has 
been comp 1 ete ly los t, they seek a nel<.' home ina wh i te racis t utopia. The NSRP I S 
propaganda responds to this desperate need . The "white race" is no longer a 
well-defined social group whose status is threatened. Instead it i s a meta-
physical construct, a force that has been active throughout human history in 
the creation and advancement of civilization . I t is the repository of all that 
is noble and grand in being human. 
The corporate racism of Liberty Lobby i s currently much more successful than 
the anomie racism of the NSRP. Liberty Lobby's Board of POlicy has a membe r ship 
of around 25,000. 45 Its members are polled for their opinions on current poli-
tical issues, and Liberty Lobby bases its formal pol iti cal position on their 
responses. 46 The Spotlight claims, probably correctly, that it r eaches ove r 
250,000 readers each week . 47 
The NSRP has an estimated membership of 15,000. 48 One source aporoximates 
The Thunderbolt's paid circulation at 12,000. 49 The contrast with The Spotlight 
is apparen t. I t seems tha t mos t "'hi te Ame ri cans s ti 1 1 sense tha t they are part 
of a cohesive social unit, and if they are going to be attracted by racism, it 
will be a type that expresses itself in a corporate form . The social standing 
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of white Americans would have to decay considerably before the anomic racism of 
the NSRP could begin to have any mass appeal. 
At the conclusion of this paper the question ar i ses as to which of the 
two race supremacist groups considered here is more dangerous . The only 
answer can be that they are both equa l l y dangerous, but for different reasons. 
At first glance the unrestrained extremism of the NSRP might seem the more 
threatening. However, the r acism of Liberty Lobby is just as destruct ive. 
The subtler, more restrained approach of TIle Spotlight is more likely to 
insinuate itse l f into the reader's consciousness, desensitizing him to racism 
in general. Once t his is accomplished, an individual is prepared, given the 
proper set of circumstances, to take the more r adica l step into the undiluted 
racism of the NSRP. The corporate racism of Liberty Lobby should be seen as 
the natural ally of the anomic racism of the NSRP . Despite their differences, 
t hey both use race as the i r primary status preser vation symbol. This is brought 
out by The Spotlight ' s classified section, which offers the reader a vi rtual 
directory of the most ex treme ideologica l racis t groups, inc luding the American 
Nazi Party, the modern Ku Klux Klan, and the NSRP. 
A thoughtful investigation of ri ght-wing extremism in America clearly revea ls 
the impor tance of noneconomic moti va tions in polit i cs. A perfectly pr osper ous 
social group can be moved to protest if it feels that its significance in the 
nation is declining. And, since perception of status i s in the end a subjective 
phenomenon, the i rrational- elements of the human psyche cannot be exc l uded from 
the political scene . 
. 
The study of radica l ri ght groups in the United States casts considerable 
doubt on the com fortab le assumption that economic prosperity can guarantee a free 
and stab l e political system. Perhaps because this assumption lingers on , the 
importance of s tatus protest as exemplified in the development of t he contemporary 
extreme right has not received the emphasis it deserves. 
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COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS AND THE FAMILIES OF SCHIZOPHRENICS 
by James M. Moore, Jr. 
Disordered communication styles are a distinguishing feature in the families 
of schizophrenics. OVer the past two decades, research and theory pertaining to 
schizophrenia have focused on communication patterns among the families of ado-
lescent and young adult schizophrenics. 
Much of this research has centered on the qualification of communication. 
Communication involves more than just what the words mean. Very broadly, communi-
cation consists of 
1) verbal messages, 
2) vocal and linguistic patterns, 
3) body movement, popularly called body language, and 
4) the context in which the communication takes place. 
These components of communication interact to form a total message which may be 
different from any of the individual components. The components qualify one 
another or change the meaning of each other. A person saying, for example. "How 
nice to see you," in a warm, soft voice while touching the other person on the arm 
communicates a different message than if he or she says, 1!How nice to see you," 
in an indifferent voice with arms crossed. The context of the message is important 
as well; telling someone that it is nice to see him is something different when 
it is said at a cocktail party than when both people meet in jailor at a funeral 
(Haley. 1968). 
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What is presented at one level of communication may be qualified or 
contradicted at another l evel; verba l messages may qualify voca l messages or 
vice versa, and al l four of the previously-mentioned components of communication 
qualify , interact, and form a total message which is different from any of the 
parts. 
Bateson, Jackson, Haley. and Weakland (1956) hypothesized that confusing 
communi cations at different l eve l s significant l y contributes to the etiology of 
schizophrenia; confusing or contradictory communication, they stated, puts a 
person in a situation which they named a "double-bind. II A person in a double-
bind situation , unsure of the messages he or she is receiving, is unsure of what 
he or she thinks or should do . Bateson et al. give the example of a mother 
hugging her son and saying, "I love you. " The verbal message and the body move-
• 
ment are congruent and appropriate. If, however, the mother were to say, "I love 
you ," and move away J the son would not know which of the communications--the 
verbal or the body movement--was correct. Without knowing what the message is, 
he does not know how to act and may develop ways of dealing with his world that are 
labeled schizophrenic. 
Necessary ingredients for a double-bind, according to Bateson et al. (1956), 
aTe 
1) two or more persons, 
2) repeated experience such that the double-bind becomes an enduring pattern 
which makes it an ' habitual expectation , 
3) a primary injunction ("If you do X, I will withdraw my love," or "If you 
. 
do not do X, I will withdraw my love. ") whi ch makes reinforcement contin-
gent upon behavior, 
4) a secondary injunction which confli cts with the first inj unction, and, 
like the first injunction, makes reinforcement contingent upon behavior, and 
5) a si tuation from which a person is unable to l eave . 
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After prolonged exposure to the double-bind situation, a person loses the 
ability to discriminate between meanings, synthesize different cues into a total 
message, and comprehend total messages . Without being able to understand commu-
nication about communication, much of the meaning of the message is lost, mis-
interpreted, or garbled. Not only is a person unable to understand messages and 
communication from others, but messages to self (thought) and to others (speech) 
may be impaired . 
Very simply, Bateson et al. proposed that schizophrenic disorders are pro-
moted if a person is in a double-bind situation for a prolonged period of time . 
Although there is a general paucity of research either supporting or dis-
puting the double-bind hypothesis, some studies have been done which deal with the 
double-bind. Ringuette and Kennedy (1966) attempted to determine whether people 
conversant with the double-bind hypothesis could agree as to the presence or the 
absence of double-bind communication and whether double-binds are more frequent 
than could be expected in letters written to schizophrenic hospital patients by 
thei r parents. In their study, twen ty 1 et ters from the paren ts of hospitali zed 
schizophrenics were compared to tI<.'enty letters from the parents of hospitalized 
non-schizophrenics and to twenty letters written by hospital volunteers (nurses 
and aides) as if they \','ere writing to hospitalized offspring . The criteria for 
using a patient's letter were that the patient be eighteen to thirty years of age, 
white, English speaking, that this be the person's first known hospital admission, 
and that the patient have been hospitalized for less than six months . 
Fi.ve categories of judges were-used, and there were three judges i n each 
category . The categories were as follows: 
1) "Experts,!! persons closely involved in the formulation of the double-bind 
hypothesis, were asked to rate the letters for presence or absence of a 
double-bind hypothesis on a one to seven scale . 
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2) "Trained" first year psychiatri c residents wh o had been presented with 
t he double-bind theory and exampl es were asked to rate the l et ters for 
the presence or absence of a doub l e -bind hypothesis on a one to seven 
scale. 
3) Clinicians not told about the do ubl e-bind hypothesis were asked to tell 
if each le t t er was written by the parent s of schizophrenics or non-
schi zophrenics. 
4) " Informed clinicians" were to ld the nature of t he three groups of persons 
from whom the l etters were obtained; thi s group was asked to sort the 
le t ters i nto three groups correspond i ng to t he authors of the letters. 
5) Naive raters were simp l y asked if they would like to receive each letter . 
Ringuette and Kennedy found the interrater corre l ations to be qui t e l ow, 
indi ca t ing that the first year psychiatric residents and the experts were unable 
to agree whether or not a double-bind exi sted in the l et t er . The interrater 
ag reement for the expert s here was a correl ation of . 19, and the i nterrater agree-
ment f or the first year psychi atri c residents was .26. None of the gr oups were 
able to de t ermine whe t her the recipient of the letter was schizophreni c or not. 
Their conclusions wer e that either the double-bind does not exis t i n l et t ers, 
is not a present ly measurable phenomenon, or does not exis t . They did not ment ion 
that half of a double-bi nd co.uld conceivably be i n one l et ter and the other half 
be in another l etter. A message in one l etter could be contradicted in ano ther 
le t ter, l eaving the recip'ient unsure of which i s the correct s t atement and what 
he or she should do. 
Ringuett e and Kennedy chose to l ook for doubl e - bi nds in lette r s f r om par ents 
because the letters were ob j ective and free from extraneous vocal, facial, and 
ges tural messages. Verba l messages, however, are only part of the tot al communi-
cation; ve r bal messages may be contradi cted at voca l, facial, postura l, or even 
contextual l eve l s. Consequentl y , their study really did not t e ll much about 
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communication between parents of schi,ophr enics but simp l y told about the 
l etters they wrote. 
In a lab situation. Smith (1976) measured changes i n state anxiety to con-
tradictory information . Smith used 156 female coll ege volunteers in a 2 x 2 x 3 
factoria l study; these subjects were divided into three groups (high, medium. and 
low) according to t heir scores on the Tayl or Man ifest Anxiety Scale to control 
for trait anxiety . All subjec t s were given le tte r s said to be f r om a mother to 
her daughter . Half of the subjects received lett ers that had con tradictory 
messages . All of the subjects were asked questions about the l etters. but for ha l f 
of the s ubjects auditory punishment consisting of unpleasant noise was contingen t 
upon incorrect answering. 
Changes in state anxiety were measured by pre- and post-tests on the Mah ! 
Speech I ndex , the State -Trait Anxiety Sca l e , Multiple Affect Adjective Checkl is t. 
and on Forms D and F of the 8-Parall e l Fonn Anxiety Battery. Results indicated tha t 
the reception of contradictory messages with con t i ngent pun ishment for i ncor r ec t 
answers produced a sign i f icant r ise i n s t a te anxi e t y . How app li cab l e this is to 
rea l fam i ly situations i s ques ti onabl e . Lab s tudies may not be ab l e to i dent i fy 
fa ctors in a family such as enduring communication patterns. 
The use of interview techniques is more apt to produce meaningful results in 
studying communication pat t erns than are experimental or one-shot studies . Laing 
and Es t erson in San ity , Madness, and the Family ( 1964) presented a series of 
extensive case studies of t he fam ilies of female schi,ophrenics . These case 
s tudies involved bct\\'een t hirt y and forty hours of inte r views with a ll members of 
t he family i n vari ous combinations . For examp l e, a case study of a mot her, f at her , 
son, and sch i zophrenic daughter i nvolved interviews with the daughter, the fa t her 
and daughte r , the mother, fathe r , and daughte r , and the mother, father , son , and 
daughter. 
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This ser i es of studi es , al though t i me consumi ng , indicated that family 
interactions in terms of unclear, ambiguous, and/or contradi ctory conununi cations 
as well as family members pairi ng off or converging on one member p l aya signi-
ficant role i n understanding schizophrenia . Laing and Esterson unfor tunate l y 
made no conc lusions from t he i r extensi ve s tudy but ra t her l e ft t hi s series of 
case studies to speak for themselves. Although the r ecorded int erviews and 
presentations of fam i l y interactions i n their study are insightful and provoca-
t i ve, the lack of direction and focus docs not help one to understand as \\'e ll as 
possible \\'hat is go ing on in the families of schlzophreni cs . 
Other studies have used fandly and parental interviews in l ooking at conunu-
nicat i on problems . ~Iorris and Wynne (1965) also used parental interviews , but 
t he ir s tudy was , somewhat more focused and di r ected t han Laing and Esterson's ( 1964) 
study . They explored transact:iona l or conununicational breakdowns when there is, 
in the course of communication , a fa i lure of one person to share the focus o f 
atten tion \\'ith another person . At:tent:ion, they felt, is the precur sor to succes s ful 
communication; jf two peop l e are not conununicating a bout t he same t hing, their 
communicat ion is not apt to be mean ingful. 
In case studies with two famil ies with schizophr enic offspring and one family 
with a neurotic offspring , f-Io r ris and \'lynne found that t he families of schizo -
phreni cs had more trouble in focusing and maintaining attention in communication 
than did the family of the neurot i c . 
Several patterns appeared in the conununi cation of the parents of the schizo-
ph r enics . Pred ominant styles of conununi cation were 
1) undi r ected attention: unfocused and g l oba l , with the speaker ' s having 
little or no intention of direction attention, 
2) vague, drifted attention, without the s peaker ' s behaving a s if the atten-
tion had changed, 
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3) disorganized disruption of attention, 
4) lllll.'arranted assumption of shared meaning , 
S) " erased" attention wi t h prim:'Jry neg ation, 
6) erratic, strained dis tancing , with the speaker ' s being first familiar 
then distant, 
7) sc attered attention, with the attention rapidly changing from one thing 
to ano t her. 
8} overfocused, reductionistic attention , and 
9) manipu lated meaning, achieved by the speaker ' s t on ing down or de-emphasizing 
the meaning . 
These attentional components ""ere used in a study of eight families . A judge , 
using these nine components of attention, correctly identified the four families 
that did not have a schizophrenic offspring . Morris and Wynne conc luded that the 
l ack of focus of at tention in families of schizophrenics was an i mportant charac-
teristic in t heir communicat ion patterns. 
Fontana (1966) vo iced the criticism that ~lorris and Wynne ' s (1965) study "'as 
not object ive enough . This problem was rectified by Singer and l'iynne (1966) with 
the presentat i on of a manual for scoring communication deviances jn Rorschach 
protocols . The use of the Rorschach technique provides a standardi zed arena for 
communications; the subject proposes a focus of attention within the stimulus card, 
names the focus of attention, and tries to communicate what he sees to the 
examiner . This process of naming and explaining that goes on i n the administration 
of the Rors chach is a basic style of parent-chjld interaction during the chi l d ' s 
early , fonnative years when the chUd is establishing a learning set. Parental 
patterns of communication are what the chi l d learns to learn by . These enduring 
communi cat ion difficulties affect the behavior pattern s and communi cat ion styles 
that a person deve l ops . 
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The scoring manual for communication deviances in Rorschach protocols 
was developed in a series of studies involving 114 pairs of parents Idth nonnal, 
neuTotic, and schizophreni c offspring (Singer and Wynne, 1966 ; Wynne, Singer, 
and Toohey, 1976; Singer, Wynne, and Toohey , 1978) . More communication deviances 
were found among the parents of schizophrenics than among the parents of normal s 
or neurotics . 
TIlcse 114 pairs of Rorschach protocols were examined for communication 
deviances or disorders in communication which made the examiner ' s task of under-
standing what the subject saw more difficult. A total of thirty-two categories 
of communication deviance were found, and these thirty-two categories could be 
factor analyzed into s i x independent factors: 
Factor 1: odd, hard-to-follow, ambiguous remarks. Thi s factor accounted 
for 11.1% of t he tota l variance . 
Factor 2: distracted and di stracting failures t o sustain task . This factor 
accounted for 7.4% of the total variance. 
Factor 3: unstab l e percepts and thinking, which accounted for 9.4 % of the 
total variance . 
Factor 4: nihilistic and idiosyncratic task orien t ations , .... 'hich accounted 
for 8 .1 % of the total variance . 
Factor 5: extraneous, illogical, and con t radictory remarks , which accounted 
for 8.5% of the variance. 
Factor 6: abstract " indefinite, and discursive vagueness. wh ich accounted 
for 6. 1% of the var iance. 
Si nger and Wynne (1966) published a scoring manual for communication deviances 
in Rorschach protocols based upon the factor analysis . Abbreviated scoring 
categories from the manual are 
I . CLOSURE PROBLHIS 
1) uncorrected speech fragments 
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2) unintelligible responses and comments 
3) unstable percepts--the per son is unsure of what he or she sees 
4) gross i ndefiniteness and vagueness 
5) responses in negative form ("it doesn ' t look like ... !:) 
6) "if" responses 
7) question responses 
8) contradictory information and inconsi stent references 
9) disqualifications, either derogatory, critical, or nihilistic remarks 
II. DISRUPTIVE BEHAV IOR 
1) interruption of the examiner's speech 
2) extraneous questions and remarks 
3) tangential and inappropriate remarks 
4) nonverba l di sruptive behavior 
5) hwnor 
6) swearing 
7) hopping around among responses 
8) negativistic temporary card rejection followed by a response 
II!. PECULIAR LANGUAGE AND LOGIC 
1) peculiar word usage 
a) ordinary words used out of context, oddly, andlor incorrectly 
b) odd sentence construction 
c) pecul iar or quaint private terms and phrases 
d) euphemisms 
e) s lips of the tongue 
f) mispronounced words 
g) foreign t e:nns used for no apparent reason 
h) cryptic remarks 
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i) slang association, rhymed phr ases , word play 
j) abstract. global terms 
2) reiteration 
3) pecul iar logic 
a) i l logical combinat ions of percepts and categories 
b) nonsequi t ur reasoning 
c) assigning meaning on the bas i s of nonessentia l attributes of the 
cards 
d) contamination 
Communication disorders were more preval ent in the Ror schach protocol s of 
parents of schizophrenics than among t he parents of neurotics or normal s. Using 
a blind scoring method in whi ch the person scori ng the protocols did not know t he 
diagnosis of the offspring. twenty-four pairs of parents were correct l y identifi ed 
as having schizophrenic off spring. 
An index of communicat i on deviance @efined as the total number of scored 
communi cation deviances di vi ded by the total word count ) clearl y differenti ated 
both the parents of the twenty- four remitting schizophrenics and the parents of 
t he twenty non-remitting schi zophrenics from the parents of the twent y normal s and 
the parents of the twenty-five neurotics . Th is index of communication deviance di d 
not. however, differ entia t e the parents of normal s f rom the parents of neurotics 
or t he parents of remitt i ng schizophreni cs from the parents of non- remitt ing schizo-
phren i cs. The parent s of . borderline schi zophrenics coul d not be differentiat ed 
from any of the ot he r four groups of parents. 
Communi cation deviance i s not the same thing as psychopathology. however ; 
schi zophreni cs tend to score l ower than t he ir parents in terms of the communication 
deviance index. 
Using communication deviance as a rearing variable rather than using parental 
psychopathol ogy as a rearing variab l e as has typica lly been done i n the past. 
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Wynn e , Singer , and Toohey (1976) conducted an adoption study involving parents of 
schizophrenics . Twenty-six pairs of parents were administered Rorschachs along with 
extens ive interviews and other tests, and these Rorschach protocols I'.'ere scored 
from communicat i on deviance. Seven of the parental pai r s were t he biological 
parents of schi zophreni cs , and nine of the pare ntal pairs we r e the adoptive paren ts 
of sch i zoph r en i cs . Ten pairs of adoptive parents of non-schizophrenic offspring 
we r e used as controls. 
Communi cation deviance scores did not differentiate the biological parents 
f r om the adoptive parents o f schizophrenics but did differ entia t e the parents of 
schizophrenics from the parents of non-schi zophreni cs . Rorschach protocols were 
scor ed blind as to the diagnosis of the offspring. On the bas i s of the communica -
tion deviance scores, all seven o f the pairs of the biologi cal par ents I·.'i th schi zo-
phrenic offspring and all nine of the pairs of adoptive pa r e nts with schizophrenic 
offspring we re predicted to have schi zophrenic offspring, Ivhereas none of the ten 
pa i r s of adoptive par ents with non-schizophreni c offspring were pr edicted t o have 
schizophren i c offspring. 
Although excess verbiage itself makes communication marc difficult to under-
stand , communication deviance as measured by Wynne et a1 . I,ras no t related t o the 
number of words . By dividing the number of communjcation deviances by the total 
I'.'o rd count , an index of communication deviance \\'as derived that was independent 
of t he total verbiage. The biological parents of schizophrenics and the adopti ve 
pa r e nts of schi zophrenics had ave rage i ndices of . 122 and .12 1 , r espectively , 
whereas t he adoptive parents of non -schizophren i c offspri ng had an ave r age 
index of communication deviance of only . 049 . 
In addition to other communicational disorders , the \vay in \·,rhich parents of 
schizophrenic s focused attention differentiated them from the parents of normals 
and neur otics ; the parents of schizophrenics had more troub l e focusing attention and 
conveyi ng the focus of attention than did other paren ts . 
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As schi zophreni cs appear to have been rai sed in environmentS fraught with 
communication problems, especially in the area of the focusing of attention, and 
have l earned ways of learning that are less than perfect, they have problems in 
communi cating not only with others but with themselves as well. These thought 
and communica tion disorders among schizophreni cs are not a homogeneous type , and 
Singer, Wynne, and Toohey (1978), Wynne, Singer, and Toohey (1976), and Morris 
and Wynne ( 1965) as we ll as others (Fleck, 1976) refer to amorphous and fragmented 
patterns of schizophrenic communications. Singer, Wynne, and Toohey (1978) 
presented the following differences in amorphous and fragmented types of schizo-
phrenic communication and thought . 
Amorphous 
At t ention: poorly focused, 
drifting 
Perception: uncertain and bl urred 
Communication: loses continuity 
due to gaps , blocking, indefinite-
ness, and vagueness 
Affect : flat and impoverished 
His tory : usuall y poor premorbid 
history with developmental fai lure 
rather than regression 
Fragmented 
Attention : fairly clearly focused for 
brief moments 
Perception: relatively well differentiated, 
but bits and pieces of memories and current 
stimuli become tangled 
Communication : disrupted by i nner and outer 
disruptions; poorly integrated thought 
Affect: re l atively alert and anxious, often 
with effort s to control the turmoil of power-
fully intrusive thoughts, feelings, and 
impu l ses 
Hi s tory: usual l y relatively good premorbid 
hi story, often with success and ski lls that 
have regressive l y been l ost 
Communicat ion within a f ami l y works several ways, however , and Liem (1974) 
stated that schizophrenic offspring disturb their parents' and other's communication. 
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In a study of eleven families Idth a schizophrenic son and eleven families with 
a non - schi zophrenic son, Liem found that schi zophrenic sons tended to communi cate 
in ways which not only confused their parents but also confused the parents of 
non - schizophrenic sons. 
Liem had the twenty-two pairs of paren ts and the sons participate in a task 
that was presented as a word game. The task was to describe a common object (e . g .• 
lamb, match) or a human concept (e . g ., teacher, child) so th3t someone listening 
to the description could identify the object or concept. The parents, working in 
marital teams , and the sons all participated in this part of the task and served 
as respondents to others1 descriptions . Parents responded to tapes of their son , 
a nOTInal son, and a schizophrenic son . Offspring responded to their parents, 
a pair of parents of a normal or non -schizophrenic son, and a pair of parents of 
a schizophrenic son. Descriptions and responses Io.'ere judged to be either appro-
priate or inappropriate. 
Liem did not find any significant difference betlo.'een the parents of schizo-
phrenics and the parents of normals in terms of the communication of a focus of 
attention. which was contradictory to previous findings (~Iorris and Wynne. 1965; 
Wynne, et a1.. 1976; Singer, et al., 1978) . All parents I,'ere more likely to 
misidentify Io.'hat was described if the offspring 1,,'<lS schizophrenic rather than 
non-schizophrenic. 
Although Liem 1s (1974) finding s that the problems in focusing attention are 
greater among schizophrenic sons than among the parents of schizophrenics OT among 
the parents of non-schizophrenics contradicted other findings, severa l factors 
cou ld account for this difference. Differences in the method of determining commu-
nication disorders could have affected the results as could differences i n the 
samples .. all of which "'ere rather small. Obtaining large samples in family research 
is apparently quite difficult, and finding families with the proper criteria, e . g. , 
famil ies wi th a schizophrenic son or adoptive famiJ ies Idth a schizophrenic 
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-offspring of a particular age, adds to the difficulty. Thus the se studies have 
been conducted with rel at ive ly small numbers of families, and the rep l i cabi lity 
and the ability to generalize from the studies are both reduced. 
Poor quantification of results and incomplete reporting of results also 
plague these studies . Singer et al. (1976), for examp l e, reported that communi -
cat ion deviance scores are lower for schizophrenic offspring than for their 
parents, but the scores themselves are not reported. Similar l y, Liem (1974) made 
no effort t o separate communication problems from the total verbiage , leaving a 
possibly contaminating factor. The fact that the schizophrenic sons had more 
communication problems might be a resul t of higher t ota l word count than their 
parents . 
At any rate, communication disorders, especial l y in terms of problems in 
focusing attention, seem t o be a problem in the famili es of young adul t schizo -
phrenics. These problems in focusing attention do not appear to be limited to 
the parents of schi zophrenics; offspring a l so have communication problems , and 
their problems further affect communication within the family. 
The schizophrenic may communi cate in ways which further disorder communication 
s tyles within the family and create a vicious circle. The young adult or adoles-
cent may begin acting and communicating in a schizophrenic manner part ly as a 
result of disorder ed parental .communication. His or her schi zophrenic communi-
cations confuse the persons l'I'i th l'I'hom he or she communicates and further maintain 
the disordered sty les of ~ommuni cation. 
The research on disordered styles of communication and problems in focusing 
attention among familie s of schizophrenics not on l y has produced a different and 
perhaps more descriptive categorization of schi zophrenia but also has implications 
for modification of communication sty les and schizophrenics ' communication and 
perhaps thought. 
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The categories of amorphous and fragmented communi cation C3n be seen as 
ends of a continuum rather than as discreet categories; these classifications 
are based upon objective data- -actual communications- - rather than upon inferred 
intrapsychic processes. Thi s empirical way of class ifying schizophrenics could 
conceivably result in higher reliability and validity of diagnoses. 
Since communi cation problems as presented by Singer and Wynne ( 1966) may 
be empirically and quantifiab l y determined, the modification of communication 
patterns could conceivably be undertaken. Problems in communication styles could 
be identified and a reeducational process perhaps could be undertaken. This is 
not suggested as a panacea to the problem of schizophrenia but rather as a measure 
to prevent a schi zophrenic person's r eturning from a period of hospitalization 
into the same sort of atmosphere that fostered the need for hospitalization. 
Disordered communication styles shou ld not be seen as a unitary and complete 
cause of schizophrenia but rather as an enduring environmental factor contributing 
to the way of acting that has come to be l abeled as schizophrenic . Research has 
indicated that confus ing communication, especial ly in terms of prob l ems in 
focusing attention. tends to be present in the families of young adu l t or adoles-
cent schizophreni cs more than in the families of non-schizophrenics . This area 
seems to be a fertile field for further research; indeed, existing research on 
communication problems among fam i lies of schi zophrenics is somewhat scarce . 
Existing research. however, appears to il luminate enduring factors in the develop-
ment of schizophrenia and to offer an empirica l way of studying schizophrenic 
communication with implications for changing communication and enduring factors 
leading to schizophrenia . 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPTS OF INFINITY 
by Valery Lee Brevit 
Many advancements in mathematics were made during the seventeenth century_ 
However . the development of the concepts of calculus toward the end of the 
century had the most powerful impact on the scientific world. With these con-
cepts in hand, mathematical processes ceased to be a finite sequence of steps . 
Mathematicians ~ould now handle what seemed to be impossibly difficult. that is, 
infinity . Though many men contributed to the discovery of calculus, it seems 
that Isaac Newton and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz are credited with its actual 
development . Yet its history begins many centuries earlier. 
To begin the history of calculus, one must return to the ancient Greeks 
during the fifth century before our common era. Here , we find the inception of 
the struggle with finite and infinite processes. This struggle brought about 
1 
the proposal of the four paradoxes by Zeno of Elea (c. 496 to c. 429 B. C.). 
To illustrate, the second paradox dealt with a race between Achilles and a tor-
toise. It proposed that if the tortoise were to begin the race with a head 
start, Achilles would never catch the tortoise even though he could run faster, 
because by the time Achilles could reach a point A where the tortoise had been, 
the tortoise would be at point B. and so on. Of course, these paradoxes claim 
that motion is impossible if we assume magnitude to be infinitely divisible 
rather than discretely divisible . 2 Though such a problem may seem absurd, it 
demonstrated the difficulties the Greeks were having with the concept of infinity. 
They knew the problem, could illustrate it, but they could not sol ve it. Hence , 
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the further study of mathemati cal infinity was hindered. 3 
Before the close of the f i fth century. another predecessor of the cal culus 
was invented. This was the me thod of exhaustion. whose earl y developments are 
mainly cr edited to Antiphon 
to the mathematician Eudoxus 
the Sophist (ca . 430 B. C. ) and the later developments 
4 (ca. 370 B.C.). Again. this was an attemp t to 
evaluate an i nfinite process by finite means. The idea was to construct a square 
equal to the area encl osed by a circle . The method used involved repeatedly 
doubling the number of sides of an in scri bed polygon unti l the difference in area 
between the circle and the polygon was at leas t exhaus ted. S 
The method of exhaustion was put to extens ive use by the experimental ist. 
Archimedes (287-212 S. C. ) . 6 The basic idea of his method for finding an area or 
vo l ume was to cut the unknown into many thin parallel l ayers and t hen bal ance 
these l ayers agai nst those of a · figure whose area wasknown .7 As a proof. Ar chimedes 
supp lied a rigorous demons tration by the method of exhaustion. The point to be 
kept i n mind is that Archimedes used infinites imal s as a means of finding the 
statements of his theorems. but he did not use them in establi shing their truth . 
8 
Yet , by these demonstrations. Archimedes came very close to actual i ntegration. 
Finding t hat the work being done was essential l y unproduct ive. and being 
bound by the tradition that "if the Greeks coul d not do it then nobody cou ld," 
the ma thematicians . philosoph~rs. and experimental ists of approximatel y t he next 
seventeen hundred years concentrated on devel opments bas i call y unrelated to the 
calcu l us . It was not unt~l about the year 14S0 that Archi mede s ' works were trans -
l ated f r om man uscript s found at Constantinople. The trans lat ion s were then pub-
lished in 1540 . 9 However. it was not until the beginning of the seventeenth cen-
tury tha t we f ind Archimedes' i deas receiving further deve l opment. 
These developments began with Caval ieri, a Jesuat (this is a lay order other 
than the modern Jesuit order), who s tudied under Gal i l eo and was one of the mos t 
infl uential mathematicians of hi s time . 10 Cava l ieri made ext ensive use of the 
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idea of indivisibles. that is, of considering "a sur face the sma ll est element 
of a so l id, a l ine the sma l lest element of a surface , and a point that of a 
) " ,,11 1.ne. This concept l ed to the establishment of Cavalieri' 5 famous theorem: 
If between the same parallel s , any two plane figures are 
constructed, and if in them. any straight' lines being dral'.'1l 
equidistant from the parallels, the enclosed portions of 
anyone of t hese l ines are equal, the p l ane figure s are 
also equal to one ano ther; and if between the same parallel 
planes any solid figures are cons tructed . and if in them, 
any planes being drawn equidistant from the para l lel planes, 
the i ncluded plane figures out of anyone of the pl anes so 
drawn arI2 cqual, the solid figure s are l i kewis e equal to one another. 
This method allowed Cavalieri to find the area under a curve and the vo l ume of 
13 
a solid, which today we accompl ish by the process of int egration --an extension 
of Cava l ieri's principle. 
Although it was not known at the time, the converse of the integrat ion prob-
lem is the process now known as differentiation, in Io.'hich the probl em of finding 
tangents to and maxima and minima of curves is attacked . In this area, certain 
French mathematicians, in particular Pierre Fermat and Ren~ Descartes , laid the 
foundation f or what Newton later call ed hi s fluxions. 
Newton ' s immediate predecessors in Engl and were John Walli s (1616-1703) and 
I saac Barrow (1630-1677) . Wallis generali zed the formula for the area bounded 
by the curve y = xn , the x-axis, and the line x = h . He also attempted to find 
ft by finding the area of a semicircle. 14 
Whereas Wall is ' major contribution to ca l culus was toward integration, Barrow's 
most important contribution was i n the theory of differentiation . He was the 
author of certain lectures on geometr y in which he discussed construction for 
finding l engths, areas, and vol umes which are now found by the methods of calculus . 
However, because he was lacking in certain symbolisms and algebraic analyses, he 
i s not given credit for the invention of ca l culus . I S In 1669 Barrow retired his 
position at Cambridge University in favor of one of his stude nts, Issac Newton (1646-
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1727), who, along with Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716), is recognized as 
the inventor of calculus. 16 
Isaac Newton, who is thought by many to be the greatest intellect ever to 
live, had an unfortunate childhood. He was born prematurely after the death of 
his father, and almost died himse lf. His mother remarried three years later 
and left him with his grandparents. While in school, he seemed rather slow at 
his work and only began to advance when forced to compete with the c lass bully 
wh o was also first in academics. His uncle, a graduate of Trinity College, was 
the first to recognize the mental aptitude of the boy and urged that he be 
enrolled at Cambridge Univers ity.I7 This was done, and in 1665 Newton graduated 
with no particular honors. When a plague hit London, he returned to his mother's 
farm to avoid danger. It was here that he first began what was to become the 
calculus . In 1677 Newton returned to Cambridge, where he remained for thirty 
years. In 1669 he was named Lucasian professor of mathematics and spent most of 
his time in research as he only gave eight lectures a year. IS 
Despite his being highly intellectual, or maybe as a result of such intel -
lectualism, Newton was rather a strange man. He never married and, except for 
a short romance in his youth, seemed to be oelivious to the existence of women. 
He was painfully absentminded and continually preoccupied with matters other than 
the present. His sensitivity to criticism bordered on the pathological--contri-
b · h f . b . 19 ut~ng to t e amous Newton-Lel n~z controversy. 
Perhaps as a result of the tremendous mental strain under which he placed 
himself, Newton had a ne~ous breakdown in 1692. He was never again quite the 
same, though his mental capabilities still surpassed those of anyone around him . 
For example, in 1692 a Swiss mathematician challenged the scholars of Europe to 
solve two problems . Newton,anonymously, forwarded the solutions the day after 
he saw the problem. In 1716, Leibniz sent a problem to him as a challenge . 
Newton solved it in one afternoon. 20 
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Newton's reputation as a scientist was great during his own lifetime. and 
has yet to be surpassed. After a long, painful i l lness, he died at the age of 
eighty-four and was buried in Westminster Abbey. The Latin inscription on his 
tomb ends with the sentence "Mortals! Rejoice at so great an ornament to the 
human race!,,21 
Newton dis played the virtue of modesty (though some doubt he was as modest 
as his reputation suggests) in two well-known statements. In a letter to 
Robert Hooke in 1676, he wrote, "I f I have seen furt her than other men, it is 
because I stood on the shoulders of giants . " Al so, he stated, "I do not know 
what I may appear to the world; bu t to myse l f I seem to have been only like a 
boy playing on the seashore, and diverting myself in now and t hen finding a 
smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary , whilst the great ocean of 
truth lay all undiscovered before me.,,22 
The codiscoverer of calcul us, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, was the son of a 
professor of philosophy23 and considered to be a premier philosopher himself. 
He was an infant prodi gy, teaching himself Latin at the age of eight, Greek at 
fourteen , entering a univers i ty at fifteen, attaining hi s degree at seventeen, 
and qualifying for a degree in law before the age of twenty-one. 24 In 1671 he 
devised a ca l cu l ating machine that could multiply and divide as well as add and 
suht ract. It was also capable of extracting roots. In 1673 he began to develop 
his methods of ca l cu l us which eventua l ly r esulted in a wi cked controversy with 
Newton during which Leibniz was al l hut accused of plagiarism . 25 
Trying to explain how these two men, Newton and Leibniz, would solve the 
problem that for two t housand years had baffled the best of minds is like trying 
to ex plain genius. Each, individually, without reference to the work of the 
other. came up with essential ly the same resu lts. Both felt t he ca l cul us was a 
natura l extension of the work of their immediate predecessors, and yet both 
realized they had made a philosophical breakthrough . Newton ' s work is perhaps 
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-easier to exp lain i n that it was in response to a need in hi s work as a physicist; 
also, he had t he advantage of Barrow ' s advancements . Le i bniz , however, was almos t 
totally a philosopher interested in mathematics . Whatever it was that inspired 
these two men, though. all of modern science is indebted to t hem . Withou t the 
calculus, much of the present and future work in physical and socia l sciences 
would be impossible . 
Newton ' s f irst developmen t of the cal culus proceeded by mean s of the i nf inite 
series . Later he used the method on whi ch most of his work was largely found --
the method of f luxions. This study began in the year 1665 . That s ame year , he 
d d h . . 1 Th 26 eve lope t e B1nom1a eor em . Newton never pub l i s hed the binomial theorem , 
nor did he prove it; but he wrote out several accounts of hi s infinite series. 
, 
The f i r st of these was De ana l ys i per aequationes numero termi norum infinitas, 
written in 1669 from ideas gathered in 1666 and publis hed in 1711 . From then on , 
infinite processes were a justifiable area of mathematics no l onger to be avo ided 
as they had been by the ancient Greeks . 27 
De Ana l ysi contained the firs t systematic account of Newton's calculus . As 
of 1666 , he did not have his notation offl uxions , but he had formu l a ted a method 
of differentiation . Ue cou l d al so find area through t he inverse of differenti a-
tion because he used the inverse r elationship between slope and area by his new 
i nfinite ana lysis . 28 
As mentioned above , his most popular presentation of calculus was his method 
of fluxions . Here curves were produc ts of moving points so t hat the x and y 
values of the point were changing quantities . A changing quant i t y was ca ll ed a 
fluent. an d it s rate of change was called the fluxion of the fluent . By Newton ' s 
notation. i f t he fluent were r epresented by y , then the f luxion of t he f luen t 
was y (what we today recognize as dy/dt. the rate of change of y with res pect 
t o t ime t). Then, the fl uxion of y was denoted by y, and so on. On the other 
hand, the fluent ("integral" in our present day t e rminol ogy) of y was indica ted 
by y, and th e apostrophe could be doubled in the same fasion as the dot. 29 
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With this method of fluxions. Newton considered two types of problems. 
"In the fir s t type we are given a relation connecting some fluents, and we are 
asked to find a relation connecting these fluents and their fluxions.,,30 This 
is the same as differentiation . tlln the second type we are given a relation 
connecting some f luen t s and their fluxions. and we are asked to find a relation 
connecting the fluents alone.,,31 This is analogous to solving a differential 
equation. In these applications of fluxions, Newton was able t o determine tan-
gents to curves, maxima and minima, points of inflection, concavity of curves, 
and much more. In his work s he also found a method of approximating the values 
of the real Toots of an algebraic or transcendental numerical equation. 32 
Newton's work showed a steady development from the idea of infinitesimals 
used in the Principia (1687) through the concept of fluxions set forth in 
Tractatus de Quadratura Curvarum ( 1704 ) . This latter work also contained inte-
gration as the inverse of differentiation . His methods were distinguished from 
those of hi s predecessors by being general methods applicable to many cases by 
their algebra, rigor, and notation. 33 
In the meantime , the German mathematician-philosopher Leibniz was developing 
a form of the calculus also . Whereas Newton was superior in mathemati cal rigor, 
Leibniz was s uperior in his form. Leibniz not only invented a convenient symbolism, 
such as the notation we use today--dx, dy, ) --the latter representing a long letter 
S taken from the first l etter of the l atin word summa (sum) to indicate the sum of 
Cavalieri ' s indivis ibles 34_-but he also se t out definite rules of procedure . 
From hi s o",'n accounts, Leibniz began his work in 1674,35 but hi s first pub-
lished paper did not appear until 1684. 36 From hi s studies on the infinite series 
and the harmonic triangle. Leibni z began to read about other aspects of infini-
tesimal analysis. He realized that t he determination of the tangent to a curve 
depended on the ratio of the differences in the ordinate and abscissas , as these 
became infinitely smal l, and that the process of f inding area depended on the sum 
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of the ordinate s or infinitely thin rectangles making up the area . 37 
By 1676 Lei bni z had arr ived at t he same conc lusion Newton had reached 
several years earlier . However, hi s method was highl y important because of its 
generality. Ili s choice of symbolism was especia ll y use ful because it not on ly 
simpl ified Newton's not at ion on fl uxions but was more definite . 38 
In 1686 in Acta Eruditorurn. Leibn iz publi s hed an explanation of the integral 
calculus in which quadratures are s hown to be specia l cases of the inverse method 
of the tangent s . Here Leibniz emphasized the inverse re l ationship between dif-
ferentiation and integration in the fundamental theorem of the ca l cu lus. 39 
With thi s theorem came the resolution of a problem that had baffled men 
from ancient times on. The probiem of infinite processes had been so l ved . Today 
calcu lus is a work-a-day too l and is no longer a mystery to many work-rel ated 
fields of study. It i s imperative to the physicist, the chemist, the statistician 
and his continuous di stributions, and even to the social sc ienti st . In other 
word s, the advances made in almost all types of research today could not be possible 
without the ca l culus . And the diligent , tireless efforts of many men made these 
concep t s possible for our use . 
• 
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KIM-I CALCULATOR INTERFACE 
FOREWORD 
As students become sen iors in the technology program at Western Kentucky 
University, they are required to take a semester course called "Senior Project 
(ET 423) . ° The course requires the students to research, design, bui l d, and 
document a project. It was determined by Mr. William Moore (advisor) and me 
that] could use the KIM-l calculator interface as my senior project. As a 
secondary purpose this project wil l be used in the micro-processor laboratory 
as an educational aid. 
The purpose of the report is to present support information in the design 
and operation of the interface and, also, to provide a limited user guide for 
pr ogranuning the MM57109 number processor . 
• 
S4 
SU~~1ARY 
The problem that this report faced was meeting the requirements of the 
senior project course . 
In itial research on the design \'0'35 performed using 011 avai l able sources . 
After a working know ledge of making the number processor compatible with the 
KIM-l, I drew a schematic. The paper design had to be approved by advisor 
before the parts cou ld be ordered . 
After components were delivered, the circuit was temporarily bread-boarded 
and tested for faulty design of hardware or soft l-.'8.rc . 
After al l b.lJgs were removed, the circuit board was madc. The componellts 
)o,'cre then mounted and operation was reaffi rmed and documentation \\'as comp l eted . 
5S 
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INTROOUCTION 
The purpose of this report is to give i nforma t i on on the KIM-l calcul ator 
interface and to p rovide a guide for using t he interface . Presently. when 
us~ng t he KIM-l microprocessor system . the user does no t have the capabi lity of 
performing math functions (sin x, lox , fl oati ng point , e t c.) without prepro-
gramming them into t he KIM- l sys tem. This peripheral processor gives the user 
all the functions found on most scientific cal cu l a tors. By not having to write 
and keep canned programs, the user saves memory space and t ime with the number 
processor. 
The KIM-l cal cu lator interface is composed of a ~~S7109 number-oriented 
processor , hardward support components, and softward contro l routines . Thi s 
r eport will first be directed t owar d a description of the interface and how it 
works. inc l uding all three of the above divisions. Then the discuss ion will t urn 
to using and programming the interface to work different math prob l ems . 
• 
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NUMBEI1-0RIENTEO PROCESSOR 
The ~L\IS7109 number-oriented processor is a preprograrnmed single chip 
micro-computer . TIle chip featur es scientific calculator i nstruct ions, f l e xible 
input/output , and interface simplicity . Th is processor could be used as a 
stand - alone processor , but in this case it i s used as a microcomputer peripheral. 
The scienti.fic ca l culator feat ures seventy ins truc ti ons which i nclude floa t i ng 
point math, a four-leve l stack , internal memory r eg i s ter , d i.rect digi t en try , 
and r everse po] ish notation . 
A block diagr:lm of t he ~Thl S7 1 09 i s shol-.'l1 in figure 111 . 
used i n th i s i n terface will be described . 
'" 
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Figure I: hUll·tiona] , .. 'ck lli agram of t. he Processor (Nation:l ] ~il'm j \' 
Corporat i CHi) " 
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A basic requirement as des cri bed by Nationa l' s da t a sheet ABG/W\~' i s that th e 
M1'>IS7.l09 r equires a 9-volt power s upply which can be +S-volts and -4-vo lt s for 
an easy rrL interface . Another requirement is a single -phase c l ock operat ing 
from VSS to VOO at a frequency of 400 kilohert z . This is internally divided 
by four and forms a basi c timing unit called mi cro-cycle. 
The processor rece ives instructions and data via the input lines, 11 through 
T6 . Timing of an i nstruction or data fetch into the number processor is done 
by handshaki ng. Thi s i s done between t he HOLD input and ROY output. After 
the ~IM S7109 completes operation on previous data or instruc tion,it places the 
ROY output high. Thi s states that data no\\' on the input lines will be i nputted 
into th e processor un less the HOLD input is held high. If nOLO is high. the 
processo r ' s operati ons will stop until the HOLD input goes low. This control of 
the number processor gives the KIM-I micro computer an asynchronous method to 
prepare data or an i nst ruction for outputting . 
The POR input i s used to reset the ~~157109 after power is initially turned 
on . After a 2-microcycle high pulse at this i nput, the processor I'.'i11 generate 
three ROY s ignals. The first two shou ld be i gnored, and operation can begin on 
the thl rd one. 
The remaining control signals used are the ERROR and ~ output signal. TIle 
ERROR output will go high to signal that an internal math error, such as HH divi-
sian by zero, has happened . A comp l ete listing of error conditions can be found 
in the processor' s da ta sheet . The ~ output goes low in response to an internal 
• 
program branch. 
The processor is .a relative l y simpl e s upport device featuring the HOLD-ROY 
relat i onship, internal error generation, and R{W s ignal for outputting. 
HARDWARE DES IGN 
The support components, or hardware, were designed and built a round require-
ments designated in Nationa l Semi conductor's HMS7 109 data sheet . The basic 
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interface consists of a clock. an interf:lce controller, an input lat ch , an 
outpu t la t ch, R/w and mr latches , and write buffers . All COr.1poncnts. except for 
the system' s clock , nre l ow- pOI,oe r Schottky TIL components . The clock device is 
a C-/·l0S device . The hardware i nterface was laid out and etched on a doub l e-sided 
prin ted cjrcuit board "'ith an edge connector attached on one end for a quick 
connection into the KH1-l system . Figure 2 shows a block diagr;un of the inter face. 
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The system's clock is a sing l e phase whose output varies from +VSS to 
-VOO at a frequency of 320 ki l ohertz. The processor then take~ the c l ock's 
frequency and divides it by four and operates on thi .. reduced frequency or a 
time of 12 . 5 micro-seconds per cycle. The clock is made from r.-~10S C04069 
inverters to get the VSS to VOO voltage swing. 
The next block of interface is the system cont roll er. The controller 
receives cont rol words from the KIM- l and decodes them . This determines which 
contro l signal is selected . These control signal s are for data latching, reset-
ting HOLD , a POR reset, R/~ flag reset , and enabling write buffers. The controller 
is made from 74LS04 inverters and two 74LS42 bi nary- coded decimal decoders . 
The input and output l atches of the inter face are 74LS75 O-latches. These 
latches act as temporary storage points for information being transferred f rom 
KIM-I to calculator and from calculator to KIf.l- l. The input data latch is con-
trolled by the interface controller, whilethe output latch is contro lled by the 
R/w pulse of the number processor. 
The R/W and ~ latches are 74LS76 dual J-K f l ip-fl ops used in direct mode. 
Th e R/W is used as a flag to signal when data is l atched i nto the output latch . 
The BR latch is set when the processor takes an internal branch. Both flip-flops 
are reset by the system contro ller. 
The output buffers are TRl-STATE 74LS125 quad buffers. They are used to 
iso late the output l atches from the information l ines (PORT A) during an input 
se lection. When these devices are in the not-select mode their outputs are in a 
high impedance state . 
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SOFTWARE 
The softwar e i nterface used to contro l the number-oriented processor and 
support hardware is made up of one main r outine and three subroutines. After 
t he munber processor ' s program is stor ed in the KIM-l, the main routine is 
fetched and s t arted. This r outine determines when the processor i s r ese t by 
the RESET subrout ine . when the data or ins t ructions are inputed and executed by 
the EXEC subrout ine . and when a number if outputted from the processor by OUTDIG 
subroutine . A comp lete listing of these programs is given i n the appendices . 
BASIC OPERATION 
The ba~ i c operation of the interface i s bes t described by fol l owing the 
software routines . 
RESET 
When first en t ered. the main program does a sys tem reset of the pe ripheral 
circuit . Control of the interface is transferred t o the RESET subroutine. Here 
RESET outputs to the interface controller a control word whi ch raises the paR 
i nput of the processor high for at leas t two micro - cyc l es, while it l owers the 
HOLD input so that the processor can perform a power-on reset . The software i s 
des igned to i gnore the first two ROY pul se and on the third ROY pulse bring the 
HOLD back to high, stopping the processor. 
The number processor i s complete ly r eset with a ll internal registers equal 
t o ze ro and outputs in reset states. Before returning t he control to the main 
routine, the r eset subroutine signals the control l er and r esets the R/w and BR 
flip-flops. Now, with a complete processor and i nterface reset, control i s 
returned to the main program. 
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EXECUTE 
The main program now fet ches the first byte of the number processor ' s 
program and jumps to the EXEC subroutine. Here EXEC signals the interface con-
tToller to latch the data coming from KH1- 1 (PORT A) into t he processor's input 
latch . After latching data, the subroutine signals again to the interface con-
troller t o lower the HOLD input . The calculator recognizes this s i gnal and begins 
t o execute on data or instruction stored in the input lat ch . Next, the EXEC sub -
rout ine monitors RDY output signal (P BO) until it goes low. I t goes low when the 
processor ha s the i nputted data in ternal l y stored and has begun to execute . Upon 
receiving the low ROY signal, the execute subroutine again s ignal s the interface 
control l er to raise HOLD high again so that the number processor will wait f or 
the next byte of data or instruction. The control is now returned to main . 
OUTPUT 
After al l number-processor instructions have been fet ched and executed, the 
main program recogni zes that an output from the number processor to the KIM-l 
is next. Program control is transferred t o the OUTDIG subroutine . The first 
step in OUTDIG is loading a number processor OUT instruction into the input 
latch and executing it. This i s done by jumping to the execute routine and 
beg inning to execute the out inst ruction. TIle out instruction is a two byte 
instruction. The second byte is ignored by t he processor but i s performed by the 
hardware and software support on l y to keep the proper ROY -HOLD relation s hip . 
• 
After the second high-ready s ignal the first digit of the number is placed 
on the 001 - 004 li.nei and is latched i nto the output latch by a Rj,,' output pul se 
from the processor. The Rjw pulse also se t s the Rjw latch . Aft er the second 
ready signa l, the interface control i s returned to the OUTOIG subroutine. OUTDIG 
i s constant ly monitoring t he RDY ou t put from the processor and the output of the 
R/w latch. If ready output = 1, the out instruction is comp leted. If ready 
output # I, then the output proceeds to check the Rjw flag to see if it is set. 
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If it is set, OUTDIG signal s the in terface cont r oller to enable the TRISTATE 
buffer. OUTDIG takes the digit and s t ores it in KIM- I memory. The i nterface 
controller disables the buffeTs and reset s the R/w latch. OUTOfC goes back 
to mon itoring ROY output and R/w flag until ROY = 1. After comp l etion of out 
in struction, control i s returned to the main program which disab l es the inter-
face and returns to a previous pr ogram, in this case , the KlM-I monitor program. 
SU~1MARY 
Basic operation of the interface is broken into three divisions; reset , 
execute, and output data. Upon initiali zation , the system is completely reset 
and the interface then begins to receive data from thc KIM-I. After the calcu-
lator has per formed the necessary opcrations on a l l of the program, an OUT 
instruction is performed by the calculator and the answer i s outputted into 
KH~- 1. 
US I NG KHl-l INTERFACE 
INSTALLATION 
Before programming. the interface is attached to the KIM-I application bus 
l ocated on the KIM-4 Mother-board. Next, a -IS vo l t power line from the sys t em ' s 
power supp ly is attached to the red bananu plug located on the interface board 
to g€'t the -VOD supp ly for the calculator. 
LOADING lNTERFACE PROGRAM 
The monitor, or control program. Io.'hich i s l oca ted from 0200 thru 020F, is 
l anded i nK Ul-I us i ng a punched paper tape li s t1 ng and the te 1 etype peri phcra 1. 
Instruction on usi ng the teletype is l ocated in page 52 of the KIM-l Hardware 
Manua 1. 
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PROGfW.~Il NG THE CALCU LATOR 
Programs for the processor are written in a form cal led Re verse Poli s h 
Notation (RPN) . This form makes use of the four - l evel stack r equiring no paren-
thesis or memory s torage as in most ca l culators . To write a program for the cal -
culator. one first writes the prog ram ' s in struction in it s mnemonics. The 
mnemonics then are trans lated into hexidecimal operation code. The encoded 
program i s loaded in t he KIM- l memory using the KIM-l keyboard s tarting at 0100 
(hex) with up to a maximum of 255 s t eps. After the program i s written. a hex 
FF is placed after the las t byte to indicate the program' s end for the KIt~- 1. 
To star t a program afte r it is ente r ed i n KH1, the operator add r esses 
location 02C4 and presses"go ." When fini shed. the program returns t o KI~l monitor. 
and the answe r can be f ound from location OOBO thru D08C, depending upon the mode 
of operation . 
Example programs using the KU1-1 interface givi ng both processor mnemonics 
and hexadeci mal op-codes are l ocated in the appendi x . 
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, 
, 
8 
, 
0 ' 
fE 
OS 
" EN 
HIIL T 
ROL L 
XE V 
XEM 
'" 
MR 
"" 
"'" 
• 
00 
" 
"' 
" 
" 
"' 
'" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
n 
" 
60 
JJ 
" 
" 
J6 
" 
0 
, 
, 
J 
• , 
, 
, 
, 
, 
O,'c"" ,,1 P""l! 
[nle' ( ' p.,,,,,n \ 
O,"n~ S!\In 
" 0 11 
X ~."'''''Ij~ Y 
X ucl,,,,,9" M 
M~moo y SIOIt 
M~mo'v R~c" ll 
Lell S""h Xm 
R '~h1 Sr. '1t Xm 
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l)CSCIl!/' l 'O t~ 
-------------- -------
M.".:,,,. ", " '1 "''',' ''1 11 , ~'u 0" I",: ,I ' ~ " ("i 
I ... · I"' I, .. ~ , ,,~ Dec", , ' Z T 
V Z 
X V 
, X 
:;~~ <t, .<.t'1'1 ' 0~ " I ",un, )"" """V on ; ' '' ~C .] 
C.'~;'I' 11 ... , .. ,II " ... ... ,,' L ... on."",,,, "",,,,,n. 
0 ... , ,, 1"JI 1,,110'" ... ,11 I", t ' IIO, ... n 1. 
O'&"W" "II" "I "'I"'''tnl '" " ,,,n l ,,, ' 
Xm' X ",& <"", 01 
X~ • X e ';l<l"~'" 
CS n .. ,~, )(m - X", '" • Xe - Xe <>CJl.-.,.,;,n~ 
on ..... ~11 .~ , 0 ' nlll .. " ( ( on .. ' ... ~I'''n ,' ... , 
t " 'c""'d .he. 1.\1 n",n l"" ~""Y ,n,I,.'." .. . 
:; 14 15927 - X. II·&I:>: nOl o,,",ed. 
T • • m,nal(, 'I'~'I cn,IY ~"d pu'''e . 11.r " .. c ~ . 
.The ~' <:.,"~ n . cnW" 'd ""II t>e on X anD Y. 
Z-T 
,,- I 
X - V 
0" ""Ih",,) ",w"".",, Ih u ... ,11 Ir,n .. " al. <.1>11" 
. n IlV · 
h lt,,,;.1 1,. "J,'J, t , 1 ,' h'~ :1 HALT 0" , 0<1~ ." tt 
"'I'~"\fl HOLD ' 1 P,oc~"o' "'. ' U I". HOlO 
- 0 lof lO,t cO"I"''''''1O I;I,L T . en ~, • NOP .nd 
".·~v m i""II .. i W ho,-en d .~ ' 1 ~'wy ,n W"C" O"1 
I,nee " d"", ~Ol,,' rn,n. ! . d' !I '! tn .,v . 
Ro ll Sllt~ , 
~oo S .~c~ . 
V-X 
i!- Y 
T - Z 
0 ... 
E. ,"~nll" X and Y 
X-V 
[ or h~"!I" X "',It< ""'n'n' v 
X' • M 
s.o,t X ,n M, " ,O' V. 
)( .. U. 
R .... II M, .. ,,,r v ,n ,o X. SI~C ~ "p".h. O. 
r,, -X , · Y -Z " T 
X nUl" I" . a " 1" It ' '''It, d ,",'hll' luv,n~ d~c,m~ 1 
,o(>,n l ,n ,., nIC 1",,,1 ,:)<\ rOlf"'" rna il " ... , .. ,<~'" 
,h~' 1 " ,.onl ,n hn k ,hili: . Le n •• ' g"' I ,c~n ' d ,~ .: 
" INo F orn'e ' h n k <1'1/" " lOll . 
X ,,' aAl,lIi ' I ,,~ , I h' l1 ~d w h,l e Ir~" , n~ d~c"nii 
I>u,n. ," " me PD\I ' IOO. LIn k d .y:l . .... h,~t. " 
n"If",~ , y ' C'U .. r"pl . ll t ' .1.11 'h 'll. " ", d'~d 
", ,,, I ho mo l ' I, gn, !,unl d ig' l . L .. iI " II,,,I ,tO"1 
d 'g ,; ,. IUII . 
CLASS SUBCLASS 
f jX,Y! 
F jX,M! 
F!X! M~!h 
F (X) T"g 
Cln' 
MM57109 INSTRUCTION TABLE (cont , ) 
MNEMO NIC' 
, 
n 
INV ~ . 
INY _ . 
INV. · 
INV r 
'" 
SORT 
SO 
'" 
" eN 
COG 
S'N 
COS 
TA N 
INY SIN" 
INV COS ' 
INV T AN" 
D" 
RTO 
MCLR 
ECLR 
JMP' 
TERR ' 
TX - O· 
TXF · 
TXL TO' 
OCT AL OP 
CODE 
" 
n 
" 
" 7D 
40,71 
40, 72 
40.73 
4 0. 74 
67 
" 63 
" 
" 
" 66
" 
" 
" 40, 4~ 
4 0 , 4 S 
~ O, 46 
" 
'" 
" 
53 
" 
" 
2J 
n 
FU LL NAME 
PI", 
Mi"", 
T,m., 
O, .. ,de 
y 10 X 
Memo,y Plu . 
Me mo,v M,,, u. 
M.mo,y T,me. 
Momo,y D,yide 
OM D, ... o~d by X 
Sq,,~'e Aool 
Squ~ ' ~ 
T~ " 10 X 
e 10 X 
N~ l u , . 1 109 of X 
Bu. 10 lo~ of X 
Sme X 
Co"". X 
T~ n g."l X 
1"'~'1e , i" e X 
I"".,," co. in. X 
I" ".". Ii" X 
Deg'oe. 10 ,adi,,,, 
R, ,, ian, to deg" .' 
Mauer CI.ar 
Erro. III. e lu' 
Jump 
T." f<' mp 
co"d, I'O" 
Te" .rror f l a~ 
1.,1 X ' 0 
1.>!X<0 
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O(SCIlII'TION 
Ad" X 10 y, X. y- X. O" '. - . • . / o"dYX 
'" W u< , .on" ,1.0, . ;, no l'p~"" 10110 ..... : 
Z - y 
T-Z 
D-T 
Fo,mer X, Y • •• 1011. 
Sub1<,c I X f,om Y. Y - 'X - X 
M" ll ' pl y X l ime. Y. Y. X ... X . 
O'",rJ. X ,nto Y. yo;. X- X 
A. ". Y 10 X po ....... yX ... X 
Add Xlo m~mo, v. M 'X-M 
0" INV • - . ' .n" / ,,, ,,, ,, Cl ion •. X. Y, Z. 
and 1 . ,,' un ch. nged Fo ,mer M i, 1011 
Subl'>C l X f,om m e mo ry . M - X - M 
M" ll'ply X I ,m •• memory . /,\. X - r~ 
D i .. ide X in lO m.mo,y . M 0;. X - M 
1 0;. X - X. 0 " a ll F IX! m~ l h in. I< "CI ,O'" Y, Z, 
T . " d M . Ir unc r. . n~rJ . nd p'ev iO"1 X i. 1011. 
,fi. - X 
X~- X 
l OX _ X 
eX ... X 
In X- X 
log X - X 
SIN( X) - x . 0" . 11 F( Xl l< ig h mC l ion •. Y. Z. T, 
and M or .... neh.n9"'0 _Mllh. p, n,ou. X •• 10.1 
COSI X!- X 
Tf,NIX! - X 
S IN- l( X! - X 
COS-ljX)_ X 
TAN- I IX) - X 
COtW.1l X f'om d. 9,.e, 10 ,.",_" •. 
Con~o ll X irom " O: 'an . 10 oe9 ,e • • 
CIOi' a ll 'n l. ,n.1 , .~" \ . ,, I nd memO'y , "" " .I i,e 
1/0 CMt.o l "9",1,. MOC L 8. MODE _ 1I0 ':'n~ 
poinl.(Sec IN ITIALI ZATIO N.) 
0- e"o' f la9 
U"CO"", I' o na l bl ~ n Ch ~ o ."dr.1I . peed,"" by 
,eeond r"S lruClr On wo,". 0" all bl i ne n ,,,'Il luc' 
\'0"'. lecon" ""o 'd con,. 'n, b, anch . dd'ell 10 
be lo. d.d ,n t O • • \. ,nl l PC 
8, ,,ner. 1<) .dIJ ,"" .peed,td by •• tond ,n"ruC' 
l io n wo ,d " J C (16) " tr ue (Ml) O:h ...... ,' • . 
, k LP O_e, , econ<l .... ord . 
B, ."ch \0 a"<I,"" 'polcit,.d by 'econd ,,,""'c· 
l 'On word rl e. ,o r 11 • • " hue (_ I) , O,ne<w" e, 
. k ip e .. c , •• <o nd wo'd. M. V ~ u.ed 10 ' 
,!e'.C1'n~ ,p~ c .I i c ."on a, oppo,"" '0 u. , n ~ \he 
. u10m ." , ."0' r.co .... v ,ch erne " .. It ""In ,n 
' he ,ec\;o" o n Erro ' Conuol. 
O,."ch !O .,!d ' e" ,pccd.ed by ,.con" .n"",C· 
"0" w",d ,I X - O. Olhe,w 'I"_ "'P O .. . r ",con<l 
wo ,o , 
B . ~ n c '" to idd,." ,pee, I,. " Ov ,~ eond ''' ' ' '"c· 
t'O" wo rO , T . IXI < 1 Olhe ,wi.e. ,.io o .. e , 
.econd wo'd. (i .e, b,.nc h il X " • Tr ~C \lon. ) 
BranCh 10 ."01,." .pcc,! ,.d by .~con" inn,uc· 
\' on .... 0 '" il X < O. Olh., .... i ... ,.,p Ove' ' eeo"d 
wo ,d, 
CLASS I ~UIICI.AS$ 
n , ~"(n C,,"'" 
'10 M"lr··<I'II" 
1/0 ' S,n~I ~ '<l ' ~ " 
'/0 I n~\1I 
I·'''d~ 
Cun l ,ol 
~1~IJ7109 l NS'l'HUCTlO" TABLE (COllt _) 
"~Nr-"\Or\",cj OC;;I~(OP 
- - --- - - -
I(\NZ 
" 
DONZ J2 
'N. 
" 
OUT ' 
" 
"" " 
SI- , 
" " , 
" 
'" " 
'" " 
PRW I 
" 
PRwl 
" • 
TOGM ., 
~MOC ' 30 
INV ' 
" 
fULL NM.'.E 
Inc ,,'"''''' ' "",,,,c ry 
and 1." ~,, cr,.1 
1.''10 
D,' '' ~n '<n l 
"",mo, y •. d 
I".,,(h ,f 1,1 ~ 0 
Mull.\l ,y" 
;nVIJII II X 
..... .,h .d,Il" DUI PU I 
r'"m )( 
A,ynct"""o .. , 
,,,pur 
50:1 FI~n 1 
p .. llt F I ~~ 
ScI FI "~ 2 
Pur" r' 3g 2 
P"'It R,-:I 
1'",\. H,V, 2 
Tn!l'j t MOOr 
Sc i M.,, \.\ii 
D' ~ II C:I"nl 
I" 'ent Mod~ 
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m :S C IlIPlI O N 
------ -
/1,', • I - 11. . II I.l • 0, ' ;'1' " 'c,,"d on' ••• c\.on 
",'o' d. 0Ih,.",,;,.~ . 1,, ~(.Ch ", . ,Id, ... , :rl<""I'~d 
lI v rcronl! "" 1<"'1,(", .... O. d 
II. - 1 - M. If M • O. '~'P 'cc""" ' '' ''' ''Cl 'O'' 
.... .,'11. Oll,c' "",c. ' ''_ ''cl> 10 ~,Id, t" or,.,c. l" .(J 
lIy 'cco"d """""'0" wo ' d . 
l',~ " ' 0''''1<>' , ul'pl,r . , 4 hll ; , .gil ;"j(!; t" 
10 1l ~ -L)A l) .c~n, .. ,:o . " .~o1 ilv , d,W" . ,1<1"·,, 
", ,,t><.. ICIASI lu ' u d , d,y" ,,, Ix: in;>,,, 1 11~ 
h ,!I" O, d .·, _, ' ,h r<, 10< 1I,~ "" n,''''' ' 0 I ... · "'p<>I 
...nuld ' YI"{ ~II V COm" I,om ,,,,. ' •. ~",'" ",,,,,,e 
" on ..... o.d l llr (I,y, t " '''!,ut 00 0 4 -01. ,. , .0<,/ 
ISE L • 0 '0 ,d rc, . hy" d~u in , ..... , o. ' 'l ' 
,,, utl ,On, l ,,~ ou m""" 01 <j'g"1 ,0 bt: ,n,lU : 
(),.",""" tor, ''', "" "" ',on "'0(1. ',,'N"''', 
"l>tM,o n e, Ile"i"9 PO;"') .or! II ,. m,,,"'" 
fl ,gl, eGU n , ISet O IlTA ~ OnMAlS ond IN 
S lRUCl lO N T IMINGI. D." .0 I. .. , n ;>u ' " 
.,0"·,, on X . no1 , h~ " oc ~ 'I pu . lI~d p, _ Y _ 
Z - l l. A. l ilt cenciu. i".., el ,11, in;lut :)A': _ 
OA1· O. 
Ad''' ,·,.,,,\! . ,,(1 num~. 01 , lo y' " " ,o,n ' ,c~t r;:, 
IN "''' ' uel ,oo. E~'h •. m o ~ IIr w <I' g, t ""d'."" 
, ~ :, p l "' l1 . ",e n'nc ~ .. o, 1"'Ce, ,h. " . ~ " ' 0 b. 
0,, 10 '" en 004 _ 0 0 \ .nd lIu"t". 111c Ai;;\< ' '' '~ 
"C :'Ot low A, ,to., r un d u"o ol 01 O,, ' OUI. t:O ~ ­
DOl • 0 .nll 0114 - D.:, 1 • O. 
II ' '''11: ' 0'11" ",~ .. l1 ""0 " ... "'OC."O' ",., O ~ -
0 1 ISEL · 0" .. "~,, "y ~ . ,.'''., 1I ~,,, ... ·., r ,o 
, . I.Cl l l1o d '9" ''''1t~'' Ol ,n\1l u, ,,,,.., I, ... ,.1 nn: 
·U<~I II. O'~" unit, AD·A . 0 IISE l · O •• IH' . 
AOR i n ".~d 01 l!o l . ",d.c.··ng d~ ,~ ~, '.(I . ~ 1 o. 
n" I •• " >e ll v. lo w <0 .. ' ~no..,t ,'d~. d:tu ju.l ,ud. 
:;.: , ~1 " 'gll ., .e . Fl- 1. 
Fl "1>',1 •• " .C1",· h, ~h . II Fl ,'~ I ," .. (ly t"I ' ~h. 
11", " ""! 1> ," "1H- "'~ ,., 10 ... . 
Set f1 ",gII. ' t . F2· I 
F] .. ~".J _c,,~. h'SII . It f 2 " ." .~~v n,S". 
, II " ... ' I" '" ot hr,ns ... , 10 .... . 
G,·ro ' ~h·' R.W ac" •• tow p"lu ", 11 ,,11 "' ~ ... t..: 
",,0 M ~ , ,,,,1,,, 0' ." cloclo • • " . ''' I ''"CI'o n 
I
I,.,. ,nto i fl,p I.op 0' "·s·,,r •. 
h'.""rdl .0 P RWI ''' '''"C' 'O'' A".~" ,. "" " ' .Y 
t" · 1"10. ,, ",I m. r~c, ' h~1 .h. I:." '} t"I " , 01 . h ,· 
"Hi'll 01' ('"'e ~ , ~ 01 .".l l h" I . ,,] 1.0 ,,, ol,h. 
/,;1\\1] (1) CO< I • • ,. 10 ["he' 01 tll ., ~ t,ot, C." t.<-
elo,!',·,' ,,11" .. lion Ii.>!> """9 ,h. Hf;·i ""I,,· 
O'~"!"· n'o< l., I'''m l ,n" " "1 I"'" '' .0 ""''''''.e 
no,."un 01 .... . '. , •.• . , J" ;""" l> nO o n r , r ... " , 
" "", •• . 1~ .• · , .. ,.,k .",·en "" Iy 11 ,. IN ~",I OUI 
,""".<;1.",,, I"' "<n~. c.,tr .. I~ I'o,)'" " ,. ~I" .. y . ,n 
8 d , ~ . , . r. ,.o"hc n",.""". 
M"n" .. . d ' ~ 11 c o,,'" ".el to Iho COn t' " '' " , , h . 
;. cnr,d " ' l;uC"or> wo,d t· , ' 06). 
~1 ",..fI,· '''<.NIC ,'" "'S 0' "'."'O'V l u " n ,o", 
,,,,, ,,,,1 ' ''(1 '11,, w ,1I ,mmcd,. , . IV l ollow. I"..". 
muO~ ,,10' " •• , 'O.lfuC"Of1 only . 
:\J>PENIJJ;': JJ 
HEX OP CODE l 'OH ~1~1;;7J.OH nJSTBLiC'i'!ON 
or CODE 1 i\ S 'l'! U.J (." 1'I. O!'i Of> CODE 
00 0 :W 
0 1 1 21 
02 2 ') " ..~
03 :j 2:1 
0 '1 /0 . 2:1 
05 !) . ) -~" OG G :W 
0 7 7 or ~, 
as R 38 
(In 0 29 
vA DP 2A 
Gi3 .... J '. t, 2B 
OC cs 2C 
OJ) 1'1 20 
n;~ Ii I N 2E 
OF 1! .I\J.'l' 2F 
10 T.JC 30 
11 T X::-:O 31 
12 '1'); ( 0 32 
, .. 
- .; TXF 00 .J •• 
-! t1 TEi'~il ., ~ ". 
1 5 ~1 :.IP 3'" ., 
16 OUT 36 
1.7 IN 37 
1 " 
" 
S ~I J)C ~~8 
10 li.niZ 39 
1/, l)BNZ :-ir\ 
III :\ J':" 3iJ 
, .~ 
~,. ~.:S 3C jD j,:R 3D 
I E J .S]i 3E 
1 j. ;{Sl j 3P 
69 
l ~V 
I:..i\' 
TOG\: 
HOLL _ 
SfN (S l:\-~) 
c;08 ((:OS -·) 
TfI:~ ('L\iC 1 ) 
SF! 
j>FI 
SF2 
l'F2 
ECLH 
1''I'1l 
nTH 
POP 
:'IiCLR 
Xl~Y 
e:': 
10 x 
x 2 
x 
) n 
LOG 
,Ix 
"x 
) ) 1)"' , 
.. " -
:\0;> 
I 
( 
. , 
APPEND I X C 
DATA FORMATS 
(courtes y National Semiconduc t or) 
IN/OUT I NSTRUCTI ONS (A) MODE ~ SC I ENT I FIC NOTAT I ON 
IN: 
OUT: 
D4 
D04 
D3 
D03 
D2 
D02 
Most significant exponent digit 
Least s i gnif i cant exponent digit 
D1 
00 1 
Sm 0 0 Se 
Not used 
Most significant mantissa digit (Decimal point 
follows this digit). This d i git wil l always 
be non- ze"ro on .the OUT i nstruction, fo r 
non ze ro numbers . 
Second most signif i cant mantissa d i g it. 
Least sign i ficant mantissa digit 
I N/ouT INSTRUCTIONS (B) MODE ~ FLOAT I NG POINT 
DPX 
11 
1 0 
12-MOC 
Notes : 
IN : D4 
OUT: 004 
03 
003 
02 
00 2 
01 
001 
Sm' 0 0 0 
OP POS 
Most significant mantissa digit = 0 - 9. On the 
OUT instruction, this digit will be non-zero 
unless x I, ion which case i t will be zero 
and DP POS will be 11 . Leading zeroes are 
not blanked . 
Second most significant mant i ssa digit 
Least significant mantissa digit: 0- 9 
MOC =Ma nt i ssa di gi t count , set by SMOC INSTRUCTION, in i t i al ly =8 
Sm =Sign of mantissa , O=pos i t i ve , I-negative 
Se =Sign of exponent (Se-O i n f l oat i ng poi nt mode) 
DP POS=Decimal point position indicator i s a va l ue in the range f rom 
down to 12-MOC, which indicates a digit, as given by t he DPX 
column i n the t ab l e. The decima l poi nt i s l ocated inmedi ately 
f oll owin g t his di gi t. -
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t 
I, 
Example 1 
LOC;"'1'10N 
0100 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
OA 
Oil 
OC 
- 00 
OE 
OF 
10 
11 
let III = 100 
H2 = 200 
~jNE~tON I CS 
01 
00 
00 
EN 
02 
00 
00 
X 
01 
00 
00 
EN 
02 
00 
00 
+ 
71 
OJ> CODE 
01 
00 
00 
21 
02 
00 
00 
3!3 
01 
00 
00 
21 
02 
00 
00 
35 
3C 
FF 
I 
( 
Example 2 
X c =1/2 Pi ic 
Jet f = ~~OO k j 1 u-ilcl'i;.-; 
c = .001 f 
LOCATION :JNEMOl\'ICS 01' CODE 
0100 02 02 
01 EN 21 
02 PI OD 
03 ~ 3il 
0'. 03 03 
05 00 00 
06 00 00 
07 EE OB 
OS 00 00 
09 03 03 
0,\ E~ 21 
Oll X 3B 
OC DP OA 
;m 00 00 
010 00 00 
OF 01 01 
10 EE 21 
. 11 00 00 
12 06 06 
13 CS OC 
11 31> 
15 INV 20 
16 FP 
• 
72 
fl.! 'Pj ·~,\U .\ ,:, 
1 NmH.FACj~ 1 'HCA.';HA\l I 
lsYTE BYE BYfE ( ADDllliSS ~l"iI '::\C~ICS #1 #2 .,.'13 (X)j~·ll-NJ'S 
HES1'T: 0200 aSH 20 ~,n 02 J:litialL",c Ports "~ 
03 STA gil 02 17 Set ron = 1 
00 IlJ:\.i1 Fl9 C'O 
08 S1'A SD 01 J.7 
013 STA SD 00 17 Hesct l!QU) = 0 
OE joSH ~A lx,l ay for IDR 
OF BCC 90 ID 
11. IDA# A9 00 [k:osct roll = 0 
13 STA 8D 02 17 
16 Jsn 20 35 02 }'ind Fi l'::iL PJ)Y =: 1 
19 ,J S!'~ 20 21' 02 Fj ml Second IIDY = 1 
1e JS!{ 20 21' 02 Find 'lhi rd HDY = 1 
11' IDA ,\9 00 
21 S1'A 8D 00 17 Set HOLD = 1 
21 lJ)AII A9 OA 
26 STJ\ 8D 02 17 11eset Hjw <l!ld Br 
29 U)A# A9 00 
28 SrA 80 02 17 Disable Interface 
2E ill'S GO System Reset 
~Tr lillY: 2F IDA AD 02 17 Wait for IIDY ::: 0 
32 LSR 1A 
33 l3CS GO FA 
Ncn'RDY: 35 I.D,'\ AD 02 17 ",'o.i 1, for. HDY "" 1 
38 ISH ·JA 
:19 l3CC 90 FA 
38 ill'S 60 
INIT: 3C LDA# Ail 00 
3E STA SO 01 17 DAD ::: Inputs 
41 lDA# A9 OE 
43 STA 8D 03 17 D!lD = OE 
46 In'S 60 
INSL: 47 PHA 48 
48 JSH 20 3C 02 
® Pl.,,'\ 68 
4C STA 8D 02 17 Store O:mtrol Word 
41' n1"3 60 
aJ'SL: 50 JSH 20 3C 02 
53 lDM Ail 1-1' 
;)5 srA 3D 01 J7 J)/t:) = Ou tpu ts 
;)1j 1 ,l l/\r~ NJ 00 
51\. o;'1'A 8J) 00 17 Clear Port A 
50 RTS 60 
EXEC: 5E PJlA 48 Save NCO Instruction 
5F JSH 20 50 02 
62 illA AD 02 17 
65 LSR 1A 
73 
INIERFACE PRCGHAM (cont.) 
BYTE BYTE BYTE 
ADDRESS MNEl>ONICS #1 #2 #3 CD\ThIlTh'l'S 
r,j 2 66 00:; 90 FA 
68 illM A9 06 
6A STA 8D 02 1"1 Enable Interface 
6D PIA 68 
6E OIlA~ 09 40 
70 STA 8D 00 17 Enable Input Latch 
73 ORAJI 09 80 
75 STA 8D 00 17 Set HOLD = 0 
78 illA AD 02 17 Check for RDY ::; 0 
7B ISR 4A 
7C BCS BO FA 
7E illM A9 00 
80 STA 8D 00 17 Set HOW = 1 
83 STA 8D 02 17 Disable Interface 
86 RTS 60 
OUIDIG: 87 illM A9 16 NCU 'OUT' Instruction 
89 JSR 20 5E 02 
8C JSR 20 5E 02 
8F WX# 112 00 
91 LDA# A9 02 
93 JSR 20 47 02 Enable Write Buffers 
96 BIT 2C 00 17 Check RDY = 1 
99 BM! 30 OF 
Check R/;;; '" 1 9B illA AD 00 17 
9E AND# 29 10 
AO BEQ FO F4 If Set, Digit at Latch 
112 WA rill 00 17 
A5 A"lD# 29 OF Load and Store 
A7 STA 95 BO Digit in KIM 
A9 INX J,l8 
AA illM A9 OA 
AC STA SD 02 17 Clear R/Vi Flag 
AF ,J.1JA# A9 02 
Bl STA 
• 
8D 02 17 
B4 BIT 2C 00 17 Check for ROY = 1 
B7 BPL 10 DD If Not Find Next Digit 
B9 WM A9 00 
BE srA 8D 02 17 Disable Interface 
BE TXA SA 
BF ORAJI 09 80 
C1 srA 95 BO Save Digit Pointer 
C3 RTS 60 
MAIN: C4 JSR 20 00 02 Reset Interface 
C7 illY# AO 00 
C9 WA B9 00 01 Get NaJ Instruction 
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1NrERFACIl PIU>HAM (cont.) l 
, 
BYTE BYTE BYTE ( 
A!lllRESS MNElm1CS #1 #2 #3 eXMMENI'S 
cc OIP# C9 IT 
CIl BD:l FO 07 
DO JSR 20 5E 02 ExeL~te Instruction 
D3 1NY C8 
D4 JMP 4C C9 02 Next Instruction 
rn JSR 20 87 02 Output NCU X-Reg 
DA JMP 4C 4F 1C Back to Monitor 
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ST. LUKE AS HISTORIAN 
by .Jeffrey A. Nnsh 
The third gospe l and the book of Acts c l early purport to be a true history 
of the life of Jesus and the early church . The rise of the Tubingcn School of 
bib l ical cdticism in Germa ny more than one hundred years ago led many to doubt 
the accuracy and trust"'orthiness of the two New Testnment books tradi t ionally 
ascribed to Luke . The Tubingen Schoo l tnught that Luke-Acts was a second-
century document that had emerged from the conflict ove r the p lace of Gentiles 
in the fir st -century church . Fol lowers of the Tubingen School bel i eved tha t 
Acts reflected the reconciliation of the followers of Peter and Pau l in the 
church of the second century. The School cla imed that Luke "was not "'riting 
hi story but was tryi ng to produce a certain effect by hi s imaginat i ve description 
of the early Church." 1 Support for a second-century date for Luke-Acts seemed 
evident in the apparent historica 1 'i naccuraci cs of the work. Detai I s mentioned 
in the books appeared to contrad i ct what was thought to be true about the 
fi rs t - century "'01'1 d Luke was supposed to be dcsc ri bi ng. 
Sir William Ramsay l1 851 - 1939} provided strong support for the reliability 
of Luke's writings. Thanks t o Ramsay ' s archaeologica l di scoveries and his vast 
knowledge of Roman society in earl y Christian times, many cla ims of the Tubingen 
School "'ere undennined , and the historical reliability of Luke's writings was 
confirmed. Ramsay was probably introduced to the vielo.'s of the Tubingen School 
during his first or second year of college at Aberdeen in Sco tl and. After 
graduating from the University of Aberdeen. he studied at Ox ford and then l/l 
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Germany. In 1880 , Ramsay won a three year scho larshi p to travel and study in 
Asia Minor . 
Ramsay went to Asia Minor t otal l y contr o ll ('d by the basic presuppositions 
of the Tubingen School. He was convinced that if he uncovered any information 
relevant to the bibl i cal text, it would concern the second cent ury. To his 
surprise , a l l of the evidence he uncovered contradicted the view that Luke ' s 
wri tings came from the second century. He reasoned that the on ly way he cou ld 
do j us tice to his discoveries was to abandon the Tub ingcn prejudices against 
the historicity of Luke-Acts . 
Ramsay first began to doubt his critical assumptions about thc book of 
Acts as a resu l t of his discovery of the remarkable historica l accuracy of Lu ke ' s 
narrative in the fourteenth chapter of Acts . Ramsay perceived how unlikely it 
was that a wlliter so precise with regard to even the smallest detai l s in onc 
matter would be inaccurate in recording other matters. As Ramsay put it, 
"There is a certain presumption that a writer who proves to be exact and corr ect 
in one point will show the same qua l i ties in other matters. No writer i s correct 
by mere chance , or accurate sporadica ll y . He is accurate by virtue of a certain 
habit of mi nd. Some men are accur ate by nature; some are by nature loose and 
inaccurat e . ,, 2 Ramsay abandoned his prejudices about the book of Acts and began 
to think that the entire work might be the product of a f i rst-century eyev.'itness 
whose geographi cal and historica l references were correct. Gradually, he became 
convinced that Luke wa s indeed the author of the thi rd gospe l and Acts and that 
Lu ke ' s work was remarkab l e for its historical accuracy. 
Attention wi l l be drawn to three major aspects of I~amsay ' s ,,'ork on Luke-
Acts. The first of these concerns the r esults of the very passage that first 
made him doubt the Tubingen theory. Acts 14:5-6 seems to suggest that the 
cities of Lystra and Derbe be longed to the district of Lycaonia I.,.)d le Iconi um 
did not. In other words, the boundary dividing the r espect i ve districts to which 
the three cities belonged l ay between Iconium on the one hand and Lystra-Derbe 
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on the other. However, i t was commonl y believed i n Ramsay ' s day t hat Iconium 
be l onged t o the same geographica l t erritor y as Lys t ra and Derbe . If t r ue , thi s 
would mean tha t th e wr iter of Acts had made an error . In 1910 Ramsay made an 
important discovery that proved that however much the loca l boundarie s had 
mo ved ove r the yea r s , l conium was indeed j us t ac r oss the boundary in a different 
dis tric t at the t i me of t he events r ecor ded in Acts 14. The writer of Acts was 
right and his criti cs were wrong. Ramsay conc l uded: 
This pa ssage in Acts is correc t: the boundarie s mentioned 
are true to the period in which the action lies: they are 
not placed through the mi s taken application by a l ater 
author of ancient statements to a time when they had 
cea sed to be per t inent : they are based on i nformat ion 
given by an eye-witness, a person who had been engaged in 
the ac tion descri bed . The reader, if he r eads the 
narrative right l y , can see wi t h the eyes and hear with the 
ears of a man who was there and witnessed all that happened. 3 
In a later verse (Acts 14:12), the writer mentions in passing that the 
citizens of Lystra thought that Barnabas and Paul were the Roman gods Jupiter 
and Me r cury. The signi f icance of thi s was mi ssed by earlier cri tics of the Ac t s 
account . Ramsay not ed that these two Roman gods were close l y associated with 
this particular region of Asia Minor. So once again, the text of Acts was 
found to contain an apparently innocent reference that l en t an endorsement t o its 
being a reliabl e fir s t -century account. 
A second example of the ·important bearing Ramsay's di scoveries had on the 
histori city of Luke-Act s concerns the many ins t ances where the wr iter refers to 
the titles of Roman offioials. Three mai n disputes arose from Luke ' s use of 
titles. These invol ved the term "po!itarchs" in Acts 17 :6 and the titl e "proconsul" 
in Acts 18:1 2 and 13:'7. Because "pol itarchs" was unknown i n any other l i terature, 
inc luding ancient Gr eek writings, c r itical scholars ass umed t hat the writer of 
Acts had i nvented the title. But once agai n, archaeology came t o the defense of 
Ac t s . F. F. Bruce r eports that at leas t ni neteen inscriptions dat i ng from before 
100 B.C. to after 200 A.D. have been di scovered that contain the title "poli tarch," 
mos t of them applying to the very region where Luke located the te rm. 4 
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In Acts 18:12, Luke referred to a man named Gallio as proconsul of Achaia. 
Ramsay found that Achaia was governed by a proconsul from 27 B. C. to 15 A.D. and 
then again from 44 A.D . on . The use of "proconsu l" in this historically correct 
way provid ed additional evidence for the hi s tori ci ty of the document . The third 
debate over Luke ' s use of a title i nvol ved the use of "proconsul" in Acts 13:7 . 
The verse tells about a meeting between Paul and t he proconsu l Sergi us Paul us . 
Critic s quest i oned whether such a person ever was proconsu l in that region. 
Some went so far as to suggest that even if such an individual had exi sted, Luke 
may have misspelled hi s name. Whi Ie in Antioch in 1912, Ramsay uncovered a 
block of stone referring to a Lucius Sergius Paullus , a Roman officia l. Thi s 
was either a r eference to the same Paullus mentioned by Luke or, as Ramsay 
s uggested, to the son of the proconsul. Either way, there was now evidence t o 
s ubstan tiate the ex i stence of the man . But what about the differences in the 
spel l ing of hi s name? Did Luke err in this matter? Absolutely not , Ramsay 
concluded. While the Latin spe ll ing was always " Paullus ," the Greeks always 
spelled the name with one "1 ." Thus, Ramsay found confirmation of Luke' s 
accuracy even in or thography . The fina l confirmation of the account in Acts 13 
came when it was discovered t hat " 'proconsul' was the correc t designat i on of 
the title of the ruler of Cyprus in the t ime that Paul and Barnabas were there . 
Cyprus was original l y an imperia l province in t he Roman State, but in 22 B. C. 
it was transferred by Augustus t o the Roman Senate, and it was therefore pl aced 
under the administra t ion of proconsuls. ,,5 Confirmation of th is fact is found 
on Cyprus coins from that period . Of special importance is the fact that just 
as the ru le of the Roman Senat e over Cypr us began shortly before Pual ' s vi sit, 
t he rule ceased soon aft erward. Once aga in , the Tubingen School' s claim that 
Luke-Acts was a second-cen tury document was undermined . Only someone living 
during the short i nterval of Paul's visit would have known the correct title of 
the gove rning official during Pau l' s visi t. 
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The last example of the s ignificance of Ramsay's work concerns the Gospel 
of Luke. chapter two, verses one to three . This passage had long been under 
attack by criti cs of Ramsay's day. Joseph Free sum s up the opposit i on ' s case: 
"In the past generation it was believed that Luke had made almos t as ma ny 
mistakes as could possibly be made in these few lines, for it was t hought that 
he was in error with regard to (1) the existence of such an imperial census; 
(2) Cyrenius being Governor at that time (Luke 2:2) ; (3) everyone having to go 
to his ancestral home.,,6 
Ramsay was by now convinced of Luke ' s reliabi l ity as an hi s torian and 
bel i eved the charges t o be false. He began to study the matter in depth. The 
f ac t that regular censuses were taken has been s upported by archaeological 
evidence found in Egypt . A papyrus dated about 175 A. D. shows that a census 
wa s taken about every fourteen years. The evidence was thought to he weak, 
however. si nce it was written a l most two hundred yea rs after the birth of 
Jesus. As the search for f urther evidence continued. three more documents were 
found that supported the existence of a regular census at fourteen-year interva l s . 
These document s mentioned censuses i n the reign of Nero. Tiberius, and Augustus , 
the emperor at the time of Christ's birth. Ramsay be l ieved that Augustus began 
his imperial census about 10-9 B.C . Ramsay also believed that the taking of the 
census in Judah might have been delayed until as late as 6 B.C . because of the 
opposition of the Jews. This is close enough to include the time in which 
Jesus wa s born. 
• 
The fact that Joseph and Mary had to travel to Joseph' s ancestra l home of 
Bethlehem caused trouble in some critica l circ l es. But a document found in 
Egypt, dated around 104 A. D., states that duri ng a census peop l e had t o return 
to their home village s . From thi s document, a letter, it i s clear that for 
those members of a fami l y who had moved some dista nce away, the gove rnment sent 
out letters to remind them. Thus, considerable evidence exists to support 
Luke' s claim that Mary and Joseph had to return to Bethlehem for the census. 
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The fact that Jesus was born there IS, of course, very important because it 
fulfill s the prophecies of his birth found in the Ol d Testament . 
The biggest prahl em in Luke ' s account of the birth of Jesus, l iberal 
critics thought, was his naming of Cyreniu5 as governor of Syria. No record 
existed of a man with that name being in any place of leadership. Some 
suggested that Cyreniu5 was a Greek name used by Luke to refer to a man known 
officially as Publius Sulpicius Quirinius. a man " .. ho held positions in Syria 
at three different times ( 6-4 B. C., 3-2 B.C., and 6-9 A.D.). Critical 
scholars in Ramsay's time knew only of the l ast date and found it easy to 
assume that Luke had simply made another historical blunder . Obviously, Jesus 
\<0'85 not born as late as 9 A.D. But then Ramsay uncovered the evidence for 
the earlier governorship of Quirinius . A recent biblical dictionary explains : 
Sir William Ramsay discussed the whole prob l em afresh. 
following out the clues offered by the ancient historians , 
and adopted as most probabl e the conc lusion that Quirinius 
\<"as given command of the foreign relations of Syria during 
the critical period of the war with the Cil ician Hi ll 
tribe, the Homonadenses. Roman history provides analogies 
for such a dual control of a province at a time of crisis . 
The date at which this position would have been held by 
Quirin ius was about 6 B.C. 7 
Once again, Luke was found to be correct in his historical references. 
Hindsight reveals that biblical critics would have been much further ahead if 
they had simply treated Luke-Acts as an historically re l iable first-century 
account of the events it records . When all of Ramsay ' s work that has a 
bearing on biblical scholarship is considered, his support for the accuracy 
and reliability of the writings of Luke will probably endure as his most 
significant achievement . Ramsay was a rare combination of a classical scholar 
and archaeologist who. at the same time, was one of the foremost authorities on 
the New Testament. Few men are able to become masters in one field of study; 
Ramsay was rna-ster of two. And his work in both helped end the dominance of one 
of the most influential critica l approaches to the New Testament. 
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THE RELIGIOUS THOUGHT OF RABINDRANATH TAGORE 
by Philip Ray Roberson 
One of the first things t ha t one rea li zes when t r y ing to assess the 
religious thoug ht o f Rabi ndranath Tagore i s that Tagore was neither a systematic 
philosopher nor a t heol og ian . Tagore was a creative arti s t, a poet who drew from 
the rich cu l tural and religious heTitage of his native l and to express symboli-
ca lly his religious fee lings . It is the i nterpreter, such as myself , who f ee l s 
compelled to sys t emat i ze Tagore ' s thought into an "orderly" st ructure. At a l l 
times, one should remember that such a s truc tured approach was not Tagore's chosen 
medium of communi cati on. Hi s di scu r s i ve patterns are evi dent i n The Re ligion of 
Man, a series of lectures de l ivered a t Oxford University in May of 1930, and 
Towards Universal ~l an , a collect i on of Tago re's essays. These two work s will 
serve as the f oundat i on for thi s paper. In addition , I will frequently draw upon 
a wide range of Tagore ' s l iterary works t o show how his somewhat abstract ideas 
manifest themselves in his poetry. l ndee~ his poetry catches his way of communi -
ca ting ideas: 
Some have thought deeply and explored the 
meaning of thy truth. 
and they are great; 
I have li s t ened to cat ch the mus i c of thy 
p lay . 
and I am glad .. l 
Tagnre l acked the certi fi cates of forma l education. At age fourteen he 
drop ped out of school but wa s educa t ed far beyond thi s poin t with the help of 
tutors provid ed by hi s family.2 It was not that young Rabi d i d not want to l earn, 
for he was a good student and a voracious r eader, bu t he de sp ised the repetitive 
methods of instruction employed in the Briti sh schoo l s i n the Calcu tt a o f hi s day. 
He later ca lled such met hods "parrot tcaching"; the impre ssion that they made upon 
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him was so great t hat he spent mos t of the mo ney he rece i ved from his Nobe l Prize 
and his l ecture honorariums on his progressive educationa l i nstitutions at 
Shantiniketan and Shr i nike t an . 
A key figur e in the forma t ive period of young Tagor e's life was his sa i nt l y 
f ather, the ~lahar ishi Debedrana t h Tagor e, one time leader of the Bramo Samaj . The 
Maha ri shi and his son, the young Rab i . took an ex t ended journey to the Himalayas 
th at seemed to have a prof ound i nfluence on Tagore ' s religious thought . Tagore 
caught from th is pi ous, fre e -thi nking man a deep interest in the rich religious 
heritage of hi s native Bengal. Tagore was open to dia l ogue wi th other r eligi ons 
and drew freely upon whateve r resources he deemed appropriate to cr ea t e his poetic 
imager y. Tagore ' s relig i ous t oler ance can be seen i n these lines f rom one of his 
poems that was desti ned to become t he nat i onal anthem of I ndia: 
Day and ni ght, t hy vo i ce goes out f rom l and to land, 
call ing Hi ndus, Buddhists . Si khs and Jains 
round t hy throne 
and Pa r sees . Mussa l mans and Chr is t i ans. 
Offerings are brought to thy shr i ne by 
t he East and t he Wes t 
to be Io'oven in a gar l and of love .. . 5 
Tagore went beyond merely t olerating reUgions other t han his own na tive 
Hindu ism. He was open to t ruth and beauty in al l religions . The on ly "re l igious" 
doc t rine t hat he sought to fight was dogmatic self-righteousness : 
The secta r ian thinks 
that he has the sea 
ladled into his private pond. 7 
Tagore ' s religious thought presents the student with an interest i ng blend of 
non-dualism and t heism. Th is paper will first consider Tagore the non-dualist, 
t hen Tagore the t he i st , and, f j na I ly, will ex ami ne how s uch an apparen t di chotomy 
is blended i nto a complementary whole . One wi 11 then see ho\\' this conceptual 
scheme is manifested i n Tagore ' s ideas rega r ding religious action (sadhana) . 
The theme of unity in divers i ty permeates the Vaisnava li terature that pro-
vi des s uch a maj or po rt ion of Tagore ' s re 1 i g1 ous backg round. 8 Many schoo 1 s of 
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Indi an ph i losophy consider the non-physical component of the indi vidua l (cltman) 
to be in a microcosm-macrocosm relation s hip with the ahsolute (Bra hman). Tagore 
wrote: 
Al l devel opment means the unfolding of di ve rsity i n unit y. Ther e is 
no diversit y in the seed. Tn the hud a l l petals are fused together 
into one; it i s only wh en they are differentia t ed from each other 
that the bud unfolds i nto a flower. The f l ower rcaches fulfi l lment 
only '""hen each of the petal s fu l fi ll s i tse l f in a differen t direction 
in its own distinctive way.9 
Lengthy philosophical trea tises have heen written regarding the relation s hip 
f h h Of ° h I 10 o t e parts to t e unl ylng woe . As wa s noted earlier, though. Tagore was 
no t himse lf a philosopher. Rather tha n attempt to tie Tagore steadfastly to a 
par t icu lar school of thought, one should continue to observe the religious sym-
bol i s m expressed in Tagore's poetic imagery: 
The same st ream that run s through my veins 
n:ight and day runs through th e wo r ld 
and dan ces in rh ythmic measur es ... 11 
In The Religion of Man Tagore arti culated hi s own ideas about such unity. He 
viewed the entire process of bio logica l evo l uti on as a process of development and 
i nterre lationship. t-lan is frequent l y cons id ered to be the culmi.n ati on of the evo-
l uti onary pr ocess, but Tagor e went a step furth er to contend that there i s "a subt le 
body outside his (man ' s) physi ca l system. He misses himse lf wh en iso .l ated; he finds 
his own larger Rnd truer self in his wide buman r e lati onship.,, 12 Tagore saw "mu l ti-
personal humanity" (paramatma n) as the immortal en'tity t ha t provides the un:ity for 
the diverse wor ld in whi ch t he ind i vidual find s himself (jivatman) . Tagore SOme-
• 
times called this entity Man the Ete rnRl, sometimes the Ete r nal Spirit of Uumanity . 
sti l l other times God , but most frequently he s imply r eferred to it as Man . He 
said of this entity ~1an: "The unity becomes not a mere subjective idea, but an 
energizjng truth . Wh ateve r name may be gi ven to it, a nd whatever form it symbo li zes . 
the consci ousness of this unity i s spiritua l. and our effort to be true to it is 
our religion.,, 13 
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As the tone of t his la s t quot ation i n d i cat e ~ . Tagore , \I.'hi Ie not denying 
t ht>i r validity . was not one t o dwel l on such abstrac ti ons. lie exp l a i ned: '"My 
r e li gion i ~ a poe t' s r elig ion, and neither t hat of an o rthodox man of p i ety nor 
that o f a theologian.,,14 Tnd eed, thi s "poet ' s r e lig ion" cannot he ti ed exclusive l y 
t o any pa rticul ar orthodox doc trin e or s choo l o f t hought. Tago re C'la i mcd no 
sourc€' o f authority other than h i s own persona l relig i ous exp:' r ience. None thele ss , 
Tagore was a member of a pa rticular society , and ;1S s u ch he cou l d not help bu t be 
in f luenced by hi s cu ltural he ritage . /-I e repea tedl y harrowed from Vai~ nava sym-
bolism to c reate hi s 0 \1.'11 image ry . The fo ll owi.ng poem tak es on a new s ignifi cance 
when we consider tha t med i eval V<li snava poets u~ed the crescent moon to symho li ze 
h . . 15 t e Jl va t man: 
Pe rh ap s t he crescent moon sm i l es i n doubt 
a t being told t hat it is a fragmerlt 
awaiting perfection. 16 
Tagore conceded that s ome individual s had obt<l. ined g r ea t spi.r itual 3W,Jrcne ss 
(samad hi) by contemp la ting s uc h phi l osophi cal pu zz l es , but he contended tha t for 
t he vas t majority of people such means of fu l f il lmen t were not practicable: 
It is on l y through t he inner VlSlon , whi c h is l ove , that we apprehend 
the rea li ty of ot he r s, Wh en philosoph y t el l s us that a ll beings arc 
one , it i s onl y an a bst ra c ti on whi c h he lps littl e in equat ing all with 
one ' s self . Th \lt i s ach ieved onl y th r oug h l ove , which i s the power of 
the sp iri t. end less in patience, joyous in se lf-dedi cat i on. 17 
Tagore ' s two app n r ently dissimi lar modes o f thought a r e linked through the 
concept o f bea uty, whi ch Tago r e equated with truth. According to Tago r e , tru t h 
ma nifes t s itse l f a s beau t y , and, just as truth is i nheren t l y beaut i f ul, so too 
i s beauty inherently true. 
Be<iuty i s 
when 
truth ' s sm il e 
s he boho l ds her 0 .... 'Tl face 
'in a pe rfec t mir r or . 18 
A s tr iki ng simi larity exists between Tago r e ' s concept ual framewo r k and one of 
t he mo r e i nfluen t ia l schoo l s of orthodox Vaisna va phi losophy. While it .... 'ou l d 
certain l y be in app rop riate to assert a cons c ious adh e re nce on Tagore ' s pa rt, it 
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might prove enl i ghten ing to v i ew hal'.' Tagor e ' s cu ltural ancestors dealt with 
similo.r problems , The Acintya-Bhedabheda school of Va i s nava philosophy , founded 
by SI'i Caitanya in Tagore ' s native Benga l, is structura l ly quite s i mi l ar to the 
conceptua l scheme professed by Tagor c . This schoo l begins , as does Tagore, with 
a non-d ualist conception of t he absolute (Brahman). Brahman is l im i tless , ahso-
lute, and eternal. I t is, therefore, necessarily unqua li fied (nirguna) , because 
i n ascribing any characteristic to Brahman one wou l d also be l imiting it. In the 
process of s aying I·,.hat somet hing is, one necessarily imp li es ,,'hat it is not. 
Brahman is Sa t (absolute existence) , Cit (absolute inte l l i gence or consciousness , 
implying non-mater iality), and Ananda (absolu t e b liss) . Tagore did not address 
himse l f directly to this conceptualizat i on of Brahman, but , as the r eader shall 
19 
see shortly , something like it i s implic i t i n his view of Man . 
Brahman, in its unqua l ifjed (nirguna) state, is thought to be quite beyond 
the comprehension of the individual ' s limited thought. It is qualified (saguna) 
Brahman tha t i s found manifested i n the physical wor l d . Thus , Sri Krishna (one 
of the major incarnations of Visnu) is the qualified epitome of the unqua l ified 
Brahman. Sri Krishna i s th~ embod i ment o f Sat, Cit, and Ananda; he i s the sup r eme 
attractor , the quintessence of truth and beauty, and the bestower of abso l ute bl i ss . 
Sr.i Krishna i s the structur al equ.ivalent of Tagore ' s Man t he Eterna l. 
It is hoped that this d~scussion of the Ac i ntya-Bhedabheda school wil l help 
explain how Tagore coul d make the transition from a conviction that t here is an 
under lying unity in the universe (in the non-dualist sense), to theis t ic ,,'orship 
• 
of a quasi - person i fied d i vinity . While one ponders the possibility of a connection 
between Tagore and !'lIe Aclntya-Bhcdabheda school , it i s inte r esting to note that 
in March, 1911, at a public address in the Mundir (religious assem bl y hal l ) o f 
h i s schoo l at Shantiniketan, Tagore paid homage to Sr i Ca i tania , t he school' s 
founder. 20 
Par Tagore ' s Man the Eternal, just as is the case with Sri Krish na, beauty is 
the stimulus t hat triggers the response o f love . Tagore felt tha t love is 
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the motivation for rc l igious ac t ion . a nd r cligioug anion consists of a search 
for a g r eate r rea l i zat i on of Man t he Ete r nal (pal'nmatman . or sag un a Hra hma n) 
in o ne ' s own li fe. Al though Tagore himself freq uent l y spoke poet i ca ll y of 
<lttaining t r uth, he thought t hat th i s was not exact l y correct . 2 1 To spe.1k o f 
a tta i n i ng t ruth is to imply n dual i ty between one ' s self (j i vatma n ) and t ru t h 
(p n ramatman). Tagore ' s non-dua li s t t e ndcndcs wou l d not allo\\' h im to say s uc h a 
thi ng excep t when he emp l oycd poet i c li cense . 
Tago r e saw th e i ndivi du a l' s r ea l izat i on of h is O\o,'n d i g n ity an d \\'ort h a s a 
p r C' rcqui si t e f o r f u rther reli g i ous de vel opm e n t : " It i s onl y wh e n he come s to f eel 
t he g l o r y o f !,is o wn indiv i dual i ty t!,at man tries to rea c h grcatness ev e n t llOUg h 
i t me.'!n s sL lf fC'r i ng. And it is on l y \o,'hcn they reach gl'c,Jl ness tha t uni on among 
men hecomes a rerllity. " n This i s ..:c rt a i nly not a cal l to an egot i st i c al, se l f-
r i ght eous st<lnce. I t i s . r at lle r , ;\ simple recog n it i o n tllat one c a nnot expect 
g r ea t ness f r om peopl e I~ho an~ l'onv i nn'd th a t the i r ac t ion s are of no consequences . 
Befor e o ne can ('xpect ac t i ve pa rti cipat i on I>y h i s pa rt ncrs i n t he p rocess of 
evo l u t ion t o \o,'ard s Ma n the Etern <l l . he must a ll ow t he m t hei r own bas i c digni ty . 
Wi t hou t such d i gn i ty one i s ens l aved hy h i s O\o,'n fee l i ngs of im pote nce . Tago r e ,,'as 
e t e rn a l l y op t imls ti c r egarding when \o,'o u ld tilke p l ace once sll(""h se lf-I'ea l izat i o n 
occurred : "I have compl et e fai t h i n th e human mi nd . Eve n if o ne s tart s in e rro r . 
i t is we l come : fo r stil rt o ne must . e l s e t hc er ror will no t be ri ght ed .,, 23 
Close ly a ssoci (l ted Idth th is concept of i nt/ i elua l \o,'orth is t h e c on cept o f 
i nd i v i durl l freedom. Of t his Tagorc WTOtC': " To make mistakes i s not a s b i g a 
ca l am i ty <'Is not to h<'lve author i ty . Only the freedom t o make mi stakes confers t he 
f reedom to atta in tru th. 1\le I ... ould r ather make mi stakes than g r ow l ife l ess in t he 
expectat i on o f becomi ng fau l t l ess .,, 24 Such a view i s not i nconsisten t .... ' ith the 
trad i t i o na l i nd ian concept known a s ka r ma, t he moral l aw of cause a nd pffe ct. 
Thi s view ho l d s that c i rc ums t ances (effec t s of pa s t ka r ma) d ictate \o,'ha t opt ions 
are ope n , whi le i t is lip t o the i ndividua l to choose from the a V,l i l a bl e a lte rn a ti ve s 
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( present ka rmic act i o n, which a f fects f uture ci r cumstan ces) , Kanna i s often 
s .:lid to be an alogous to t he ma x i m " As ye sow, so sha ll ye r e~p, " Another analogy 
thilt captures an aspect o f wha t i s mean t by ka rma is that of the "::;Hd p l ayer: 
th{' essence of the game l ies i n accept i ng the hand one i ~ de;:! 1 t ;.tnd the' sk i I I fi l l 
pl3ying of that ha nd in the game, 
r am a b le to love my God, 
because he give~ me the freedom to den y Him , 25 
Once the in itia l p rereq u isites of rea li z. i ng one ' ~ own pcrson<l l worth and 
frccriom have satisfied , on e i s "'el l on the road t OIo. ;-lr(\ r('ali z ing h i s quest for 
~1"n the Et e r nal. The indivi dual ha s re,l!izcd His m,:lnifc~ t,.ltiun as t ruth / he:wt y 
in his own self; i t is n('ll<' time t o ~cE"k <:'lIc h manlfest;:!t ion..,; in the lal'gcr , multi-
per~onal , human society, 
F. volution is. by definition. a d)'nami~: process that i s ('\'c r changing. One 
must not onl y seek exist i ng hC<luty / trut h as an ob j ective observer , h il t h(' mllst als('l 
:lspi re t o c r ea te t ruth and heaut :.-. Tagore I s own pro 1 i fi l' Ii ter;1 r y produ ct ion 
:lttests to his creative spirit in the realm of tru th manife<:.t('d as he;lUt~', T.:lgo r e 
perce i ved that there a r e many ways that the s pi rit of creativi t y may bt"~'ome man i -
fest in thi s d i verse wor ld . He spoke of a dominant ::t pproac.h employed hy the I\'est 
in the purs u it of t ru th: 
Fundamen t al l y simil a r t o the deliverance sought by ancient I ndia in the 
spi r i tua l s phere is the'deliver~nce that modern Europe i s trying to 
a tta i n i n the mater i a l s phere, He r e, too . i gnora nce i s ho ndage, an;:; 
know l edge deliverance. The truths of ~~ icn~c are l ead i ng rhe human 
mi nd f r om isolat i on t o uni versa l ity, and li nking individual power TO 
universal power . 26 • 
I n short . Tagore argued t hat it is not im por t ant what ~pedfic di r ection one ' s 
sea r ch for truth /bea~t y take s , bu t si mpl y th a t one does search and t h.1 T the o h ject 
of t he quest is the rea l izat ion of Man the Fternal, He e l i\bonlted: "Nisnom docs 
not become complete except t h rough the ful l l iving of l i fe; and thought l es~ dis-
dp li ne is not t r ue disci pli ne. bur mere l y the pu r suit of l'l ls tom. which is onl y 
the way of ignorance , " Tagore "'au l d not C\:l i m tha t one need become a renowned 
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sc i en t b: ~ art i s t. or music i an In order to create truth and beauty . I ndeed . 
the most fundame nta l express i on o f huma n evolutionar)' c r ea t ivity tak es place 
eve ry da y in the most remote corners of t he worlu, i.e .• the love expressed i n 
the re l ationshi p bet\o.'een :1 man an d a woman. I t take s p l ace i n the recogn it i on 
of the innate beauty ,Jnd d i v in ity of another. The inevitab l e r espon se of the 
union of one's l i fe with the life of ano ther i s tn 1)l·in .1! :Ibout the c re ,l t i u ll of new 
life; th i s daily va l idat.es the c laim of Man ' s eterna l nature . 
True end i s not i n the reac hing of the I imit 18 but in a completion wh ich i s limitl ess . ~ 
Th roughout thi s quest, it s hou ld be remembered, the mot ivatio n is love, not 
personal sat"isfaction o r the desire to p rovide for one ' s poste rit y, but innate 
love for truth and beauty. It is a gradual p rocess . By ap pr ec iation of the 
diverse man i fe s t ation s o f Man the Eternal i ll the form of truth and beauty , one' s 
awa reness o f. a nd devot ion to. ~lan the Etern;.a l as a un i fl ed wh o leg rows. It i s 
by this p rocess t lw t talk of Man t he Et e rnal ceases to be me r e philosoph ical 
abst ra c tion and becomes ~m in t ense personal rela t ionsh i p be tween the ind i vidua l 
;Jnd h i s ow n divini t y. Through thi s process a person becomes 3\o.'are o f both the 
grei.l tness of t he unif ied whole ( par<lmatman ) and the d ivi nity o f onc ' s own self 
(jivatma n). With s uch a l'>'areness d3\o.'ns a devoti.onal re lati ons hip between ma n t he 
ind i vi du MJ and ~I:ln t he Eternal that does no t subjugate the ind ivi dual but instead 
!ead~ him in t o the gr'e;lt er wh o l e o f hi s o \o.'n divinity.29 
.. ,Wh en one kno \o.'S thee . then al ien there i s none, 
t he n no door i s s hu t. 
Oh . grant me my p raye r t hat J may neve r lose the bliss 
of the touch of t he One in t he play of the many. 
Tagore does not easi Iy fit any of the conve nt i onal ca t egor i es of r e lig ious 
thought for he was nei ther' a sys temat i c phi l osophe r nor n theo l ogbn. Likewise. 
he wns not a se~t a ria n: h i s thought comb ines both the i s ti c and non-dual i stic 
st rain s . Tago l'c was <J c r ea tive artist ""ho \o.'a s except i ona ll y sensitive to the 
re i i giollS nee ds of man. He wa s neve r so presumptuou s as to claim exclusive 
1 
authority in order to dictate specifi cs of what religious actions one must t ake . 
Tagore did , however, provide, in addition to a wea l th of l iterature valuable in 
its own right, some va luable genera l guidelin es for re l igious belief, action , and 
a symbolic wor ld view . He himse l f was steeped in Vaisnava tradition and imagery , 
but he prov ides word s of wi sdom for people of all faiths . 
• 
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NOTES 
lRabindranath Tagore. Fireflies (New York: Macmil l an. 1923), p. 226. 
2Th i S, and any s ubsequent b iographical data not 
Krishna Kripalani, Rabindranath Tagore: A Biog raphy 
1962). 
otherwise 
(London: 
noted, 
Oxford 
is from 
Univ. Press, 
3ThC Brame Samaj was a progressive r e ligious movement that sought to correlate 
aspects of Western and tradit i onal Indian cul t ure . 
4D1310gue, as used here, i s a situation of mutual respect and two - way 
communication which is meant to help both parties achieve a sympathetic understand-
ing of the other ' s convict ions . For a more complete discussion, see Dr. Dona l d R. 
Tuck, "Rel igi ous Tolerance and Respect Based Upon In tegral Understanding and 
Dialogue," b'.K . U. Faculty Research Bulletin, VI , i (Bowling Green: W.K . U. Press , 
1978). 
SRabindranath Tagore, A Tagore Reader, ed. Am i ya Cha kravarty (New York : 
Macmil l a n. 1961), p. 349 . 
6ragore distinguishes between the " spirit" and "form" of religion . 
7Fireflies, p. 209 . 
8Whil e Ii vi.ng wi t h hi s brother, Jyot i rindranath , Tagore spent much of his time 
reading Vaisnava texts that he found in the li brary. Vaisnava themes are recurrent 
in Tagore' s wor ks. such as the them:.of love in union/love in s eparation found in 
The I~reck. 
Asia 
9Rabindranath Tagore . "Hindu Un ivers i ty ," 
PubUshjng House, 196 1), p. 142; hereafter 
Towards Universal Man 
referred to as TlJ1.l. 
lOAuthors of such treatises incl ude Samkara a nd Niga r juna . 
l l A Tagore Reader. p. 305 . 
(Bombay : 
12 Rabindrath Tagore, The Religion of Man (Boston: Beacon Press, 1931). p. 15; 
hereafter referred to as ROM. 
13Rmt , p. 16. 
14ROM, p . 93 . 
J5See Ed"'ard Dimock ' s The Place of the Hidden Moon (Chicago: Univ. of Chi cago 
Press , 1966). 
16Fircflies , p. 123 . 
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17"On t he Eve o f Departure," TUM, p. 169. 
18riref l i es , p. 123. 
19For a lengthy discuss i on of the Aci ntya-Bhedt'l bheda schoo l, s ee The Cu ltu r a l 
He rit age of India, cd . H. Bha tta Charyya (Ca l~.:utt a: The Rama kri s hna Missi on Press, 
1956), IV, 366-383 . 
20 p. ~lukher j i, The Life of Tagore (Ohe ti : !Hnd Pocke t Books , 1975) , p. 135. 
2 1 RO,\1. p. 205 . 
22 "Hindu Uni ve r s ity, " TUM, p. 143 . 
23" llindu Un iversity ," TUM, p . 15 3 . 
24"The Maste r ' s "'ill Be Done , " TU~l, p. 178. 
2Sriref l i cs , p. 157 . 
26" On the Eve of Depa rtu re," TUM, p . 185 . 
27"What The n?," TUM, p . 178 . 
28 ri reflies. p. 215 . 
29A Tagore Reader, p. 304. 
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l1-1E TI-lEME OF I NCEST IN DICKENS I HARD TIMES 
by I rene I-lanse I l'lood 
During his llfetime , Charles Dickens sa,",' England change from a Romantic, 
rural, agricultural nation into a commercialized world of factories and sl ums, 
characterized by human exploitation . In Hard Times Dickens attacks the ugliness 
of this mechanized existence and makes a s incere plea for the renel·.oal of humanism, 
brotherhood, and the aesthetic p l easures in life . As part of his plan, Dickens 
carefull y illustrates the tragedy wh i ch may ensue in the lives of ch i l dren that 
are reared in the midst o f an educational system whjch stif l es any deve l opment of 
imagination, emot i on, or fan tasy. Specifica ll y, Tom and Louisa appear 1n the novel 
as symbols of the mora l and social fail ures of utilitarianism. As Daniel P. Deneau 
suggests in "The Brother-Sister Relationship i n Hard Times," Tom ' s becoming a cri-
minal and Louisa's fai ling in marriage are tragic consequences of Gr adg rindi sm . 
But it is evident, although Dickens writes indirectly to avoid offending Vi ctorian 
mores, that the author is describing an even greater resulting ethos: tha t is--
an abnormal sibling relations.hip . l 
When Tom and Louisa make theif first appearance in the nove l, they have already 
left the years of childhQOd behind thcm--years that were spent chasti zed from 
emotion, exiled from dreams and the vitality of imagination. rn their cold, dr ea r y. 
factual world. they have learned that the only way to love, to fee l . to touch is 
through affection fo r each ot:her . As their father discovers them pecking into 
the forbidden ci r cus t ent, the painful ly embarrassed , s hamefaced reaction of the 
siblings suggests not only their feelings of guilt at being caught in their chi ldish 
interest in c lowns and acrobats, but also thei r ne,",'ly-awakening awareness of 
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adolescent emotion. Through suggestive language and the symbolic image of the 
fire, Dickens illustrates the f orbidden spark that is beginning t o ignite bet l-.'een 
brother and sister--that Louisa is beginn i ng to e xperience the feelings of a 
woman: 
Mr. Gradgrind crossed to the spot where his family was thus disgraced 
. .. and said, "Louisa! Tom! . .. " Both rose, red and disconcerted . But 
Louisa looked at her father with more boldness than Tom did .. . 
!lWhat do you do here?" asked Gradgrind. 
"Wanted to see I-.'hat it was like. " answered his daughter. 
There I-.'as an air of jaded sullenness in both of them. and par-
ticularly the girl; yet s truggling through the dissatisfaction of her 
face. there I-.'as a light with nothing to rest upon, a fire with nothing 
to burn . . . She was a chi l d now of fifteen or sixteen; but at no dis-
tant day she would become a \·,.oman all at once .. . . 2 
Throughout this first episode. Dickens continues to subtly underline an aware-
ness of the potentially dangerous brother and sister relationship . When Gradgrind 
visits Bounderby that afternoon, he tells the banker about the children ' s defiant 
interes t in the circus, and with a faltering attempt to understand the s i tuation. 
he adds: "It was as if something had crept into Thomas's and Louisa's minds which 
is, or rather which is not . . . I<.'hich has never been intended to be deve loped .. 
" (p . 14). Finally, Dickens points out that Louisa's emotional attachment and 
loyal ty to Tom are so great that she finds overtures of affection from men other 
than her brother disgusting and repulsive . At this po i nt i n the story . Bounderby 
has come to speak to Louisa about her incl iSCl'eet display of interest in the circus . 
He promises to appeal to her f ather in her behalf and then kisses her on the cheek: 
He went on hi s way, but she stood on the same spot, rubbing the 
cheek he had ki ssed with her handkerchief until it was burning red. 
"What are you doing, Loo?" Iler brother su l kily remonstrated . 
"You ' ll rub a hole in your face . " 
"You may cut the piece out I-.' i th your penknife, if you would like, 
Torn . I I<.'ouldn't c ry." (p. 16) 
It is evident from Di c ken s ' first portrayal of Tom and Louisa, that he is well 
.:l'..arc of the mora] tragedy that may result from belief in the life-denying, inhwnane , 
u ti litarian philosophy. In their industrialized wasteland, in the nightmare of 
dense fog and fact, the siblings have no alternative but to seek affectionate 
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companionship at t he fireside with each other. ~1oreover. Dickens indicates tha t 
as th e years of ado l escence pass, as the children' s feelings of frustration and 
futility grow, so does their need for each other . Sadly enough, Tom i s not only 
will ing to carry on an illicit affair with his sister, but is also more than eager 
to prostitute her l ove i n or der to fulfill hi s own sel fi sh aspirations. 
As the narrator exp l ains, Tom and Louisa are a l one, sit ting befor e the symbol ic 
fire in comfort and privacy. Their conversation i s more sugges tive and int imate 
as they declare their need and love for each other . By this time , at l eas t in 
Louisa's mind, the relationship seems to have become a f antasy of marriage in that 
her attitude toward Tom is more wi fe l y than s isterly: 
"I am s i ck. of my life, Lao. I hate it altogether, and I hate ever y -
body excep t you, " said young Thomas Gradgrind .. . at twi light. 
Thomas .. . sit ting astride a chaiT before the fire . His 
sister sat in a dark corner by the fireplace now looki ng at him . 
now looking at the bright sparks as they dropped upon the hearth . 
II I don r t know what . . . it would be 1 ike wi thout you. II 
"Tom," s aid hi s sister. silently watching t he sparks awhile, "as 
T get older , and nearer growi ng up , I often . .. think how unfor-
t unate it is for me that I can ' t reconci le you to a home better than 
I am able to do . 1 don't know what other girls know. I can't play 
for yo~ or s ing to you . when you are ti r ed It ' s a gr eat 
pi t y ... a gr eat pity, Tom .... II She came and kissed him ... . 
(pp. 39- 40) 
At this momen t , Tom realizes the material value of his intimate tie with hi s sister . 
Aware of her emotiona l vu lnerability, he tak.es advantag e of her mi sguided l ove and 
adds further insult to her moral destruction. He announces his des ire for a posi-
tion a t the bank, but suggests that only Louisa ' s positive response to Bounderby ' s 
romantic overtures will secure his aspira tion . Hence , Tom , the pr oduct of his cold, 
ca l culated environment, plans to exp l oit hi s affectionate s i ster : "Not but what 
I shall be very unwil'l ing ... to leave you, Loo .. . But . • T had better 
take advantage of your influence . don't you see?" (p . 40) Louisa does not 
ans wer. She is preoccupied with the future she hopes to have with her brother . 
Al l is quiet as Loui sa continues to star e into the burning embers, when fi nal l y, 
Tom asks her i f she does not see something in the fire. She replies : "I don ' t 
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see anything in it, Tom, particularly. But since I have been looking at it, 
I have been wondering about you and me growing up" (p. 41). Because of her mis-
guided love for her brother , Louisa is about to become his victim . She cannot 
behave normally, as a young girl in love. She cannot publicly declare her feelings 
for her brother. But rather, she must act to satisfy the emotional demands of a 
love that is a social perversion . And as Dickens points out on subs equent occa-
sions, Tom continues to manipulate his sister for his o\\'n selfish ends: " , T say, 
look sharp for old Bounderby, Loa! Do look sharp for ol d Bounderby, Loa!' said 
Tom, with an impatient whistle . .. 'He'll be off if you don't look sharp! '" 
(p. 47) Dickens begins to lament, even seems to chant the news that Louisa is no 
longer an innocent young girl. 
Within the passionate image of fire and ashes the narrator suggests that of 
late there has been a notable change in Louisa Gradgrind: 
All this while, Louisa had been passing on , so quiet and reserved, 
and so much given to watching the bright ashes at twilight as they 
fell into the grate and became extinct , that from the period when 
her father had said she was almost a woman--which seemed almost 
yesterday- -she had scarcely attracted his notice again, when he 
found her quite a young woman .... "Quite a young woman, " said 
Mr. Gradgrind .. (p. 71) "Louisa is becoming ... al most a 
young \\'oman. . . " (p . 69) "~Iy dear Louisa , you are a young 
woman!" (p . 71) 
Perhaps insinuating that Louisa is suffering from guilt because of her affair with 
Tom, the narrator points out: "She answered with the old, quick , searching look 
of the night she was found at the circus; then cast down her eyes. 'Yes, father . II, 
(p. 71). Since the time Tom had made clear to her his desire to go to Bounderby's 
bank, Louisa has been receptive to the old man's attention , and Tom has moved away 
from home and into a position at Bounderby ' s . However, the se l fish brother is 
sti ll not satisfied, and again in the intimacy of suggestive fireligh t, he plays 
his sister ' s love to his own advantage; he wants her to marry Josiah Bounderby, 
even though he knows she finds the old man obnoxious . Tom even tempts Louisa with 
the idea that they will be together more often after she is married to Bounderby: 
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With her hand upon he r brother ' s shoul der, Louisa stood looking 
at the fire . Her brother glanced at her face wi t h greater interest 
than usual, and encirc ling her wai st with his arm, dr ew her coaxingly 
to him . 
"You are f ond of me, an ' t you , Loo?" 
"Indeed, I am , Tom, though you do l e t s uch long int er vals go by with-
out coming to see me ." 
"Ne l l, ~ . is ter of mine, " said Tom . "I'i'e might be so much oftener 
t or,e ther--mightn't we? Al ways toge ther , almos t --mightn't we? It 
would do me a gr eat deal of good if you would ma ke up you r mind to ! 
know what, Loo . It would be a splendid th ing for me ... . 11 He 
pressed her in his arms , and kis sed her check . She returned the kiss, 
but s till l ooked at t he fire. (pp . 72 -73) 
Tom ' s mora l seduction of Louisa i s complete . The next day -when confronted by her 
father with Boundcrby ' s marriage proposal, her misguided love for Tom forces her 
to accept. Moreover, Louisa realize s that s he can never have a true marriage with 
her brother and re signs herself to the fact t hat s he must accept what love Tom 
offers in secret. Caught in the smoke and ashes of her illi cit fire, s he can find 
no better a l terna tive but to accept Bounderby ' s pr oposal: 
"Louis a, my dear . you are subject of a proposal of marr iage. 
Sil ence between them. ( father and daughter) The dead l y s t at i stical 
clock very ho llow . The distant smoke very b lack and heavy . .. . 
(p. 74 ) She sat so l ong looking silently towards the town, that he 
said at l ength: "Are you consulting t he chimneys of the Coke t own 
works, Louisa?" 
"Ther e seems to be nothing but the languid and monotonous smoke . 
Yet wh en the nigh t comes , Fire bursts out, father!" she answered, 
turning quic kly . (p . 76) 
" 
Louisa ' s fat her does not understand the underlying meaning of hi s daughter' s words , 
so he rep l ies : "Of course ! know that, Louisa . I don ' t see t he applica tion of 
the r emark" (p . 76). More di scussion . Then s il ence . At las t Loui sa answers: 
"Let it be so . Since ~lr . • Bounderby l ikes to take me thus , I am satisfied to accept 
his proposa l . . " (p . 77) . Gr adgrind i s plea sed . Obser vi ng hi s da ughter' s 
hesitation, he asks: "Louisa, I have not cons idered it essential to ask you one 
ques t i on. . But perhaps ! ought t o do so . You have never entert ained i n 
secret any other pr oposal . . . ?" (p . 77) Perhaps fearful t hat her gui l t will 
betray her, s he quick l y answers: ,,' 11hat do I kn ow , fa ther . . . of tastes and 
fancies; of aspirations and affections . . . ? ' (p. 77) As she said it, s he 
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unconsciously closed her hand, as if upon a solid object, and slowly r e l eased i t 
as though she I'.'ere releasing dust or ash . . ." (p . 77) . And as the narrator 
points out, "from that moment on she was passive, proud , cold . " (p . 79) . 
Within a few weeks, Louisa is married to Josiah Bounderby, bu t even as she leaves 
for her I'.'edding trip , she is still emotional ly tied to Tom; she st i ll belongs to 
him; he 1S still manipula t ing her thoughts and feelings: 
The bride, in passing downstairs, dressed for her journey , found 
Tom waiting for her_-flushed ... wi th hi s feelings. 
" What a game girl you are , to be such a first-rate sister, Loo! " 
whispered Tom . 
She clung to him as she shou l d have clung to some far bet t e r 
nature that day, and was a little s haken in her reserved composure 
for the first time . 
"Old Bounderby ' s quite ready," said Tom. "Time ' s up . 
I shall be on the look-out for you, when you come back . 
dear Loa! An ' t it uncommonly jolly now! " (p . 83) 
Goodbye; 
I say, my 
Throughout Book I , Di ckens subt l y illustrates the potentially explosive , possibly 
incestuous relationshi p betl'.'een Tom and Louisa . Through suggestive, connotative 
language, and t he seering, smoking image of f i re, Dickens carefu lly al l udes to t he 
tragedy which may ensue when children's minds are denied the simple pleasures of 
fantasy, imagination , and vitality: the integral part of life symbolized in 
Sl eary ' s circus . Dickens continues in Books II and I II to i ndicate further t he 
disastrous , immora l consequences that inevitably result in a totally mechanized 
world . Here the presence of Mr . James Harthouse further complicates the mora l 
disinteg r ation of both Tom and Louisa . 
The gentleman comes to Cokctown on political business and is invited to the 
newly\\'ed Bounder bys' house for dinner . He is immedi a t ely attracted to Louisa , hut 
is curious about her extreme reserve and lack of facial express i on . In fact , after 
observing her for qui te a long \\'hile, he begins to wonder if anythi ng wil l move 
her face--that is, unt.il Tom arrives: 
Yes, by Jupiter! The r e \\'as something, and here it was in unexpected 
shape. Tom appeared. She changed as the door opened, and broke into 
a beaming smile . 
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A beautiful smile . ~lr . James Harthouse might not have thought 
so much of it, but tha t he had wondered so long at he r i mpressive 
f ace . She put out he r hand ... and her fingers c losed upon her 
brother' s , as if s he would have carried them to her l ips . (p. 100) 
Harthouse qui c kly not i ces the st r ong emotional attachment bet ",'een brother and 
sister . He may even suspec t that the two s hare more than an acceptab le amount 
o f affection as he thinks to himself : "Thi s whe lp i s t he onl y creature she ca r es 
fo r ... ! So ! So! ... the onl y c r eature she ever cared for" (p. 100) . Tom 
is impressed by ~lr . Harthouse, and lat er that evening offers t o accompany h im home. 
Because he drin ks too mu ch, Tom soon s uppli es Harthouse ""ith the marital infonna -
tion he need s to find his way into Louisa ' s confidence, to attempt to coax her 
in t o an adu l te r ous a ffair. No t only does Tom say t oo muc h about hi s sis ter' s 
marriage , but a 1 so he speaks ra ther open 1 y about Loui sa and himse 1 f. As Tom s i ts 
sipp ing a cool dr ink , he makes several deroga tory remarks about Josiah Bounderby. 
Wh en Harthouse sugges t s that Tom s hou ld perhaps consider hl s si.s ter ' s feelings 
beford speaking so insultingly about he r hu sband, the brother laughs and says : 
~Iy sister Lao? . .. She never ca r ed f or o l d Bounde r by ... 
she does not care. . . . \~hy, you won' t tell me , Mr. Harthouse, 
that you rea l ly suppose my sister Lao does care f or old Bounderby . 
(p . 102) 
As if this were no t e nough, Tom goes on to further betray Id s s i s ter's l ove . He 
not on l y t el l s Harthouse tha t Loui sa does not love Bounderby, but also candid ly 
tell s Harthouse why she ma r ried him : 
You needn ' t be su r prised that Lao ma r r ied o l d Bounderby . Bu t 
she .... ,ouldn't have . .. if it hadn ' t been for me .... I pe r -
s uaded her. . . . I -told her my wi shes a nd she came i nto them . 
She would do an yth ing for mc . (p . 103) 
Perhaps r ea li zing that he has revea led too much , and possibl y tryi ng to convince 
Harthouse of the innocence of his re lat ionship with hi s sis ter , Tom repeats seve ral 
times tha t Lou i sa never had another l over: 
She never had another lover. She had no other l over- -It 
wasn 't as if she gave up anothcr lover for old Bounderby .... 
Besi.des, Loa i s ... not a corronon sort o f g i rl ... as I have 
known , oft en known he r t o s it and ",'a t ch the fire -- for an hOUT at 
a stretch. (p. 103) 
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James Harthouse is now aware that Louisa is marri ed to a man she does not love. 
He senses her womanly frustration and realizes her intense attraction to her 
brother. By showing interest in Tom ' s I'.'elfare, he hopes to ingratiate himself 
to Louisa . The observant man is I'.'ell aware that the way to Louisa ' s affections 
is through her brother when he says to her: "Pardon me ... the express i on of 
your sister l y interest is so beautiful--Tom should be so proud of it . . . . I 
am so compelled to admire" (p . 130). To further complicate the situation, Tom is 
in financial trouble which Louisa alleviates quite often . Harthouse also learn s 
that Tom has been gambling and promises to take Tom under his wing. Eventually, 
Harthouse I'.'ins some of Louisa's admiration, but Louisa ' s attention quickly returns 
to Tom . 
The news breaks in Coketol'.'n that the bank has been robbed by someone entering 
with a false key. Louisa secretly suspects her brother of the crime and li es 
awake waiting for his return so that she may question him. At last he arrives, and 
Loui sa goes to his room. As Dickens describes the conversations of the sib l ings, 
he employs suggestive language and imagery that allude to passion and desire, to 
incestuous love : 
She rose, put on a loose robe, and went . . . in the dark 
up the staircase to her brother'S room. His door being 
shut, she softly opened it ... approaching his bed with a 
noiseless step. She kneeled down beside it, passed her arm 
over his neck, and drew his face to hers . . . . "Tom, have 
you anything to tell me? If you ever loved me in your life, 
and have anything concealed from everyone besides, tell it 
to me. . . . My dear brother;" she 1 aid her head down on his 
pillow, and her hair flowed over him as if she would hide him 
from everyone but herself: "is there nothing t hat you have 
to tell me ... ? you can tell me nothing that will change 
me. a Tom , tell me the truth ... ! As I am here beside 
you, barefoot. unclothed, undistinguishable in the darkness, 
so must I lie through a l l the night of my decay, until I am 
dust . Tn the name of that time. Tom, tell me the truth 
nol'.'! . . . You may be certain;" in the energy of her love 
she took him to her bosom as if he were a child; "that I 
wi 11 not reproach you ... that I I'.'ill be compassionate and 
true to you ... that I will save you at any cost ... and 
I shall understand you!" (pp. 144-145) 
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Never the l ess, her deceitfu l br other wi ll tel l her nothing; instead , he appea l s 
to their physica l attraction : !!He sat up in bed and kissed her. Kissing 
her again, he tu r ned round, and drew th e coverle t over his head . She s t ood 
for some time at the bedside before she slow l y moved a \\'ay l! (p. 146) . Though he 
wr i tes i ndi rectly not to offend the Vic t orian mores, Dickens presen t s a vi vi d 
scen e wi t h an atmosphere of seduction , i ntimacy , sensua l i ty, and i mmor a li ty . 
Louisa's mo r al status wo rsens as she becomes more i nvo lved wi t h Mr. J ames 
Harthouse . Surpr i singly. however, \\'hen the man fina l ly dec l ares hi s l ove for her , 
Louisa flees from him and retu rns to the home of her fa the r ""hose utilitarian 
philosophy she r eproaches for her abnormal upbr inging and i Ls d isas trous resu l ts: 
t he ru i n of her l i f e. Although her fa the r does not under s t and , Loui sa is not on ly 
speaking of her mi serable marr iage and her nea r ad ultery \·"i th Harthouse, but also 
of her incestuous love fo r Tom: 
Father , if you had known, when we we r e last together here , what 
ever I fea r ed while I s t rove against it--as it has been my task 
f r om i n fancy to s t rive agains t every naLu r a ! pr ompt i ng t hat has 
ar i sen in my heart; if you had known thaL t here l i ngered in my 
b r east , sens i bil ities , af fec t ions , weaknesses capable of bei ng 
cher i shed into st r ength . I f I had been . . . f r ee to 
exer cise my f ancy . . 1 should have been a million t i mes wi ser , 
happi er, more l oving ... more innocent and human i n a l l good 
respec t s . . . . But Tom had been the subject of a ll Lhe l ittl e 
t enderness of my Ii fe; perhaps he became so because t kn ew so we ll 
ho\\' to pity h im. (pp . 165 - 266) 
Thus, Louisa finally rea l izes the degree of her moral decay . She is by now physi-
cally il l with the know l edge and passes the night in t he home of her father . 
Ha r thouse leaves t ow n , a l1 d th r ough gossip, Bo underby hear s of Lou i sa ' s i ndiscretions 
\ .. ith Harthousc . He r ushes to Gradgrind to confront him with Louisa ' s perfidy , but 
is surpr i sed to fi nd that she is there . I roni ca l l y , i L may we ll be th at Gradg r i nd 
unde r st ands more about his children's personal involvemen t t han he overtly adm i Ls, 
because when Boun derby demands to see Louisa , her fathe r says: " Bounde rby , yo u 
wi I I be surprised to hear me say t his- - I t h i nk dlCre .re qua li t i es in Louisa, which - -
which have been much neg l ected, and- - and a li a l e per verted" (p. 183). Loui sa 
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chooses to remain permanentl y in the home of her father, neve r to remarry . As 
for Tom, he is eventuall y exposed as the robber of the ban k, and he flees to 
the safety of Sleary's circus . Louisa goes to see him there , but hi s mo ra l dis-
integration i s so great that he accuses her of betraying him rather than sharing 
t he blame and guilt that she nOI-1 fe els : 
\\'hen Louisa opened her arms, he repul sed her. "Not you . 
I don't want to have anythi ng to say to you ." 
"0 Tom , Tom , do we end so after a ll our love!" cried Louisa. 
"After all you l ove !" he returned, obdur a t ely. "Pretty l ove ! 
Leaving o l d Bounderby ... and packing my best friend Mr . Harthouse 
off. . . . Pretty l ove tha t . . . ! Pretty l ove that ! You have 
regularly given me up. You never cared for me. "They 
went out from the ci r cus ten t, Louisa cr ying to him that s he fo rgave 
him, and l oved him still . . . . (p . 217) 
The ci r cus master manages to he lp Tom to escape. Eventually , Loui sa receives a 
l etter t hat explains: "He died in a hospi t a l, of fever .. and died in penitence 
and l ove of you: his last word be ing your name" (p . 227) . 
It is evident throughout Hard Times t hat Dickens i mp l icitly i l lus trates the 
perver t ed si bling rel at i onship between Tom and Loui sa. Through suggestive language, 
t hrough the sensuous, seductive voice of Lou i sa , Dicken s repeatedly implies that 
the intimacy the brother and s i s ter shar e transcends the farthest boundaries of 
socia l acceptance : "As I am here bes ide you, barefoot, unclothed . . . . " (p. 145). 
Moreover , Dickens carefully il lumniates the desires of Louisa in the burning. lust-
f ul , and se l f-destructive image of the fire: "Thomas Gradgrind ... sit ting 
bef ore the fire ... Hi s sister. now looking at him, now l ooking at t he bright 
sparks as they dropped upon the hearth " (pp . 39 -4 0) . The true e thos, the 
destined tragedy I·,'hi ch must ensue i n a world that denies normal development of the 
i magination, normal desires, chil di sh fan tasies of love , co lor, and vitality, is the 
ve r y essence ofa normal childhood that i s t he path to successful adulthood. In the 
end , th e reality th at Tom pr ostitutes his sis ter' S incestuous love for him be comes 
a greater crime than hi s love of money. And, in Di ckens ' eyes, Tom ' s perver sion 
is the true product of Victori an val ues. It i s fitting t ha t Thomas s hould di e i n 
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paradoxical penitence; t ha t is , he both l oves and ha tes hi s sister and of both 
he must r epent . Louisa also l ives according t o her fa t ed dest iny. She i s left 
wi th a dying passion, a black as h that is never to be r ekindled. Al though i t may 
appear t hat Loui sa suffers l i ttle enough for the crime, Dickens marks her as the 
epitome of Victorian f ema l e abnormality. That is , s he remains , throughout her 
l ifetime, a lonel y spins ter. 
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Charles Dickens, Hard Times, 
W. W. Norton and Co ., 1966), 
NOTES 
Brother-Sister Relationship in Hard Times," in 
ed. George Ford and Sylv~re Monad (New York: 
p. 377. 
2Char l es Di cken s , Hard Times, ed. George Ford and Sylvere Monad (New York : 
I't' . W. Norton and Co .• 1966), p. 10. A1J subsequent references are from this volume 
and will be included in the text of the paper. 
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~C\" York: 
JUNGIMoJ PSYCHOANALYSIS OF THE PETRAnCHAN LOV ER 
by Ben LO~~ ;tn 
Francesco Petrarch. an Italian poet and schol ar of the fourteenth century. 
is chiefly recognized for his collection of verses to Laura . These poems express 
the mood of the pining l over, bound Idthin an overl~helming passion for some 
idealized \~oman . Sir Thomas Wyatt ' s translation of one sonnet of Petrarch shou ld 
serve to indicate tid s state of mind: 
The long love that in my thought doth harboT. 
And in my heart doth keep hi s residence , 
Into my face pres seth with bold pretense 
And therein campeth, spreading his banner . 
She that me learns to love and suffer 
And wills tha t my trust and love ' s negligence 
Be reined by reason, shame , and reverence 
Ihth his ha r diness taketh displeasure. 
Wherewithal unto the heart's forest he £leeth, 
Leav i ng his enterprise with pain and cry, 
And the re him hideth. and not appeareth . 
What may 1 do , Io.'hen my master feareth. 
But in the f i e l d with him to live and die? 
For good is the l ife ending faithfully . 
One sbouldnote the persona ' s passivity, emotionality, a l most irrational 
devotion . This appears to be love's classic frustrated heartache in which °a 
thousa nd lives each day 1 lose and gain:/ so far from al l salvation is my sou l l,,2 
The persona is so ove r ruled by his passion for his object that the object loses 
all characteristics of individuality. This pe r sona with his grief has today 
become fami liar to so many that it is cliched . Although the psychodynami cs of 
such a form of love are not comp l ete ly understood . t he deve l opment of psychoanalys is 
in the twentieth century affords the first occasion to j udge t he mer its and inves-
tigate the dynamics of the many vari eties of literary l ove . J ung i an psychology, 
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1n particular, is especially we ll s uited for the analysi s o f s ome peculiarities 
of medieva l love ancl courtship into which were often integrClted reI igious sym-
bolisITI . In his explora ti on of the living processes of the psyche. Jung gave 
"Pre f erence to ;'1 dramatic, myth o logical way of thinking and speaki.ng. because 
this is not only more e xpress ive but a lso more exact than abs tract s cientific 
t crminology .,, 3 ,\lore c on ven ti ona l techniques, such as Freudian , bear a disadvan-
tage in thei r reI i ance on r ed uci ng motivati onal component s of thought 'llld action 
t o t r auma s da ting bac k to the individual' s childhood within the fam i ly or t o other 
external events . Suc h ant ecedent s ma), not be ava i l able in ex i sting biographies 
of Petrarch and are often simp ly not relevant to literary works . The images of 
a poem are more s usceptible to a mythological a n alysis . In Jungi an analysis. t he 
only tru ly r e l evant cu l tura l i nfluences are in those institutions I-.'hi ch reinforce 
the evoc ation of certain universal symbo l s , or "arc hetypes ." 
The pas sion Pe trarch felt for Laura was so extraordinary as to at t ain r eli-
gious inten~ity. During the tI-.'enty - one years from 1327 to 1348 that he knew her, 
and f o r ten more years af ter her de ath , he worshipped her with al t ernating hope 
a nd despai r, joy and so rrol-., , 4 Tn these years after her death , " he continued to 
cherish her image, s t i 11 fluctuating and torn between grief at her death and hope 
that s he w'ould guide him to jojn her in Paradi se . Fina l ly , renouncing a l l earthly 
a ffe ctions, he turned his thoughts h'holly to God ," S While his affections l as t ed, 
Petrarch ' s love for Laura waxed so intense that she lost a l l c haracterist i cs o f 
an indiv idual . Her physiGa1 features w·e re composed merely of "golden tresses . " 
" fair limbs," and "angelic breasts ." In the words of Anthony Mortimer , she 
became essen tially "an object of c ontemp l ation , an aesthetic vi si on, not one 
f onn in t. he contrast of flesh and spirit, but hovering in betl-.'een, equally 
th r eatened by both those non-aesthetic truths, the temporal co ncrete truth of 
the senses and the eterna l abstract truth of science. ,,6 
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The answer to what Laura essentially was may be f ound by uti l izing Jungian 
analysis . Carl Jung , after years of clinical observation and literary study, 
noted that it is possible to isolate various figures which recur in dreams and 
fantasies as well as in creative works and which can be related with historica l 
paralle l s in myths and religious doctrine from allover the world. Jung described 
these as some of the principal archetypes affecting human thought and behavior. 
Among the most important are the persona, the s hadow , the anima, the animus, the 
wise old man, the earth mother, and the self. 7 Of particular importance here is 
the anima, the archetype of feminine nature. 
"The anima is an inherited collective image o f woman . ,tB By this , Jung meant 
that the anima i s a col l ective body of images and experiences within the psyche, 
encompassing all that the feminine has represented to man in hi s tory along with 
the individual' s specific experience with woman. Since a portion of the indi-
vidual' s knowl edge of the feminine is retained internally, the externalized arche-
type of the anima has properties of evoking that intrinsic hidden knowledge. The 
anima thus exists as a "soul"; that i s , it i s that unconscious complement of man's 
psyche which may be evoked by symbols or archetypal expressions, such as what an 
individual or culture takes to be the perfec t female . This may relate to H. G. 
We l l ' s concept of the community of will . The communi ty of will often contains 
a female element in its religious institution . This feminine element, such as 
the Virgin Mary of Medieval Europe, may represent pity, compassion , passivity, 
and surr ender--al l normal l y associ ated with femininity.9 Such could also be 
considered a symbol of archetypa l evocation . The anima provides the indi vi dua l 
with those elements that he ought to know about himself . " IO The psychic facts 
are always found outside his psychic domain in the form of projections. 
Petrarch obviously had his psyche awakened by the image of Laura. Laura 
became a setting for the expression of the anima. Emotions and feelings within 
Petrarch that might have been normally suppressed now found expression . But 
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Petrarch's mistake was that he surrendered to the force of the anima . Petrarch 
projected a co l lective image from the unconscious onto Laura and thus mistakenly 
believed that Laura possessed this knowledge o f the psyche which "'as actually 
hidden within himself. To some extent, every mother and every loved one is 
forced to become the carrier of this image which corresponds to the deepest , 
norma l ly repressed reality in a man . But as Jung wrote: 
It belongs to him, this perilous image of ",'oman; she stands for the 
loyalty which rn-the interests of l i fe he must sometimes forego; she 
is the so l ace for all the bitterness of l ife. And, at the same time, 
she is the great illusion of the seductress , who dTaI .. ·S him into life 
wi th her I-Iaya--and not only to Ii fe ' 5 reasonable and useful aspects, 
but into its fr i ghtfu l paradoxes "'here good and eVil j success and 
ruin, hope and despair, counterbalance onc another . l 
Such c l ear l y applies to the persona in Petrarch ' s poetry . Petrarch ' s devo-
tion led him to these paradoxes . One might wonder how this would be- -Petrarch 
seemed merely to be suffering from an inc redibly strong variation of the first 
l ove that all feel. Jung Io,'ould reply that this paradoxical feeling of polari t ies 
is i n fact the evocation of the an i ma within the psyche through an external symbol 
but which has led the individual to become overly attached to the symbol. He 
should understand that the evoked feelings arise from within and shou l d be i nte-
grated further with the consciousness . 
A plain and simple examp l e of Petrarch ' s conf l ict may be observed in this 
poem of his, trans l ated by Wyatt: 
I find no peace and all my I'.'ar is done, 
I fear and hope, I burn and freeze like ice, 
I f l y above the l'o'ind"yet can I not arise, 
And nought I have and all the world I se i ze on ; 
That looseth nor locketh holdeth me in prison, 
And holdeth me not; yet can I ' scape nOI'.'ise: 
Nor letteth me live nor die at my device, 
And yet of death it giveth none occasion . 
Wi thout eyen I see; and without tongue I plain; 
I desire to perish, and yet I ask health ; 
I love another, and thus I hate myself; 
I feed me in sorrow , and laugh i n all my pain . 
Likewise displeaseth me both death and life, 
And my delight is cause of my strife . 12 
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The expression of t hi s poem is of t he externalization and surrender to the 
an i ma as it is refl ected on Laura. The persona does not reali ze his mistake. He 
perceives this externalized evocation as a privation within himself of some 
desperately necessary quality which another has ("and nought I have and all the 
world I seize on"). The prison he i s in is that mistaken belief whi ch is the bond 
of unreso lved conflict. His sel f-hatred arises not out of mere frus tration but 
a l so out of hi s fee lings of i nadequacy before a supposedly unat tai nable idea l . 
One might be tempt ed to call the above a heightened version of the typical 
pain of frustration of the lover. If the theory of the psychologist Leon Festinger 
may be introduced at thi s moment, one might say that Petrarch was in a condition 
of "cognitive dissonance ., t13 He was unable t o resolve the positive s tate of his 
desi re with the negative s t ate of he r r ejecti on. But if this be so, the abstrac-
tion of this poetry would not be of such high spiritual quali ty . Moreover, t he 
express ion of his l ove rarely hints of sexua l desire . The only discovered instan ce 
of this in an examination of selected poetry is a highly sub l imated s tan za: 
Could I be with her where we l ose the sun, 
Where none could spy on us except t he stars, 
One s ingl e endl ess night without a dawn! 14 
Poss ibly, even including this examp l e , Petrarch's language of love lacks all 
sexuality. Perhaps the word "sublimation," which is a Freudian term, does not 
apply . On account of its religious ideal s. thi s love and it s language should be 
termed "evocative. " It expresses urges and notions which are deeper t han mere 
sexual frustration . 
Stil l, Petrarch ' s surrende r was destructive. It was only near the end of 
hi s life, ten years after Laura's death, that he realized that "of my ravings 
still the fruit i s shame/and penitence. ,, 15 But while she lived, he often made the 
mis t ake of making her a minor deity: 
She moved not like a mortal, but as though 
she bore an angel' s form, her words had then 
a sound that simp l e human voi ces lack ; 
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a heavenly spi r i t , a living sun 
was what I saw; now, if it i s not so , 
t he wound's not healed because the bow grows slack . 16 
One shoul d note that he believed he could gain fulfillment--healing the 
"wound"--if she r emained a goddess , an externalized symbol . This, again, r elates 
to the i nt roduction of the f eminine e l ement in a religion in the communities of 
wi l l. A femini ne deity i s needed as an evocative element, something which provides 
guidance. To such an indi vidual as Petrarch, the externalized anima "may be the 
chaotic urge t o l ife , something s t range ly meaningful clings t o her, a secret know-
l edge of hidden wisdom . . .. ,,17 
Withi n Pet r ar ch ' s poetry, ther e ar e a number of instances of his belie f in 
her guidance. At one point he believed that " from her there comes the blithe and 
graceful mood/that show the fitt es t path to heaven above . "IS But at another point, 
he complained IIhow my f eet untiri ngly travail / in following your traces everywher e 
was t i ng so many s t eps to no avail.,,19 As a goddess, Laura was imperfect. The 
prob l em appear s to be t hat Petrar ch could never entirely make her human nor fully 
abstract her in to a rea l symbol of the anima, as Dante might have done for Beatrice. 
In sonnets written after her death, Petrarch constantly found need of r eas surance 
that she was calling t o him from Heaven : "she seems to wait / to see if I am followi ng 
her there . . 
Pet r ar ch would not for ce himse lf to s top surrendering to this archetypal i mage 
of t he anima unt il near hi s death when he finally confessed that he had "allowed 
himself to be snared by 'that which is not , ' but that the image of his Laura . .. 
detained hi m over long from 'going after the Lord'. ,,21 It i s difficult to ascertain 
. 
whether he achieved any integration of the anima with his own consciousness in a 
process Jung cal l ed i ndividuation. J ung noted that "it is jus t the most unexpected, 
the mos t terrifyingl y chaotic things which reveal a deeper meaning. And the more 
this meaning i s recognized, the more the anima loses her impetus and compul sive 
charact er. Gradual l y , . .. the meaningful divides itself from the meaningless .,,22 
Whether t his t urn i ng t o God represents final internalization or disguested ret r eat 
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will require mor e r esearch . 
The study of Petrarchan poe t r y in Jungian terms i s i ncomplete . Considerat ion 
must be given to histori ca l, re l igious, and soc ial factor s existing i n Petrnrch' s 
time . Apparently, both the Cult of the Virgin ~lary and the mys ti ca l language of 
t he Provencal troubadours of Franc e con tributed to Petrarch ' s thoug tt or language . 
Comparison with Dante wou l d be essential. Dante cou ld be an individual who , in 
his l ove for Beatri ce . came to grips with t he anima . He might have come to r ea li ze 
that t he anima' s occasionally "chaot ic capriciousness" can reveal "a purpose over 
a.nd above her nature." Fina lly, Petrarch' s own life should be studied in order 
to di s till causes for hi s surrender. Th e importance of thi s study cou ld have gr ea t 
s i gnificance, for Petrarch ' s love has been accepted as a convention of romanti c 
l ove f or centuries . An a.na lys i s of its psychodynamics may l ead t o the extraction 
of important variab l es in the changing noms of l ove through European history . 
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TN DEFENSE OF CAMUS 
by Eugen i a ~l . Porto 
Despite the popu lar acclaim and recognition tha t Albert Camus ' fiction and 
nonfiction have received, many people fai l to grasp a fundamental point found 
t hroughou t Camus ' work. This misunderstanding i s revealed when readers respond 
to the progression from the absu rd to the humanistic ethics with an objection 
which is basical l y misconceived . This objection often takes the form of a question: 
if I accept Camus ' depiction of the absurd, why s houl dn't I commit su icide, lead 
a hedonistic life, or di s regard t he i nt erests of others? In other Io.' ords, given 
the absurd, why should I subscribe to Camus ' humani stic ethic? The point of t he 
objection is (I assume) this: if we be li eve that there are no abso lute, obj ective 
va lues and that there are no absolute guaran t ees that justice will prevail, then 
everything i s permitted. Rather t han encumbe r onese l f wi th a man - made ethical 
scheme (so the objection goes), the sensible individual w'il l be concerned so l ely 
with him/herself. This obj ec tion, I \.;111 argue , i s basica l ly wrongheaded . It 
impli citly asks for an absolu te eth ica l standard , and such a standard i s prec luded 
by Camus' starting point, i . e ., by the absurd . Therefore, in this paper I Io.'ould 
first like to examine the notion of t he absurd as it is found primarily in The ~lyth 
of Sisyphus and i n The, Stranger. I wil l then explain Camus ' reason for c l aimi ng 
that th e absurd does not j ustify su icide . Furthennore , 1 will retrace Camus' pro -
gression from t he absurd starting point to an eth ics o f hum anism as this develop-
ment is found in The Stranger and in The Plague . Last, I will exp l ain how the 
objection cited above is mis conceived and improper, g i ven Camus ' start ing poi nt. 
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The basic argument that Camus attempt s to disprove (i n The ~ly th of Sisyphus) 
run s as £0110"'5: in order to be I','orth li ving , li fe must have a guarant eed. trans -
cendenta l meaning; the absurd r eveal s that there is no such meani ng ; therefore, 
life is not worth li ving and suicide i s in order. Camus attacks the first pre-
mi se, attempting to prove i nstead that life is to be all the more valued if it 
has no given meani ng . TIle absurd re sults not in a j us t ification for su i c ide but 
in a revolt agai nst the irrationality of the wor l d, in a freedom to define one ' s 
own l ife, and i n a pass ion for that l i fe . 
Camus first as ks, "I s there a logi c to the poin t of death?"! Does the 
absurd di ct ate death or have me n always all o,",'cd thei r emotions to overcome them 
in committing suicide ? Camus thus r evea l s his at tempt to hold to the t enets of 
logic r ega rdles s of the consequences. FaT Camus, the desideratum is to be 
logica l: · act on l y on the bas i s of ce r tai n evidence ; remain rationa l and i n 
control. None of those who have committed suicide (because of t he absurd) have 
he ld t hi s cou rse of rationality. Ins t ead , wh en r ea l izing the absurd , they allow 
their emotion s to ta ke contro l, and they commit suici de e i t her phys icall y or 
philosophi ca lly. The rea 1 eha 11 enge i s to remain c I ear-s i ght ed and to "examine 
close ly t he odd vegetation of those distant regions" (Sisyphus , p. 8) . 
Camus merely c laims to examine and to analyze what experi en ce and reason 
r eveal; he offers more a description of what he find s t han an argument to convince 
others. For Camus , the absu rd i s a gi ven; the climate of t he absu rd, the feeling 
of nausea , the limits of knowledge are a starting po i nt for whi ch he does nOt 
argue . So , for t hose wh o have not experienced t he f ee l ing of t he absu rd or who 
have not questioned their day-to- day existence, The ~lyth of Sisyphus most lik e ly 
wi ll be un interesting . For t hose , however , who have become aware of t he madness 
of their routine or of the fa ct that t hey are going to die , the essay may provide 
new in sight s . Camus c la _ims to describe wh at reason and log i c , tenacity and acum en, 
in short, absurd reasoning . r evea l s. 
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The absurd is a r e l ationship , a eonfrontation between man ' s search for 
certa i nty or unit y and the i rrati ona l Io.'or l d i n Io.'hich he lives. The h i story of 
mankind has been Il. continuous quest t o unders tand man ' s body, hi s consciousness , 
and his Io.'orld. So i t i s 1o.·1th the indivi dua l. Each seeks to imbue his life with 
a meaning and to unders tand as much as need be for a sense of security . Eac h 
attempts to guarantee a ce rtain future o r a def initeness to the days ahead. For 
the ind i v i dua l, t h is need for ce rt ainty i s unquestionab l e. 
"'hen one e xamin es the feeling of the absurd, one discovers its cause. Sa rtre 
expl ain s thi s " nilu s ea" ( in a novel by the s ame name and in " An Exp li cat ion of 
The Stranger" ) a s due to a confront tlti on with the world once it has been stripped 
f · h . 2 o lts uman terms o r mea n Ing . Despite ce rtain progress and discoveries. man' s 
know ledge i s limit ed; barriers to hi s r eason i ng are i nsu rmountable and l ikewise 
certain. The de s ire f o r guaran tees and reasoned anSIo.'crs unfortunately does not 
i'IUtomatically produce solutions. In s tead, man confront s limits: science turn s 
in t o poetry at the cruci al moment of explanation, and visible evidence becomes 
a t om i c metaphor; the truths of logi c e nd a s inexplicable paradox; fictions of 
the se l f. of causat ion. and o f i nducti on r emai n structures of people's lives with -
out themse l ves being explained or grounded. ~Ioreover. in the end each of us wi] I 
die. th e I-.'orld ".j II pe ri s h . and a ll human effo rt "'ill ~ome to naught. These are 
the only ce rta inti es of life: .man desires truth and unity, but t he universe 
denies him s ati s f ac t ion . He seeks rationa l an s wers and is certain only of an 
irriltional wo r ld. He desi T;es l ife and i s il ssured of death. Th i s confrontation 
i s the absurd. i s life itself, and this al o ne is certain. 
The irony i s c le(Il'. ~Ian seeks certai.nty and so must pre serve <lnd maintain 
whatever so l id ground he (:a n <lequire. HOlo.'cver, the certainty he has found i s 
a life o f den i al of g r atification. Thus, to be consi s tent, he mu s t keep alive 
this absurdity . lie must carry the rock that c rus hes him , sta re into the s un that 
blinds him; in s ho rt, he must fa ce hi s life for what it i s . 
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Thi s struggle to r emain log i cal and to keep alive the absurd implies three 
attitudes . First. there is no hope, i.e., t he re is no hope of a resolution of 
the conf li ct between the two terms of the absurd relations hip . Judging only 
on the basis of ev i den ce l eaves one void of expectation of unde r s tanding the 
ground of the univers e , leaves one with no room for hope in an afterlife. The 
struggle also i mplies a con t i nued rej ec t i on of the absurd; the confrontation 
remains a Jive only if one recogn izes the need for c larity and the denial of such 
i n the wor ld . The absurd nauseates the individual who want s security or wants 
to explain the world so as to be at home in a fam i l i ar environment. Las t, a 
consc ious dissati s faction resu l t s . To remain log i ca l requires one to be alert to 
deviations from reason or es capes into the "theyness"; avoid ing the gra t ificat i ons 
provided by escapes or by deviations , one remains dissatisfied and uncon s ummated . 
These three attitudes are a sort of gauge, warning if and when the absurd i s 
eluded or ignored. The attitudes are a consequen ce of reasoning which has led 
to the absurd . To deny them i s to deny their cause, and that cause is certain. 
He re one shou l d note t hat Camus i s not c laiming that a ll huma n effort to 
explain the world s hould cease. He i s merely stating that th i s effort s hould be 
recogni zed fo r what 1t i s and for \\'hat 1t ha s achieved. Science has exp l ained 
mu ch of nature; Camus is not s aying that thi s progress i s in vain. However, sci ence 
does not hol d all the an swers . and any hope for complete explanations i s unwarrant ed. 
The al l -pervading scien t isms provide s ome security--of a l onger life, a mo r e 
healthyand comfortable li fe- - but th ey canno t exp l a in beyond their lim it s . Science 
does not calm the te rror of an inev i table ( although now pos tponed) death. So 
de spi te it s progress , science p rovides a limited rationa l e for the univ er se. It 
i s this l imit that must be r ecognized; a l t hough .it may be e xtended. it mus t be 
acknowledged . 
Be- f ore con side ring the con sequen ces of the absurd r easoning in terms of the 
ques tion of s ui ci de , 1 wish to commen t briefly on Camus ' c ritique of the so- call ed 
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existentia li sts . Since this paper is not the p l ace to anal yze Camus ' eva luation 
of these figures. hi s critique will merely be presented so as to further offset, 
in order to c l arify, Camus' own response to the absurd . Camus disclaims the 
notion that he is an existentialist. He sees the existentialists. in particular 
Jaspers, Kierkegaard , Ches tov, and Husserl , as denying one or the other of the 
terms of the confrontation. The r e l igious existentiali sts recognize the irrati on-
a lity of the world. the despair and t he anguish of a human unable to c larify his 
own existence. However, instead of accepting this relati ons hip . they deify the 
absurd, embracing and worshipping it . The need for reasoned argument and clarity 
based on evidence is left behind in the " l eap" to God. Instead, the psychological 
need for security takes precedence . This leap negates the human term of the 
absurd relationship. Man conj ures away the demand for c l arity and embraces a 
scheme of irrationality and comfort as opposed to one of limited reason and des-
pair. Thus , the st rugg le is eluded; hope is restored, the absurd is embraced, 
and satisfaction is guaranteed . 
Husserl, on the other hand, does not deny the p lace of human reason but 
absolves the world of its irrationality. Each objec t i s constituted through the 
intenti onal ity of human consci ousness. This explanation of t he world is not 
psychological , a description that may retain its absurd base . Rather, the essence 
of each object is captured; the meall:ing of the world is r estored and made c l ear 
through human consciousness. So for Husser!. the wor ld is rational and the absurd 
is denied; there is no confrontation. separation, or gu l f between man and his 
world. Camus rejec t s both t ypes of existential r easoning. Rather than merely 
accepting the limits of reason , they negate that reasoning by leaping t o God or 
by intuitively grasping essences . Camus insists on being consistent and persistent : 
"My reason i ng want s to be fa i thfu l to the evidence that aroused it. That evidence 
i s the absurd" (Sisyphus . p . 37) . 
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Faced with thi s ev idence, can one live with it? Nosta l gia for a benevo l ent 
,,'orld leads one to commit suicide either physically or ph il osophically. The 
real ques ti on j s whether one can remain on the cres t--rational, consistent, and 
conscious of the absurd . The problem of suicide i s thus the first and most 
important philosophica l question. Un t il the question is ans \lo'ered, all others are 
unimportant and irrelevant , for if suicide ~ the logi cal consequence of the 
absurd evidence , then other quest i ons remain unanswered. Thu s, the con sequences 
of the absurd must be set forth to decide i f one can " live \10'1 thout appeal" 
(Sisyphus, p. 39) . 
We began with the question, "Does life need a meaning to be lived?" Camus 
next claims that l ife will be l ived al l the better if it has no given meaning. 
The absurd dictates not death but a ful l l ife. Given a life in which the absurd 
is certain, one can live a life of constant con fronta tion with the denying univer se . 
Indeed , to be consistent, one must keep the absurd alive by recognizing both terms 
of the relationship. Tn other word s , since one is fa ced with a life of the absurd, 
th e ful.lest life conscious l y confronts the irrationa l world and death; given the 
absurd, one takes advantage of t hat unalterable fate by pushing the human poten-
tial to the limit. The most human life does not e l ude the absurd through fait h 
in God nor does it seek relief from the absurd through suicide. Rather, only 
conscious, constant revo lt realizes the l imits of human reason, repudiates the 
obs curity of man, and denies hi s defeat. "Crushing truths perish from being 
acknowledged" (Sisyphus , p . 90) . 
In the revolt against the limits of reason and against death, the absurd 
man not only lives but lives a life of value . Each individual is burdened with 
his own rock , hi s own l ife; to take up that rock, i. e., to take respons ibility 
for that life and consciously choose in the fa ce of a meaningless worl d, imbues 
that l ife with dignity . The effort is a solitary one, for no one can l i ve another ' s 
life for him or die his death . Each must confront the indifferent universe and 
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decide in the face of i t. To defy such indifference i s to asser t the worth of 
a human l ife . to p r oclaim the value of hum an effort. I n r evolt , man c r ea t es 
values where he fou nd none , confers h i s own meaning I-.'here none previous l y exi s t ed , 
a nd take~ up a life whe r e death is cer t ain . 
Al ong \\'ith r evo l t . a nel-.'- found freedom r esul t s f rom consciousness of t he 
a bsurd . He r etofo r e , any mea ni ng of l ife set up ba r r iers beyond whic h the secure 
man cou ld not explor e . Society . relig i on , and employers expect certain behavior ; 
security. a meHni ng to l i fe. and a defi n ite fu t ur e a r e the re l-.'ards fo r s u ch 
behav i or. Wi t h the real i zation that t here i s no a f terli f e and no Go d, a l l f u ture 
rewards and jus t ifications dissipate . [ns tead. dea t h an d t he a bsur d are the 
on l y cer t ain t ies one cannot deny ; t hey are " t he pr i n cip l es of the on l y reasonable 
freedom" (Sisyphus., p . 44). The liberty to act takes on a new mean i ng, fo r t hat 
freedom i s no t e t ernal . Dea th wi l l one day foreclose f ut u re poss i bili ti es ; i n 
so doing, death awa kens the possibilit i es of life . ~ poss ibili ti es , not those 
of othe r s . will end \\' i th my death ; the r efo r e , T am free to choose among t hose 
possibilities i n my l i fe as I see fit . Societal norms are seen to be jus t that--
norms one may accept or reject . As Heursault of The St ranger no t es a t t he end of 
the novel , death " had levelled out a Ll the ideas that people tried to foist on me 
in the equa l ly unreal years I was t hen liv i ng th rough .,, 3 ~ death and absurd l ife 
reveal that 1 am free to choose the rest . 
The nCh'-found freedom does not authorize a ll acti ons . To claim that " every-
thing is permitted" is not, to encou r age a li fe o f pi l fe r ing , dest r uc t ion, and 
murder (~~~_us, p. SO). Camus warns llS not to understand the phrase in its 
vulgar sense. The ph~ase does no t mea n t ha t nothing i s forb i dden i n even a 
relat i ve sense of t he teTIT1 (fo rb i dden) . Ra t he r , eve rythi ng is permi tted i n t hat 
there is no absolute justificCltion or condemna t ion of any ac t. t-lan i s , and has 
a1 1-.'<lys been , f r ee to choose any act i on. To recog nize man' s freedom i s " a be t ter 
ackno\\'ledgement of a fact " (Sisyphu~" p . SO) . The choice bet l-.'een a Go d g i v i ng 
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meani ng to life and absul'd freedom wou l d no t be d i fficu l t to make. for man craves 
t he c ertainty a God would provide. However ,t here is no cho i c e, and man i s bound 
to freedom. A cho lce made in the midst of the absurd f r eedom co ns t i tu t es human 
dig nity . 
The rhird consequence of the absurd reasoning is a passion for l i f e. i . e . • 
a pass i on for th e present momen t and ind i f fere nce to the fut ure. ~ leani n g comes 
not from a future goal 0 1' justi fi ca tion but from t he p resent s truggl e . These 
passi ng moments of li fe , once li ved thl'ough, wi ll never be r ecaptured . I-Iere \\'e 
mus t c larify I>'hat Camus mea ns by the fol lowing sta tement: 
If J convin ce myself that t hi s l ife has no other a spe c t than t hat of 
the absurd, i. f I fee l that i t s whol e eq u ilibrium depends on that pe r -
pet.ual oppos ition between my con sc i ou s r evo l t and the dark ness in which 
it st ruggles , if I admit t lwt my f r eedom has no mean ing except in 
rc l ation t o its l imit ed fate. then I must say that what counts is not 
t he· best li ving bu t the most living. (Sisyph us , p . 45 ) 
For Ca mu s , " the mo s t j ivi ng" includes the e l ement of consciou s ness , i . e ., the 
conscious re volt and r ecog nition of individual freedom . When he speaks of quan -
t1 t y . he speaks not merely of the number of days or yea r s of life. hu t of consc i ous 
momen t s of life . Due to t he certa in finality of dea th, the successi on o f moments 
is imbued I>'ith a pa ss i on whi ch p rovides each moment I>'i th a depth he r etofore i mpos -
s ihle . The qU ~lI1t -i ty i s in t e rms of depth of e xpe r i ence , i . c . , cons c iousness of 
e xperien ce , as well as nume r ica l s ucce ss i on . "Be i ng aware of one ' s life . one ' s 
r eVO lt , one ' s freedom. and t o the maximum, is li v i ng. and to t he max i mum (Sisyphus . 
p. 46) . 
Fo r the absurd man "there \,.'1 .11 never be (l ny s uhs tituc for twe nt y years of life 
and exper i ence," i . c. , for pa ss ionate Ii fe and expe rience of consc iou s revo lt 
and f r eedom (S i syphus, p. 47). Meursault. once imprisoned. rea l izes he could be 
happy living in the trunk o f a dead tree , f o r one can ge t used t o anything in li fe--
a tree trunk. the absu rd-- f or it is life that mat.t e r s. As hi s mother had a lways 
s:ti d, no matter how mi serabl eonc is . the re is a l ways something for whi c h to be 
thankful, i.e . • life . 
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I shou ld emphasize that i n r eject ing the hope of an after l i f e or i dea s of 
ultimate j ust i ce. the absurd man is not turn ing to a l i fe of cr ass hedonism. He . 
rathe r , appreciates t his life (in the face of it s absurdity) , f or it is the onl y 
one of whi ch he can be ce rLain . He i s not seeking merel y sensual pleasures or 
p l easures in general . I ns t ead. he attempt s. conscious l y and knowing l y , to 
experience hi s human possib iliti es - -t hose sensua l, emotional, and i ntell ectua l. 
He mus t be aware of his life . of hi s revo lt, and of hi s freedom in order to live 
to the ma xi mum. "Th e point i s to l ive" (Sisyphus , p. 48). 
The most I iving count s as opposed t o "the best living" where ' bes t' refers 
t o those standards of soc i e t y, employers, or reli gi on that are unquestion i ngly 
accepted by the i nd ividual. Any notion of the "be s t life" based on a divine order , 
soc i ety ' s norms , or i dea l pr i nci pl es are meani ng l ess to the absurd man, for such 
standa r ds are grounded in a fait h he does not have and i n a deni a l of a freedom 
he does have. He i s i ndi ffe rent toward s these va l ues that are ( f or him) unfounded 
and i ll usory. For him. the purest of joys i s not eternal sal vati on bu t " feeling. 
and feeljngon th i s earth," "the present and succession of presen t s befor e a con-
s tantly con scious soul" (Sisyphus, p . 47 ) . The passion for life. then , along with 
revo l t and fre edom. i s the result of t he absurd reasoning . 
Early i n the ess ay Camus stat es t hat usua ll y thos e who answer "no" to the 
ques t,ion of suic i de act as i f 'they mean t "yes ," and thos e who commit su i cide are 
mo s t assured of the mean ing of l ife (S i syphus , p . 6) . We can now see what Camus 
meant by that c laim. Tho~ who unq uestioningly say t hat li fe i s f i ne or that 
there is no po ssib l e reason t o comm it s ui cide live without r ealiz ing the trans i -
t ori ness of t hei r l ives. There i s no urgency in their act ions , no consci ous ness 
of their freedom, no passion f or wha t t hey do . Routine i s unq uestioned; norms 
a re a !>S imil:lted; l ife is not cheri s hed. Als o , those wh o say "no" to sui cide 
bec ause it is a s i n or because this life is a prepa ration f or an afterli fe likewi s e 
live as if they meant "yes." For these individuals, ultima t e meaning and fulfillment 
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is found not in thi s life but in a next life. The urgency and dignity of this 
life i s mitigated, or overshadowed , by an after li fe. On the other hand, those 
who con front an irrational ,",'arid and inevitable, final death often lose control 
and commit s uidd e . If they had remained ra tional to the end, as the absurd 
reasoning attempts to do, they would recognize that this life is the only one 
that is certain, that can be l oved, and that has va l ue. Wi thout hope of an after-
life or guarantees of fina l rewards, this life and it s freedom become crucial, 
valuabl e, beloved . Faced with the absurd, the consistent man passionately says 
"yes" to life and to freedom and revolts against the ignominy o f dcath and obscurity. 
Al thoug h the absurd man lives without hope of reso l ving the absurd confrontation. 
he does not nece ssari l y live a life of de spair. I n tm intcrvie",' in 1945, Camus 
was asked if the philosophy of the absurd i ty of the world runs the risk of driving 
pcopl e to despair . lie answered as follows: 
AlII can do i s reply on my own behalf, realizing that ",'hat 1 say is 
re lative. Accepting the absurdity of everythjng around us is one 
s tep, a nccessary experience : i t should not become a dead end. I t 
arouses a revolt that can become fruitfu l . An analysis of the ide a 
of revolt could he l p us to discover ideas capabl e o f restoring a 
re Iati ve mean !ng to ex i s tence. a I though a meaning that ,",'oul d al ways 
be in danger. 
In recogn i zing the indi ffcrence of the universe. the absurd man does not despair 
and remain paralyzed . He rccognizes h:i s freedom to decide his o,",'n meaning for life 
and so may create that life al l the more passionately. Hi s life becomes a work of 
art which he is free to mo l d and to define Idthin certain limits . The meaning and 
value thus creatcd are no longer assured or guaranteed . Rather, they are t enuous, 
for they depend on the individual . Ui s hopc is of this ,",'ar Id and the present moment; 
he looks not toward future possibilities but takes up those of this life. 
The revolt of Camus ' absurd man is not a revolt against the human lot, 
it is merely an integra l part of the human lot. To forego this revolt 
is to forego a part of one ' s humanity, the part Io'e are most tempted to 
aba ndon because we a re so 1 i ci ted by our nos ta I gia for eterni ty. our 
need for total understanding . Camus ' absurd man can be sai d to be with-
out hope onl y in terms of the two human dreams o f eternity and total 
understanding; he i s not without hope in life itself . He is not without 
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faith in the r eality of his experience within the prison walls, nor is 
he without joy . Life offe r s him inexhaustibl e possibilit~es which , 
within the l imits of his mortality, he is free to accept . 
From the i ndividual r ecogni tion of the absurdity of li fe emerges a 
happiness which is neither sensual no r transcendent, bu t which6is the affirmat ion of the di gnity and un i que va l ue of human l ife . 
The abs urd precludes hope of an eternal li f e , an abso lu t e j ustice , and a transcen-
dental meani ng to life; it does not prohibit (but rather, makes possib l e) the 
v2 1ue of this li fe. 
Camus has thus claimed t hat the absurd does not dictate death but a life of 
value . Of course, not everyone wil l fee l cha ll enged by such reasoning , and Camus 
seems wi ll i ng to acknow ledge such a possibility. One may f eel that life "is not 
worth the trouble" (Sisyphus, p. 5) . However, this response is not the l ogica l 
outcome of sole ly t he recog ni tion of the abs urdity of l i fe and should not be 
professed as such. One cannot gi ve a justifi cation for sui cide consistent with 
t he absurd and its consequences. In other words, one cannot "bl ame" one ' s s uicide 
on the absurdi t y of li f e, for if one reasons from the absurd situation , one is 
compe l led to live, not to acquiesce to death. I f one can remain rational , one is 
chal l enged to live; the r eal effor t is to remain in cont r o l . 
Unfortunately, it is diffi cult to remai n logica l " t o t he bitter end , " and 
Camus recognizes that where l ogic stops, "emotiona l inc lination" l eads to suicide 
(S i syphus, p. 7). At that moment when emot ion reigns , the absurd reasoning will 
not necessarily be persuasive . The indi vidual is a l ways free to choose which 
r easons wi l l be "reasons for " his action . So it appears tha t the absurd reasoning 
wi ll not be persuasive un l ess i t offers a " r eason forl! the i ndividua l t o live, i.e. , 
unless he wants to r em'ain rational and in control. 
Camus ' discussion does not claim that there is neve r any just ificat ion for 
committing suici de . For example, he exc l udes consideration of po l itica l suicide . 
One may a l so, i t seems, argue that suicide may be justifi ed in cases of terminable 
disease where ex t reme, unrelenting pain prec l udes the possibil ity of a l l other 
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thought s, feelings, or emotions. In such a case, it seems unlikely that the 
absurd reasoning will lead to r evo l t, to f reedom, and to a passion f or l ife , 
for these r esult only when they are physically and psychologically possible . 
Tn other words, it is difficult to imagine a revolt agains t death when death 
will bring the end of constant agon:. to imagine a des ire for the "freedom" to 
do nothing but suffer, and to imag ine a passion for life when that life is 
so l ely ceaseless, excrutiati ng pain. Although suic i de may be justified in these 
cases, they are not counter-examples to Camus ' thes i s . He claims that l ife need 
not have a given meaning to be lived and to be valued; therefore, the absurdity 
of l ife need not obsess and para l yze the i ndi vidua l or warrant s ui ci de. In the 
case of some terminable diseas es , the absurd could not and would not be cited as 
r eason f or suicide. Rather, the debilitating pain and suffering (perhaps) cou l d 
be seen to justify su i cide . These examp l es are beyond the scope of Camus' dis-
cussion, and while raising interesting questions themselves, they do not undermine 
the argument of The Myth of SisyphUS . In these cases, other factors (e.g. , the 
extent of the pain, the chance of remi ssion or cure , other persons involved) would 
need to be considered in an argument; such reasoning wou l d not disprove the general 
thesis t hat the absurd (alone) does not dictate death. 
Camus emphasizes that, at this initial stage, the absurd man is amoral or 
free of ethica l judgments. 1~e absurd man wou l d accept a God and a subsequent 
mora l code if evidence proclaimed its certa inty. Insofar as he live s out side 
such a God, however, the absurd man i!' i nnocent . He has not chosen hi s situat ion, 
but reason and t enacity prohibit his denying what he has or igina l ly di scovered. 
Tn a sense, his ignorance of the absurd cannot be regained; he can confron t the 
absurd. elude it or deny it, bu t he cannot be nai ve. 
For the absurd man, then, absolute ethical va l ues are non-existent; al l actions, 
i n one sense , come to the same i n the end. for there is no absolute standpoint from 
which to judge . The absurd r easoning does not lead to absolute ethical imperatives; 
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the absurd man i s merely t r ying t o be consistent. Camus here seems to s t ress 
the so litary path of each i nd ividua l life. The abs urd man judges no one and i s 
ob livious to the judgments of othe r s . lie attempts to be consis ten t in his life 
with the absurdity of which he is cer tain. He thus far does not move beyond 
hi s so litnry r evolt ; he sees others not a s agents I -ike himse l f but as objects 
to be manipulated and to be used . In a sense , for others he is a "moral monster" ; 
for hims e l f. the absu r d man is consistent . 
Hence, in The Myth of Si.syphus and in The Stranger , the rea l iza t ion o f the 
ahs urd n'~ lilt~ no t in su i c i de but in a ne\\' value on life . The absurd he r o revolt s 
against dcnth and obscuri t y, remains a\\'a re of Id s tran s itory freedom, and has a 
pas s ion for thi s life. His is a solitary revolt that rema i ns free of eth i cal 
judgments <lnd merely attempts to be con sis tcnt \I.'ith the evidence he has found . 
In hi s discussion of the absurd, Camus has l aid the groundwork for a subse-
quent ethic~ o f humani sm. The absu rd di sc loses that, as fa r as man can tell , 
ohjective ethica l s tandards do not ex i st. The absurd "wipes the slate clean" 
and thus r eveals to man his mora l freedom and aut omo ny . Man begins anew to 
construct whatever he c hooses. In Nietzsche ' s terms, God i s dead; man is l eft 
to fend for him se lf, to make of himself what he \1.'1 11. The question now rema i ns as 
to what mrm \I.'i l l do \I.'1th t h i s fre edom . 
The initial reaction to tl)c absurd may be one of s hock, confusion , passivi ty , 
and indiffe rence to l i fe. Meursau l t until the time of his sentencing il l ustrates 
wel l a possible r eflex res~onse to the absurd. At one time, before the nove l 
begins. MeurS3u lt was an amb i tious. striving student, i. e ., an entire l y diffe r ent 
pe r son from the passive . ind i ffe r ent clerk of the novel. NOW, although the reade r 
i s not t old how , ~leursault has come to see the futi l ity of life , t hat ther e is no 
rea son to do one t.hing rather than another. He i s hones t to himse l f in not f e i gning 
any cmotions and in not profess i ng bc li d in the s tandards of his society (i . e., 
in it s r e ligion. it s norms, and its occupational ro l es) . These traits do indeed 
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follow from the absurd life. Wit h Meursau lt. Camus is clearing t he ground of tra-
di tional val ues , s tandards , and be l iefs. Once t he foundation of tradi t i ona l ethic~ 
and action i s undermi ned, the nex t step is not necessari ly immediately c lear or 
certain. One may become obsessed "·ith the absurd and paralyzed by its i mpact; Mellr-
sau lt represents such a passive , i mmobil e figure . 
However, as Camus point s out , "accepting t he abs urdity around us i s one step, a 
necessary experience: it shoul d not be a dead e nd." The r eal i zation of t he absurd 
makes poss i ble a sort of lucid understanding o f life and o f t he human l y- c rea ted mea nin ~ 
it ~ have ; The My th of Si syphus describes tlds revolt , freedom. and passion for life 
that res ul t . Meursau l t at the end of The Strange r and the characte r s of The P lauS!e 
i I I us trate thi s nex t step. \'lhi I e conscious of t he a bsurd, they have a pass i on fo r I i f (' 
t hat defi.es dea t h and conquers fate. Their " crush i ng tru t hs per i sh from bein~ acknow-
ledged." 
Of t he absurd heroes portrayed, Dr. Rieu x (o f The Plague) and Meursau l t (once he 
i s condemned to death) bes t provide clues to the possib l e deve l opment o f a , future c rhi cs. 
Po ints these two f igures have come t o reali ze and voice can be used consisten tl y a s 
t he bas i s of a humanistic ethi cs . Camus does not claim tha t the absurd r easoni ng wi II 
necessarily res ult in s uch an eth ica l stance but t hat (admittedly) t hi s view i s one 
among possible re sponses . (Indeed, The Pl auge depicts a number o f differen t possibl e 
reactions to the absurdi ty of life and death . 7) 
Such an ethics will not be based on any idea l pri ncipl e . for th e absurd man 
rejects all o f whi ch he cannot be certain. Instead, death and the absu r d life a r e t he 
foundation , for o f these alone c an man be assured . Meursault e xpl ains to t he pries t 
that hi s life and his death are the onl y certainties he ha s ; ce rtainties o f t hi s life 
(e.g ., "one strand of a woman ' s hair" ) are worth far more t han hope s of an afterlife 
(i.e., t he "certaint i es " of t he prison chapla in) (The Stranger, p. 151). With t he 
certainty of an absurd life comes the ce r tainty of an impend ing death. The peop l e of 
Oran (in The P l a eue) cannot escape f rom the p l ague (i. e. . from t he absurd 1 i f e a nd dea t.h ) . 
The town gates are clos ed. and no special dj spensa tions allow anyone to avoid his fat e . 
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The certainty of death is depicted metaphorically by Meursault: "From that dark 
horizon of my future a sort of slo,,', persistent breeze had been blo"'ing toward me all 
my l ife long ... 1' (The Stranger, p. 152). ~leursau l t chose not this fate; it, rather , 
chose him. Such are the certai nties of man--an absurd life and an inevitable death. 
Faced with the certainty of death, l ife (accor di ng to Camus) takes on new va l ue . 
To understand the possib l e situation of a man condemned to death (e . g . , the situation 
of Meursault or of the people of Oran) , I, the reader, must subjective l y con front my 
own death . I must realize that I cannot escape death; T cannot choose another path or 
retract a fatal decision . cannot hide behind the numerous metaphors that speak of 
a sIo,,', persistent breeze, a breath on my face, or a s had ow that ha unts my life . No 
s t ory , ve r se, or clich~ expresses the subjective character of the blunt fact that I 
will die. 
With this admission, my life takes on ne,,· meaning. The finitude of time I have 
upon this earth recasts t he way in which I experience each moment. For the absurd man , 
" death exalts injustice"; "it is the s upreme abuse" (Sisyphus, p. 66) . It "'as seen 
that revolt follows from the recognition of the absurd--man confers value on a life 
that has no g i ven meaning . Likewise, in the face of death, life takes on a new worth 
precisely due to i ts transitori ness. its finite nature . [n man's revolt, his constant 
struggle to live in the midst of absurdity, he wi l l one day suffer "the supreme abuse, " 
i.e . , a death over which he has no control and through which his efforts will terminate . 
The absurd life and death are man's only certainti es, and he abhors both . Death must 
be ove r come ; "it too must he conquered" (Sisyphus, p . 66). Dr. Rieux dispises death 
and disease; he refuses to love a scheme of things in which innocent people die. Eve n 
t hough Meursault "coul'dn ' t stomach this brutal certitude (9f deat t:] ," he refused to 
hope in an afterlife. "It is better to burn [ fo r the so - ca ll ed sins of human pride 
and diSbelief] than to disappear [ thrOugh hope and faith] " (The Stranger , p . 151). My 
revo lt i s not on l y against the inscrutability of the world but against my death as 
"'ell. 
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In that death confers a new value on my l ife , i t gives va lue to activities 
and relationships within that l ife. Again , Camus does not speak here of a cr ass 
hedoni sm but a passion for all forms of experience of this life. Meursault mi sses 
t he "surest, humblest pleasures" of thi s life : "warm sme ll s of summer, my favorite 
stree t s , the sky at evening. Marie' s dress and her laugh" (The Stranger. p. 132) . 
Dr. Rieux cheri shes certain r el ationships within hi s fi ni t e life : 
... a loveless world is a dead worl d , and always the r e comes an hour 
when one is weary of pri sons, of one's work . and of devotion to duty . 
and all one craves fo r i s a loved face, t he warmth and wonder of a 
loving heart. 8 
Thi s l i fe, wi th it s act i vities and rela tionships , is man's onl y certainty and his 
on ly happiness. 
~lo reover, j ust as "accepting the absurdi ty ... is one step , a necessary exped ence" 
and " shou ld not become a dead end , " so the lucidity that resu l t s can a l so "become 
fruitful." Meursault, Dr. Rieux , and the c iti zens of Oran have r ecognized certain 
fu r t her points that subsequentl y may deve l op into an approach to l ife . Thi s poss i b le 
deve l opment shou ld not be i gnored and indeed is not prec luded by the acceptance of the 
absurd , i. e .• by the acceptance of the fact that man is the ground of existi ng va lues. 
Perhaps the reade r shou 1 d fi rs t note that t he r ea 1 i za t i on of t he 1 ack of a gi ven 
value scheme docs not logi ca l ly entail the v iolation of traditional values. The 
acceptance of the absurd does not by it se l f sanction a l l activity; previous so-called 
"wrongs " are not the reby encouraged or endorsed . Again, Camus warns no t t o under-
stand "everythi ng i s pe rmi tted" in the vulgar sense . If God is dead. a l1 is indeed 
permitted , i.e., possib le, but it has been so a l l along . In a sense , the extent t o 
whi ch such action and fr eedom appear attractive reflects the extent to which individua l 
rest raint is lacking and outside authority maintains control. Thus, with the denial 
of such obj ect i ve val ue s and externa l aut hor ity, no individual r at i ona le is left to 
mainta i n order. lbi s imprudent behavior indeed may be an in i t ia l r eponse to the absurd, 
bu t i t need not be permanent and i s certainly no t necessaril y entailed by the absurd. 
It represents more a psycho logical rea ct ion, much li ke that of a ch ild whose parents 
are gone (permanently) ; he can now raid the cooki e ja r for all i t. ' s worth , but sooner 
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or later he must grm,' up and reaiize that he has to learn to control himself in 
order to live a healthy, happy l i fe . 
So the individual is left on his own, and man has the freedom of "remaking 
man and the ea rth " (Sisyphus , p . (4) . The certain ti es with \>"hich he can begin are 
the absurdity of life and the certainty of death . He revolts against the irratjonal 
world and against death . However, in this revolt and a\\'areness comes the realization 
that not only am.!. condemned to death but all humans are l i ke\>"ise dying . This 
equality IS as certain as death itsel f. All are condemned to die one da y ; a l I a re 
so privileged . Meursault acknowledges that "slo\>,', persistent breeze " blowing towa rds 
him a ll his life long. Th i s breeze, "this one and the same fate was bound to ' choose ' 
not only me but thousands of mi ll ions of pri vileged peop le " (The Stranger, p . 152) . 
Each person faces that same fate; each lives a life that \>"ill one day end . No one 
can escape from the p l ague; neither money nor status \>" i ll buy exit passes . Because 
of this universality of death, humans are at this base level equal. No one can deny 
this fundamenta l equali.ty of men . All are doomed to the same absurdity and death . 
The realization of the fact that all humans face this one and the same fate, 
i.e . , that all are condemned to die, may induce one to a further step beyond the 
acceptance of the absurd . If all are condemned to die and al l desire to preserve 
their own lives , a communal a tt emp t \~'ill most likely be more effective than indi-
vidual efforts . The people of . Oran volunteer for the sanitation squads and so keep 
the plague under mini.mal control. Their shared plight and the ir common desire for 
survival bind them in a jo ~. nt effort to combat death . Camus does not claim here that 
people must take this further step , but that th i s step of communal effort IS the more 
reasonable approach in ' a battle against death. 
Pre-historic men initially grouped together out of the desire to survive ; the 
necessity \>"as blatant at that time, for animals and climate posed a direct threat 
to 1 i fe . Yet, modern man faces the sane hosti 1 e environment and the same indi ffe rent 
uni verse, a I though the need for communa I effor t has been camouflaged . Li fe is no\>,' 
too easy f or many, and the threat o f death has been assuaged . Death has been 
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objectified, even honored and glorified . The benefits of j oining together in the 
at tempt to survive have been overshadowed and underp layed. The con frontation wi th 
one's own death, however, and t he realization that a ll will f ace that same end strip 
the comf ortab l e life of its illusions or cushions and r evea l t he naked need for 
others. 
One ma y add a different dimension t o the need to bind together if one under-
stand s one ' s own revolt against death to be an objection to death i n general. The 
individual revo lt encompasses a con ce rn for other humans in that a ll are confr onti ng 
that same absurdity and supreme injustice . The absurd contitutes not on l y the indi -
vidual' s existence but all li fe that may be cons cious of its transi toriness and 
ultimate death. One ' s revolt against death r emains onl y partial and incomplete i f 
he acknowledges i t s victory e l sewhere. The s truggle again st death and the passion 
for life s hould not be compromised t hrough unprotes t ed destruction of other life. A 
struggle against death to keep the absurd a li ve i s all the more vi ctori ous if i t 
persists beyond a si ng le l ife and conquers t he supreme injus tice e l sewhere . Thus , 
t he confrontat ion with death provides the transit ion from a sol itary r evolt to a 
r evo lt of sOlidarity . 
Dr. Rie ux illustr ates well this transition from a solitary r evolt against death 
t o a revo l t of so l idarity . The doctor detes t s death and disease whil e knowing "that 
the p lague baci llus never dies or disappears for good" (The Plague, p. 278) . He 
cherishes his human r e l ationships and knows that "a loveless world is a dead wor ld." 
His is a humanism that i s a love of men in the concrete flesh an d blood. Man i s not 
an ideal to be worshipped but a fe llow- suff er er to be treated with "common decency. ,,9 
Dr . Rieux react s to the plague by doing all he can do, i. e ., by doing hi s job 
(The Plague, p. 150). In thi s way, Dr. Rieux r ecognizes and strugg l es aga i nst "a 
never ending de feat" (The Plague, p. 118). 
The revolt against death, the passion for life, and the freedom to create va lues 
consistent with these consequences provide the basis for a new humani sm. The attempt 
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t o ~ llh v ert de ath m:1 kc s t he prc:,erv:lt i on of l ife ma n' s most vnli:1 nt effor t . This 
re vo l t ilg:lin~t a death commo n to al I h umiln ~ s tand s as the has is o f a dignity and 
equal i t y :lmong men. I. ikc"'i-,>e , the freedom tD c r e ate v.1.1ues cons i stent wi t h thc 5(~ 
enJs bes t ov, s a so n o f d i g ni ty 0 11 man he r{'tl)fon.' im po s o;ib l e . 
Such a humanistic ethics. if l eft unde fen ded. may h(' IIndermined and eventlla l ]y 
nega ted . Even in recog ni z ing its re lat i ve sta ndpoi nt a s one of ma ny possib le 
re s ponses t o the :lhs urd, t o ahandon i t in the face o f confl ict i ng views is tanta -
mount to de ny ing even its rela t ive mean i ng and wo rth . I n choos i. ng one val u e sc heme 
as opposed to ~lIl o th c r , o ne mus t p rofess and defend i t i n orde r to ma i ntain it. To 
rern:lin indifferent to op pos it i o n guarantl'cs t he subversion o f one ' s ow n choice. 
~lcur..;ault' s passivity un til t he time of his sen t e ncing il l us t rates wh a t happens 
when one remnins indifferent to confl ic t i ng schemes . Meursa u lt , i t appea rs , h<l s 
chosen to he honest, not to feign emotions, and t o r ejec t t radit i onal standard s unl ess 
he honestly de c i des t hey a re wo rthwh i l e . 1I0 ... ·eve r , i n hi s in itial indifference t o 
life and failure to see even a r e la tive va l ue i n one ac t ion as opposed t o anothe r. he 
loses con t rol over h is own li fe and so denies t he value of hones ty tha t he has chosen . 
li e becomes a pawn o f othe r s. He \\'ri tes t he decei tfu l l etter f or Raymond. untrut h f u l l y 
agrees \o;'hen bored in conversations , li es i n saying Raymond ' s mi stre ss cheated on 
him . and eventua l l y ki ll s a man . ~ le ursau l t has cho sen and so c reated the value o f 
honesty , but in acqu i esci ng to the cho i ces o f ot he r s , he negate s the very va l ue he 
attempts to in s tiga t e. Not un t i l Me ur saul t confron t s t he p r ies t does he act i ve l y 
defend his position and r efuse t o compromi se . Camu s hi mse l f ins ists tha t t he book 
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(The Stranger) i s mi s under stood unl ess one " takes i n to account " t hi s s cene of out-
rage agai nst the pries t. 10 Wi t hout such a t t ack or c r itici sm, an a t tit ude, even one 
r ecognized as a re l ative stand , loses it s value . 
Hence, the humanist i c scheme mus t a l so be defended aga i nst oppos i ti on. A.n t i -
thetica l views mu s t be undermined i f t he human is ti c scheme i t se lf is to avoi d it s 
n"'n subversion . The c r eation of s uch a scheme cannot appea l t o any absolute justi -
ficatio n aT any eternal sys t em of j ust i c,e; s uch guarantees wou l d be com f ort i ng indeed. 
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The absurd man has not chosen his pl ight; he mer ely honestly describes what he 
has found . His certai nty that j ustice either reigns or perishes in t his life 
and in this world imbues his defense wi t h all the more passion. For him, no 
eterna l li fe will balance the scales; no omnipotent being wi ll guarantee that 
justice is done . Man is his on l y end . Man is free to preserve his l ife as a 
species and as an i ndividual, or to perish at his own hand. 
One can final l y understand why the objecti on to Camus' ethics is wrongheaded. 
The objection, as was stat ed above , claims that Camus has not convinced us that we 
must adopt his ethical scheme . An individual (so the objection goes) may al ways 
respond to the absurd by leadi ng a hedonistic or egoistiC life. Camus ' arguments 
are not compel l ing in t he sense that one may a l ways reject Camus' conc l usions and 
may a l ways opt for a different lifestyle. Thus , Camus has fail ed to provi de us 
with an adequate (i . e . , compul sory) way to deal wi th the absurd . 
This objection is misconceived for one fundamental reason: t he objection 
implkitly seeks an absolute standard of values and ru l es . The interlocutor asks 
for ethical imperatives, i.e . , dec l arations of what each indivi dua l must do . Such 
a requirement, in essence, demands that Camus provide reasons why each individual 
is not free , 1. e . , why each individual must "chose" a certain lifestyle . 
Camus (admittedl y) does not provide such an imperative , for he cannot do so . 
If one r easons from t he absurd, no absolute ethical standards are possible, i.e., 
no commandments result . ~Jhen one realizes the absurdity of l ife and death, one 
realizes one's freedom. This freedom is precisel y the freedom to chose ££ to reject 
any offered ethical scheme (including Camus') . Thus, Camus does not evoke t he help 
of a God, for such a God does not evidently exist; he does not t hreaten with eterna l 
damnation, for such threats are id l e; he does not cajole with promises of eternal 
bliss, for such promises are empty . With the absurd, Camus e!iminates al l existing 
ethical claims, for these views are seen as shams and as il l usions. He t hen begins 
anew Io.'ith a tabula rasa of standards . 11 Nothing (save the absurd) is a given. No 
objective ethica l schemes can make abso l ute ~~mands on 
I, 
t he indivi dua l . 
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Hence , Camus does the best he can do given the absurdity of life . He reasons 
f rom the absu r d, cautious never to deny or cont radic t hi s original premise. Death 
and the absurd life are man ' s certainties; frOfT} these origins certain points follow 
(viz . , t he equal, shared plight noted above). Camus can only attempt to persuade 
others; he can on ly reason and argue. He cannot force others to accept his out look 
on life . He gives reasons why we should work together (as in The Plague) . bu t he 
cannot choose for us . So , i n a sense, everything is permitted . Each indivi dua l i s 
free to chose any path, be it Camus' path or not . 
There is an iron ic t inge to thi s objec tion against Camus . Those who object to 
Camus ' option do so on the basis of their need for mora l absolutes . Camus fai l s them 
because he does not provide moral imperatives ; indeed. he admits t hat there are no 
such commandments. 1I0wever . those who rej ec t Camus' scheme in search of ohjec tive 
mora l /re l ig i ous laws are (in fact) i n the same situation as is Camus ; their supposed 
imperat i ves are also on l y man-made. The difference between their choice and that of 
Camus is that Camus realizes and acknow l edges that man is the basis of. and so r espon-
sible for. any moral l aws . 
Thus. t o compl ain that Camus has f ailed in proposing an adequa t e ethi ca l scheme 
(because one can always reject Camus ' offer) is to miss Camus ' fundamental point . 
Any view can be rej ected; gi ven the absurd, no objective standards are pos s i bl e . 
Camus does not f ai l when he provides no absolute imperatives ; he rather remain s con-
sis ten t and hones t. His honesty reveal s a f act of l i fe wh i ch many peopl e do not want 
to acknow ledge. Camus arg¥es from this fact (i . e . • the absurd) and tr ies t o develop 
a humanistic ethical scheme . I ronically, those who reject Camus' scheme (and opt for 
a life guided by sol e l y sensual p l easures or by religious imperatives) are merely 
exer cis ing the freedom Camus emphasizes. They are doi ng nothing more than constructing 
alternative man-made ethi ca l schemes, schemes which each one of us may accept or may 
reject. Camus. however, undertakes a more ambitious task in recognizing thi s freedom. 
r.~ ther than cl i ng to the solid structure of re l igious/ethical guarantees in the attempt 
14 0 
to deny man's freedom, Camus tries to conquer that human condition. Thus, Camus 
says (thr ough the voice of Dr . Rieux) that "heroi sm and sanctity" don 't really 
appea l t o him. Ins tead, 
"What interests me i s being a man." 
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